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INTRODUCTION TO FINAL ISOPS II REPORTS

Volumes I, II, and III contain the final reports for Phases 2 
of the Instrument Suitability Study (ISOPS) for Emergency Operating 
Procedures for Songs 2 & 3. The Instrument Use and Bases Tables 
for all eleven modules have been revised (Revision 01). All 
affected Engineering Limit Bases Documents have also been revised 
(next sequential revision).  

Tab #1 contains a complete print out of all ISOPS II Phase 2 
Priority One data. The report is arranged alphabetically by 
parameter. Note that the bases description contained in this 
report is a synopsis of the complete bases. The file number 
located below the parameter name refers to the associated 
Engineering Limit and Bases Document which contains the complete 
bases document. To locate an individual Engineering limit and 
Bases Document, find the parameter on the following list (next 
page) and go to the TAB for the associated module. The Engineering 
Limit and Bases Documents are located following the Instrument Use 
and Bases Table for the respective module.



Phase II Priority 1 Parameters 
plus those raised from lower priority 

TAB MODULE PARAMETER 

3 1 AFW FLOW 
S/G LEVEL (NR) 
S/G LEVEL (WR) 
TOTAL FW FLOW 

4 2 COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 
CLOD LEG SI FLOW 
HOT AND COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 
HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 
HOT LEG HPSI FLOW 
HPSI FLOW (TRAIN A/B) 
HPSI/LPSI FLOW 
SI FLOW 

5 3 COLD LEG TEMP 

6 4 CONTMT EMERG SUMP LEVEL 
CONTMT H/R RAD MONITORS 
CONTMT HUMIDITY 
CONTMT HYDROGEN CONC 
RWST LEVEL 

7 5 CONTMT PRESSURE 
CONTMT TEMP 
CONTMT SPRAY FLOW 

8 6 HOT LEG TEMP 
HOT LEG TEMP - COLD LEG TEMP 
HOT LEG TEMP - REPCET 
REPCET 

9 7 PZR LEVEL 

10 8 PZR PRESSURE 

11 9 REACTOR HEAD SAT MARGIN 
SATURATION MARGIN 
SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

12 10 REACTOR POWER 
CEA POSITION 
REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 
REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 
REACTOR VESSEL UPPER HEAD TEMP 
STARTUP RATE

11 S/G PRESSURE13
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

AFW FLOW 

009-0PS92-214

AFW FLOW 

009-0PS92-214 

AFW FLOW 

009-0PS92-210 

AFW FLOW 

009-0PS92-214 

AFW FLOW 

009-0PS92-210

BASES USE

-I I

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

> 200 GPM 

200 GPM PER S/G 

NOT > 200 GPM 

200 GPM PER S/G 

130 TO 150 GPM 

LL 70, UL 150 

ESTABLISHED 

200 GPM PER S/0 

130 TO 150 GPM 

LL 70, UL 150

Based on engineering judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/0 is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2% decay heat toad.  

Based on engineering Judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/0 is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain s/0 level constant with 
2% decay heat load.  

The lower limit is based on refilling the S/G feedring 
In a 5 min period. The upper limit is based on 
preventing feedring damage due to excessive refill flow 
to a drained feedring. 5 min duration is based on 2X 
the refill time for the 350 gal feedring.  

Based on engineering Judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/6 is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2% decay heat load.  

The tower limit is based on refitting the S/G feedring 
in a 5 min period. The upper limit is based on 

preventing feedring damage due to excessive refill flow 
to a drained feedring. 5 min duration is based on 2X 

the refill time for the 350 gat feedring.

To verify minimum required AFU flowrate for RCS Heat 

Removal (> 200 gpm to each S/G).  

To initiate starting alternate AFW pumps and 

controlling flow manually if flow to either S/G is NOT 

> 200 GPM.  

To verify reduced AFW flow (130 GPM TO 150 GPM) is 

established to the isolated SG.  

To verify feedwater flowrate to the S/G after resetting 

EFAS.  

To verify AFU ftowrate between 130 gpm and 150 gpm (for 

5 minutes) during restoration of feed to a S/G.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-OPS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE It 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

AFW FLOW 

009-0PS92-214 

AFW FLOW 

009-0PS92-214 

AFW FLOW 

009-0PS92-214 

CEA POSITION 

009-0PS92-031 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-134

BASES

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

< 200 GPM 
200 GPM PER .S/G 

> 200 GPM 
200 GPM PER S/G 

200 GPM 

200 GPM PER S/G 

INSERTED EXCEPT 
UL INSRTD EXCPT 

>300 GPM PER PUM 
LL 30 GPM/PUMP

P

USE

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 
actuation and feedwater less than the minimum required 
flow.  

To verify > minimum required FW flow to at least one 
S/G to aid in promoting natural circulation.  

To verify minimum required AFW flowrate for RCS Heat 
Removal (> 200 gpm to each S/G).  

To determine if all but one CEAs are inserted as part 
of the verification of adequate reactivity control.  

To verify flow through the operating HPSI pump Is > 

minimum flow required to prevent pump damage.

. I

Based on engineering Judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/0 is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2X decay heat toad.  

Based on engineering judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/G is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2% decay heat toad.  

Based on engineering Judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/C is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2X decay heat load.  

This engineering limit was chosen because it is one of 
the General Design Criteria. It is also contained in 
the T.S. definition for shutdown margin and the LCO for 
reactivity control.  

A minimum of 30 GPM flow is required through each HPSI 
pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  
Since there is no direct Indication of flow through the 
pump, pump flow Is determined using the injection 
header ftowmeters.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-OPS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP 1i PHASE 11 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter -

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT BASES

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

USE

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-OPS92-128 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-131 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-151 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-151 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-151 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-134

I-

FLOWS APPROX = 

NONE 

REDUCE FLOW -1/2 

NONE 

SUM >= MIN EXP 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> 300 GPH 

LL 30 GPM/PUMP

There are no associated engineering limits for the 

comparison of parameters. Since no value Is specified 
In the comparison, no value can be assigned to the 

engineering limit.  

Since the step value is only "approximate", the 

assigning of an engineering limit is not appropriate.  

Engineering limits for minimum expected hot and cold 

leg HPSI flow rates and maximum allowable flow rate 

have been determined elsewhere.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

A minimum of 30 GPH flow is required through each HPSI 

pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  

since there is no direct indication of flow through the 

pump, pump flow is determined using the injection 

header ftowmeters.

tt 

or

To verify that flow is equally distributed through at 

four cold teg Injection tines during simuttanious hot 

and cold Leg injection.  

To monitor reduction of cold Leg Injection (by 

approximatty 1/2), to establish required conditions I 

initiating simuttainious hot and cold leg injection.  

To verify adequate HPSI flow during hot and cold leg 

injection.  

To verify adequte HPSI flow during cold leg Injectior 

To verify adequate safety injection ftowrate for RCS 

Inventory Control.  

To verify flow through the operating HPSI pump is > 

minimum flow required to prevent pump damage.

I.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-OPS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE i1 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

I-

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

- By Parameter -

. BASES

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

USE

________________ I I

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 
009-0PS92-151 

COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-149 

COLD LEG Si FLOW 

009-0PS92-149 

COLD LEG SI FLOW 
009-0PS92-149 

COLD LEG Si FLOW 
009-0PS92-149 

COLD LEG SI FLOW 
009-0PS92-149 

COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-149 

COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-149

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> MI N EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> NIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

>% NIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABO-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABo-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.

To verify adequate safety injection.fLow for RCS 
Pressure Control.  

To verify adequte HPSI flow during cold leg injection.  

To verify adequate cold leg safety injection flow for 

RCS Inventory Contol and RCS Pressure Control (SFSC) 

To verify adequate SI flow during cold leg injection.

To verify adequate 
Pressure Control.  

To verify adequate 
heat removal.

safety Injection flow for RCS 

safety injection flowrate for core

To verify adequate safety injection ftowrate for core 
heat removal.  

To verify adequate cold Leg sefety injection flow for 

RCS Heat Removal (SFSC).
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 [SOP I1 PHASE I! 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-OPS92-133 

COLD LEG TEMP 

D09-OPS92-177 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-158 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-133 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-133 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-157 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-168

I ISTEP VALUE 

ENG. LIM1I 

NOT RISING 

NONE 

> 500 deg F 

LL 488 deg F 

> RCP NPSH CU 

NOT APPLICABL 

NOT RISING 

NONE 

STABLE OR DEC 

NONE 

< 500 deg F 

HL < 555 deg 

>=SDM REQUIRE 

PER CURVE

MENT

BASES

JRVE 

.E 

F

The limiting temperature is a function of the current 
boron concentration, the method used to calculate SDM, 

and the current plant physics condition.

USE

To verify cold leg 

as indication that 

established.

temperatures constant or decreasing 

single phase natural circulation is

There are no engineering Limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

488 deg F is based on maintaining core uplift forces 
within allowable limits.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits'apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

555 deg F is based on keeping cold leg temperature less 
than the saturation temperature for the lowest Main 
Steam Safety Valve lift setting pressure (1089 psia).

To ensure less than four RCPs are operating when less 

than 500 deg F to prevent core lift.  

To confirm available NPSH for operating the RCP(s).  

To verify that this parameter is not rising, in the 

verification of adequate natural circulation.  

To verify cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing 

as indication that single phase natural circulation is 

established.  

To ensure Tc of the least affected S/G is maintained 

less than Tsat to avoid lifting MSSVs on isolated S/G.  

To ensure RCS temperature is equal to or greater than 

the temperature required for shutdown margin based on 

test boron sample.

/
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE II 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-OPS92-158 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-133 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-133 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-159 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-OPS92-133 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-OPS92-166

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

COOLDOWN PLOT 

NOT APPLICABLE 

STABLE OR RISING 

NONE 

STABLE OR LOWRNG 

NONE 

> 300 deg F 

LL >287 degF(U-2) 

LWRG & NOT CNTRLD 

NONE 

ALL - 470 deg F 

HL < 494 deg F

BASES

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering Limits for this curve or table.  

There are no engineering Limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering Limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 
In the trend, no engineering Limits apply.  

The Technical Specifications require at Least one 
overpressure protection system operable whenever cold 
teg temperature is less than or equal to 287 deg F 
(Unit 2) or 267 deg F (Unit 3).  

There are no engineering Limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering Limits apply.  

Less that 494 deg F is based on engineering judgement.  
Restricting CoLd Leg Temperature to < 494 deg F will 
prevent exceeding the design pressure (650 psi) for the 

intermediate pressure letdown piping. T sat for 650 

PSIA is 494.89 deg F.

USE

To monitor the cootdown rate of the plant.  

To determine (by trending) If an ESDE is isolated.  

To determine, along with adequate S/G level, if CoLd 

Leg Temperature requires exiting the LOFW EOI and 

entering the FR EOI.  

To indicate when to evaluate placing LTOP in service.  

To monitor and correct for RCS overcooling.  

To verify criteria for letdown restoration is met (Tc < 

470 F).

)

D
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP i1 PHASE 1I 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION! 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-158 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-133 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-133 

COLD LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-159 

COLD LEG TEMP (0A) 

009-0PS92-165 

COLD LEG TEMP (1A) 

009-0PS92-164

VALUE/ 

LIMIT . BASES USE

I I

STEP 

ENG.L 

>20<200 

NOT APPLI 

LOWERING 

NONE 

STABLE 01 

NONE 

> 300 dei 

LL >26T 

LOWJEST L 

NONE 

< S/G E-I 

NONE

OOP TC

089 TEMP

ABO-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering Limits for this curve or table.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 
in the trend, no engineering Limits apply.  

There are no engineering Limits for the trendingor 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering Limits apply.  

The Technical Specifications require at Least one 

overpressure protection system operable whenever cold 
Leg temperature is less than or equal to 287 deg F

(Unit 2) or 267 deg F (Unit 3).  

There are no associated engineering 

comparison of parameters. Since no 
in the comparison, no value will be 

engineering limit.

limits for the 
value is specified 
assigned to the

There are no associated engineering limits for the 

comparison of parameters. Since no value is specified 

In the comparison, no value will be assigned to the 

engineering limit.

I-To verify that RCS temperature Is

To determine If unisotated (least 
removing decay heat.

within P/T Limits.  

affected) SG is

SM CURVES 

ICABLE 

R CONTRLD 

gF 
degF(U-3)

To determine (by trending) if an ESDE is Isolated.  

To indicate when to evaluate placing LTOP in service.  

To determine which cold leg has the lowest delta T with 

respect to S/G temperature (S/G temp - Tc), to 

determine which RCP should be started first.  

To Identify the most affected S/G.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP Ii PHASE It 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

I I

COLD LEG TEMP (1B) 

009-0PS92-165 

COLD LEG TEMP (19) 

009-0PS92-164 

COLD LEG TEMP (2A) 

009-0PS92-165 

COLD LEG TEMP (2A) 

009-0PS92-164 

COLD LEG TEMP (2B) 

009-0PS92-165

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

There are no associated engineering limits for the 
comparison of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the comparison, no value will be assigned to the 
engineering limit..  

There are no associated engineering Limits for the 
comparison of parameters. Since no value is specified

I.

LOWEST LOOP TC 

NONE 

< S/G E-089 TEMP 

NONE 

LOWEST LOOP TC 

NONE 

< S/G E-088 TEMP 

NONE 

LOWEST LOOP TC 

NONE

To determine which cold leg has the lowest delta T with 
respect to S/G temperature (S/G temp - Tc), to 
determine which RCP should be started first.  

To Identify the most affected S/G.  

To determine which cold Leg has the lowest delta T with 

respect to S/G temperature (S/G temp - Tc), to 

determine which RCP should be started first.  

To identify the most affected S/G.  

To determine which cold Leg has the Lowest delta T with 

respect to S/G temperature (S/G temp - Tc), to 
determine which RCP should be started first.

in the comparison, no value will be 
engineering limit.  

There are no associated engineering 
comparison of parameters. Since no 

In the comparison, no value will be 
engineering limit.  

There are no associated engineering 
comparison of parameters. Since no 
In the comparison, no value will be 
engineering limit.  

There are no associated engineering 
comparison of parameters. Since no 

in the comparison, no value will be 
engineering limit.

limits for the 

value is specified 
assigned to the 

limits for the 

value Is specified 

assigned to the 

limits for the 

value is specified 

assigned to the

BASES USE

assigned to the

I

I -
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE i1 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

COLD LEG TEMP (26) 

009-0PS92-164 

CONTHT EMERG SUMP LEVEL 

009-OPS92-037 

CONTMT ENERG SUMP LEVEL 

009-0PS92-037 

CONTHT EMERO SUMP LEVEL 

009-0PS92-038 

CONTMT EMERG SUMP LEVEL 

009-0PS92-038

STEP VALUE 

ENG. LIMI1 

< S/G E-088 

NONE 

> 18 FT 8 IN 

LL 18.359 FT 

> 18 FT 8 IN 

LL 18.359 FT 

RISING 

NONE 

RISING 

NONE

BASES

[EMP There are no associated engineering 
comparison of parameters. Since no 
In the comparison, no value witt be 
engineering limit..

USE

limits for the 
value is specified 
assigned to the

Based on ensuring that the level in the CONTMT EMERG 
SUMP Witt provide sufficient NPSH for the CS and HPSI 
pu•ps after shutting the RWST isolation valves. The 
limit is conservative based on assumed pump 
combinations, flow rates and head tosses.  

Based on ensuring that the level In the CONTMT EMERG 
SUMP wiltt provide sufficient NPSH for the CS and HPSI 
pumps after shutting the RUST isolation valves. The 
limit is conservative based on assumed pump 
combinations, flow rates and head losses.

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
in the trend, no engineering limits 

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
in the trend, no engineering limits

the trending or 
value is specified 
apply.  

the trending or 
value Is specified 
apply.

To identify the most affected S/G.  

To determine If adequate level exists in the 

Containment Emergency Sump (e.g. 18 feet 8 inches) to 

supply the Containment'Spray Pumps.  

To verify proper conditions exist prior to isolating 
the RWST following a RAS.  

To verify the emergency sump level increases as the 

RWST level decreases.  

To verify RWST is feeding SI, which is spitting onto 

the containment floor.

I
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP It PHASE Ii 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTMT EMERG SUMP LEVEL 

009-0PS92-039 

CONTHT EMERG SUMP LEVEL 

009-0PS92-040 

CONTMT EMERG SUMP LEVEL 

009-OPS92-041 

CONTMT EMERG SUMP LEVEL 

009-0PS92-042

CONTMT EMERG SUMP LEVEL 

009-0PS92-038 

CONTMT EMERG SUMP LEVEL 

009-0PS92-040

STEP VAL 

ENG. LIM 

NORMAL 

NONE 

NOT RISING 

NONE 

NOT RISING 

NONE 

> 17 FT

UE/ 

lIT

LL 18.359 FT 

RISES 
NONE 

NOT RISING 
NONE

BASES

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
in the trend, no engineering limits 

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
in the trend, no engineering limits 

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
In the trend, no engineering limits

USE

the trending or 
value is specified 
apply.  

the trending or 
value Is specified 
apply.  

the trending or 
value is specified 
apply.

Based on ensuring that the level in the CONTMT EMERG 
SUMP will provide sufficient NPSH for the CS and HPSI 
pumps after shutting the RWST isolation valves. The 
limit is conservative based on assumed pump 
combinations, flow rates and head losses.

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
in the trend, no engineering limits

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 

In the trend, no engineering limits

the trending or 
value is specified 
apply.  

the trending or 
value is specified 
apply.

To determine if containment conditions Indicate an 
event other than SGTR Is In progress.  

To verify Containment Emergency Sump not rising and 
re-diagnose the event if it Is.  

To verify conditions inside containment to be normal.  

To ensure adequate ECCS inventory In the Containment 
Emergency Sump if RWST level Is below the RAS setpoint.  

To verify the emergency sump level increases as the 
RWST level decreases.  

To determine that Containment Emergency Sump level Is 
not rising as RWST level decreases and evaluate methods 
to maintain RWST level > 19%.

'•,•s•"
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005 

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter -

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTMT H/R RAD MONITORS 

009-0PS92-081 

CONTMT HUMIDITY 

009-OPS92-091 

CONTMT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-OPS92-055 

CONTMT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-095 

CONTMT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-096

STEP VALU 

ENG. LIMI 

< 40 R/HR 

LL 20 R/HR 

NOT RISING 

NONE 

< 0.5% 

LL 0% UL 4% 

<4% 

4% 

< 0.5% 

OX

IE/ 

T BASES

This limit is based on engineering judgement. In the 
event of a LOCA In containment, 20R/HR is > the 
expected dose rate, assuming 100% reatease of maximum 

RCS activity. This would be Indication that some fuel 
failure had occurred with the LOCA.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

The LL is based on keeping the H2 concentration as tow 

as possible by placing the H2 recombiners in service 
when It is first detected. The UL Is based on ensuring 
that a H2 burn or explosion does not take place when 
the recombiner Is placed in service.  

4% Is based on the flammability limit of hydrogen in 

dry air. Energizing the recombiners when hydrogen 

concentration is <= 2% ensures that the hydrogen 

concentration will pot reach 4%. 4% is also the limit 

at which the recombiners must be secured.  

0% (actual) hydrogen is the normally expected 

concentation in containment. An event resulting in an 

increase in hydrogen concentration above the minimum 

detectible level (0.5%) is indication that an event 

other than a LOFW (i.e. LOCA) Is occurring.

USE

To evaluate initiating CSAS for iodine removal If 

containment High Range Area Radiation Monitor is NOT 

reading < 40R/HR.  

To verify conditions inside containment to be normal.  

To determine if the hydrogen recombiners need to be 

operating (H2 concentration > or = 0.5%).  

To determine if the present CG control success path Is 

adequate (hydrogen < 4%) or a different one must be 

used.  

To confirm that an event other than an LOFW is not 

taking place.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP If PHASE ii 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE- By Parameter -Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAHETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTNT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-088 

CONTYT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-OPS92-097 

CONTHT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-062 

CONTMT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-097

STI 

ENI 

< 2% 

3.5% 

S2% 
3.5% 

< 4% 
< 4 

> 2% 
3.5%

EP VALUE/ 

G. LIMIT BASES USE

I

3.5% is based on a design requirment that a single 

train of hydrogen removal equipment wilt be able to 

remove hydrogen at a rate such that actuation of the 

system is not required until hydrogen is within 0.5% by 

volume of the ftaninabiltty limit (4.0%).  

3.5% Is based on maintaining the containment hydrogen 

concentration below the fiamnabitity limit (4%). The 

Hydrogen Purge system is only used if the recombiners 

fail. In this case, starting to purge at 3.5% will 

maintain the hydrogen concentration < 4%.  

4% is based on the flarmability limit of hydrogen in 

dry air. Energizing the recombiners when hydrogen 

concentration is <- 2% ensures that the hydrogen 

concentration will not reach 4%. 4% is also the limit 

at which the recombiners must be secured.  

3.5% is based on maintaining the containment hydrogen 

concentration below the flammability limit (4%). The 

Hydrogen Purge systbm is-only used if the recombiners 

fail. In this case, starting to purge at 3.5% wilt 

maintain the hydrogen concentration < 4%.

a
To determine if use of the Hydrogen Recombiners is 
required to satisfy the present combustible gas (CG) 

control success path.  

To evaluate the need to continue hydrogen purge 

operation.  

To determine if containment hydrogen concentration is 

tow enough to permit enetgization of the hydrogen 

recombiners (< 4%).  

To evaluate the need to continue hydrogen purge 

operation.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-OPS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE 11 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTHT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-095 

CONTHT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-095 

CONTMT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-099 

CONTHT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-097 

CONTMT HYDROGEN CONC 

009-0PS92-097

STEP 

ENG.  

< 4X 
4% 

< 4% 
4% 

RISING 
NONE 

< 4% 
3.5% 

< 2% 

3.5%

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE

I I

4X Is based on the flammability limit of hydrogen In 

dry air. Energizing the recombiners when hydrogen 

concentration is <x 2% ensures that the hydrogen 

concentration witl not reach 4%. 4% Is also the limit 

at which the reco "biners must be secured.  

4% Is based on the flammability limit of hydrogen in 

dry air. Energizing the recombiners when hydrogen 

concentration is c= 2% ensures that the hydrogen 

concentration will not reach 4K. 4% is also the Limit 
at which the recombiners must be secured.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

3.5% is based on maintaining the containment hydrogen 

concentration below the flammability limit (4K). The 

Hydrogen Purge system Is only used if the recombiners 

fail. in this case, starting to purge at 3.5% wilt 

maintain the hydrogen concentration < 4%.  

3.5% is based on maintaining the containment hydrogen 

concentration below the flammability limit (4%). The 

Hydrogen Purge system is only used if the recomblners 

fail. In this case, starting to purge at 3.5% will 

maintain the hydrogen concentration < 4%.

To determine If the hydrogen concentration requires the 
operator to go to the Functional Recovery EOI (>4%).  

To determine if hydrogen concentration requires the 

event to be re-diagnosed (>=4.OX).  

To evaluate the need for hydrogen purge of containment.  

To evaluate the need to continue hydrogen purge 

operation.  

To determine if use of the Hydrogen Purge System is 

required to satisfy the present CG control succes path.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE 11 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

- By Parameter-

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00 

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTIT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-060 

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-071 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0P592-063 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-063 

CONTIT PRESSURE 

009-OPS9Z-072

STEP VALU 

ENG. LIMI 

< 1.5 PSIG 

1.5 PSIG 

> 14 PSIG 

UL 14 PSIG 

> 3.4 PSIG 

UL 3.4 PSIG 

> 3.4 PSIG 

UL 3.4 PSIG 

< 14 PSIG 

UL 15 PSIG

E/ 
T BASES

This value was selected to verify that contmt pressure 
remains below the upper limit for normal contmit 

pressure. 1.5 PSIG coincides with the upper limit for 

T.S. 3.6.1.4 LCO for contmt pressure, which along with 

CR alarms, defines normal contmt pressure 

14 psig is based on the ESFAS trip value for the CSAS.  

The trip value was established based on the 20 psig 

setpoint used In the safety analysis, with a 6 psi 

channel accuracy factor included.

3.4 PSIG Is coincident 

ESFAS trip value.  

3.4 PSIG is coincident 

ESFAS trip value.

with and therefore based on the 

with end therefore based on the

15 PSIG is based on the T.S. ALLOWABLE VALUE for CSAS.  

The CS system may be secured, and the CSAS reset when 

contmt pressure Is reduced to <r25% (15 PSIG) of design 

contmt pressure (60 psig). The fan coolers are then 

capable of further lowering pressure

USE

To verify expected post-trip containment pressure 
conditions.  

To verify CSAS actuation.

To verify CIAS actuation 
>3.4 PSIG.  

To verify CCAS actuation 

>3.4 PSIG.

if containment pressure is 

if containment pressure is

To evaluate containment spray termination.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-OPS93"005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP 11 PHASE 11 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-071 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-063 

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-063 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-063, 

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-071 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-063 

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-064

STEP VALU 

ENG. LIMt 

< 14 PSIG 

UL 14 PSIG 

< 3.4 PSI1 

UL 3.4 PSIG 

< 3.4 PSIG 

UL 3.4 PSIG 

< 3.4 PSIG 

UL 3.4 PSIG 

> 14 PSIG 

UL 14 PSIG 

> 3.4 PSIG 

UL 3.4 PSIG 

INCREASING 

NONE

E/ 
T BASES

14 psig is based on the ESFAS trip value for the CSAS.  

The trip value was established based on the 20 psig 

setpoint used in the safety analysis, with a 6 psi

USE

To determine if CSAS has actuated or should have 
actuated.

channel accuracy factor included.

3.4 PS1G Is coincident 
ESFAS trip value.  

3.4 PSIG is coincident 
ESFAS trip value.  

3.4 PSIG is coincident 
ESFAS trip value.

with and therefore based on the 

with and therefore based on the 

with and therefore based on the

14 psig is based on the ESFAS trip value for the CSAS.  

The trip value was established based on the 20 psig 

setpoint used in the safety analysis, with a 6 psi 

channel accuracy factor Included.

3.4 PSIG Is coincident with and therefore based on the 

ESFAS trip value.

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

To determine if containment pressure < 
verify CIAS actuation if > setpoint.  

To determine if containment pressure < 

verify SIAS actuation If > setpoint.

CIAS setpoint or 

SIAS setpoint or

I

/

To verify CIAS actuation if containment pressure is 
>3.4 PSIG.  

To determine If CSAS has actuated or should have 

actuated.  

To determine If containment pressure < CIAS setpoint or 

verify CIAS actuation if > setpoint.  

To identify the type of event and location when 

Pressurizer Pressure is rapidly decreasing, using the 

"Break Identification Chart".
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP 1I PHASE I1 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-065 

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-071 

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-073 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-060 

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-115

E/ 
T

STEP VALU 

ENG. LIMI 

< 1.5 PSIG 
UL 1.5 PSIG 

< 14 PSIG NC 

UL 14 PSIG 

< CCW PRESS( 

NONE 

< 1.5 PSIG 
1.5 PSIG 

< 3.4 PSIG 
Not yet ava

URE

BASES

This pressure coincides with the T.S limit on 
containment pressure. It defines the upper limit for 
normal containment pressure. 1.5 psig is based on 

engineering judgement as the maximun pressure which 
wilt be observed with no energy release to contmt.  

14 psig Is based on the ESFAS trip value for the CSAS.  
The trip value was established based on the 20 psig 

setpoint used in the safety analysis, with a 6 psi 

charnel accuracy factor included.  

There are no associated engineering limits for the 

comparison of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the comparison, no value can be assigned to the 

engineering limit.  

This value was selected to verify that contmt pressure 
remains below the upper limit for normal contmt 

pressure. 1.5 PSIG coincides with the upper limit for 

T.S. 3.6.1.4 LCO for contmt pressure, which along with 
CR alarms, defines normal contmt pressure 

Bases data not yet available.

ltable

USE

DT INC

I I 
I

To determine if containment conditions indicate an 
event other than SGTR is in progress.  

To verify Containment Pressure < 14 PSIG and not 

increasing and rediagnose the event if it is not.  

To compare containment pressure with CCW pressure prior 

to, or after restoring CCU to the containment.  

To confirm that an event other than an LOFW is not 

taking place.  

To confirm that an event other than an LOFW is not 

taking piece.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP Ii PHASE 11 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-061 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-060 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-106 

• CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-063 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-063

STEP VALU 

ENG. LIMI 

NOT RISING 

NONE 

I 1.5 PSIG 

1.5 PSIG 

< 3.4 PSIG 

9.2 PSIG 

3.4 PSIG 

UL 3.4 PSIG 

> 3.4 PSIG 

UL 3.4 PSIG

E/ 

T BASES USE

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

This value was selected to verify that contmt pressure 

remains below the upper limit for normal contmt 

pressure. 1.5 PSIG coincides with the upper limit for 
T.S. 3.6.1.4 LCO for contmt pressure, which along with 

CR alarms, defines normal contmt pressure 

The engineering limit is based on the maximum expected 
containment pressure during a So with a four hour 

duration. In this case, containment pressure 

increasing to > 9.2 PSIG is an Indication that an event 

other than an SBO Is occurring.  

3.4 PS1G is coincident with and therefore based on the 

ESFAS trip value.  

3.4 PSIG is coincident with and therefore based on the 

ESFAS trip value.

I I
To verify conditions inside containment to be normal.  

To verify Containment Pressure < 1.5 PSIG and direct 

event re-diagnoses if it Is not.  

To determine if event re-diagnosis Is required during 

performance of the SBO procedure.  

To determine If containment pressure is less than the 

CIAS setpoint and determine the appropriate success 

path to be.used.  

To evaluate the need for manual containment Isolation.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE If 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-071 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-079 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-079 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-071 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-079

UE/ 
lIT BASES USE

I I

STEP VAL 

ENG. LIM 

< 14 PSIG 
UL 14 PSIG 

> 14 PSIG 

N/A 

RISING 
N/A 

STABLE OR L 
NONE 

STABLE OR L 

N/A

LOWRNG

14 psig is based on the ESFAS trip value for the CSAS.  
The trip value was established based on the 20 psig 
setpoint used in the safety analysis, with a 6 psi 
channel accuracy factor included.  

Use of the Mini-Purge System to vent containment in the 

event that the CS system does not operate Is no longer 
applicable to the EOs. SCE has directed that ABB-CE 
need not address this issue in this study.  

Use of the MinI-Purge System to vent containment in the 
event that the CS system does not operate is no (onger 
applicable to the EOis. SCE has directed that ABB-CE 

need not address this issue in this study.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

Use of the Mini-Purge System to vent containment In the 

event that the CS system does not operate is no longer 

applicable to the EOIs. SCE has directed that ABB-CE 

need not address this Issue in this study.

To evaluate the need to initiate containment spray 
operation.  

To evaluate the effectiveness of the present success 
path for control of containment temperature and 

pressure.  

To evaluate the effectiveness of the present success 
path for control of containment temperature and 

pressure.  

To evaluate the need to Initiate containment spray 

operation.  

To evaluate the effectiveness of the present success 

path for control of containment temperature and 

pressure.

LOWRNG
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP 11 PHASE It 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

- By Parameter -

BASES

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

USE

I I I

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-085 

CONTIT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-074 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-063 

CONIHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-075 

CONTHT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-076 

CONTNT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-083

< 14 PSIG 
UL 14 PSIG 

< 3.4 PSIG 

UL 3.4 PSIG 

< 3.4 PSIG 

UL 3.4 PSIG 

CONSTANT OR 

N/A 

STABLE OR LO 

NONE 

CONSTNT,STBL 

NONE

14 PSIG is determined to be the engineering limit 

because it coincides with the ESFAS trip value. 14 

psig is sufficiently high to prevent inadvertent

actuation of the CS system, 
starting delay time.  

3.4 PSIG is coincident with 

ESFAS trip value.  

3.4 PSIG is coincident with 
ESFAS trip value.

LOWER

WIERIN

,LLWRG

but low enough to minimize 

and therefore based on the 

and therefore based on the

Use of the Hini-Purge System to vent containment in the 

event that the CS system does not operate Is no longer 

applicable to the EQ1s. SCE has directed that ABB-CE 

need not address this issue in this study.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

To indicate if containment spray (and/or emergency 
fans) should be operating based on containment pressure.  

To verify expected post-trip containment pressure 

conditions.  

To evaluate the need for containment isolation.  

To determine If the containment purge success path is 

performing adequately by observing containment pressure 

constant or lowering.

To determine if containment pressure 
lowering in order to allow continued 
success path, or direct the operator 
success path.

is stable or 
use of the present 
to a different

To evaluate the effectiveness of the present success 
path for control of containment temperature and 

pressure.-

I
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INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
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DOCUMENT NO: 009"0PS93"005 

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-071 

CONTMT PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-071 

CONTMT SPRAY FLOW 

009-0PS92-090 

CONTHT SPRAY FLOW 

009-OPS92-090 

CONTHT SPRAY FLOW 

009-0PS92-090

.UE/ 

lIT

STEP VAL 

ENG. LIM 

< 14 PSIG 

UL 14 PSIG 

CONSTNT OR 

NONE 

• 1750 GPM 

1750 GPM 

> 1750 GPM 

1.1750 GPM 

> 1750 GPM 
1750 GPM

BASES

14 psig is based on the ESFAS trip value for the CSAS.  
The trip value was established based on the 20 psig 
setpoint used In the safety analysis, with a 6 psi 

channel accuracy factor included.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

1750 GPM is the value of CS flow assumed In the 
Containment Peak Pressure Analysis for the containment 

design basis accident. This value is the minimum 
acceptable value for a single train of CS. 1750 gpm CS 
+ two containment Fan Coolers Is acceptable.  

1750 GPM Is the value of CS flow assumed in the 

Containment Peak Pressure Analysis for the containment 
design basis accident. This value Is the minimum 

acceptable value for a single train of CS. 1750 gpm CS 
+ two containment Fan Coolers is acceptable.  

1750 GPM is the value of CS flow assumed in the 

Containment Peak Pressure Analysis for the containment 
design basis accident. This value Is the minimum 

acceptable value for a single train of CS. 1750 gpm CS 
+ two containment Fan Coolers is acceptable.

USE

To determine if event re-diagnosis is required.  

To determine if containment pressure is constant or 
lowering and if it Is not, to direct use of another 
success path.  

To determine if containment spray flow is adequate to 
meet SFSC criteria (> 1750 gpm per train).  

To determine if containment spray flow is adequate to 
meet the containment cooling requirements.  

To verify that 50% of the required containment heat 

removal capability is being provided by one train of 

containment spray (> 1750 gpm).

3

LOWRNG
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP If PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT 0

I.-

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0P892-092 

CONTHT TEMP 

009-0PS92-173 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-173 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-092 

CONTHT TEMP 

009-0PS92-148 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-078

UL 

Not 

Nol 

UL 

Nol 

NOT 

NON

SBASES
STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

120 deg F 

120 deg F 

215 deg F 

t yet available 

215 deg F 

t yet available 

120 deg F 

120 deg F 

145 deg F 

yet available 

RISING 

HE

USE

' .•r3, )}.•1

120 deg F is based on engineering Judgement as the max 
temp which wilt be observed without an energy release 
to the contmt. This value coincides with the contmt 
temp limit specified in T.S. 3.6.1.5 LCO.  

Bases data not yet available.  

Bases data not yet available.  

120 deg F Is based on engineering Judgement as the max 
temp which wilt be observed without an energy release 
to the contmt. This value coincides with the contmt 
temp limit specified In T.S. 3.6.1.5 LCO.  

Bases data not yet available.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

To verify expected post-trip containment temperature 

conditions.  

To determine If event re-diagnosis is required during 

performance of the SBO procedure.  

To determine if CSAS has actuated or should have 

actuated.  

To determine if containment conditions indicate an 

event other than SGTR is in progress.  

To confirm that an event other than an LOFW Is not 

taking place.  

To verify conditions inside containment to be normal.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTMT TEMP 

009-OPS92-092 

CONTHT TEMP 

009-0PS92-148 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-148 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-173 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-OPS92-173 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-138

STEP VALUI 

ENG. LIM1I 

< 120 deg F 

UL 120 deg F.  

< 145 deg F 

Limit not en' 

< 145 deg F 

Not yet aval 

< 215 deg F 

Not yet aval 

> 215 deg F 

Not yet oval 

CONSTNT OR L 

NONE

BASES USE

-I

tered 

table 

table 

table 

OWRNG

120 deg F is based on engineering judgement as the max 
temp which wilt be observed without an energy release 

to the contmt. This value coincides with the contmt 

temp limit specified In T.S. 3.6.1.5 LCO.  

Bases data not yet available.  

Bases data not yet available.  

Bases data not yet avaitabte.  

Bases data not yet available.  

There are no engineering timits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

To verify containment temperature < 120 deg F and 
direct event re-diagnoses if it is not.  

To determine if event re-diagnosis is required.  

To determine if the success path in use (contaiment 

temperature < 145 F) is acceptable, or direct the 
operator to a different success path.  

To evaluate the need to initiate containment spray 

operation.  

To evaluate the effectiveness of the present success 
path for control of containment temperature and 

pressure.  

To evaluate the effectiveness of the present success 

path for control of containment temperature and 

pressure.

E/ 
T

t

(
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

CONTMT TEMP 
009-0PS92-073 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-138 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-138 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-138 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-073 

CONTNT TEMP 

009-OPS92-173

STEP 

ENG.  

CONSTNT 

NONE 

RISING 

NONE 

STABLE 

NONE 

STABLE 

NONE 

< 145 

Not yel 

S215 
Not yel

*VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE

I I

* OR LOWRNG 

OR LOWRNG

OR LOWRNG

leg F 
t available 

deg F 

t available

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

Bases data not yet available.  

Bases data not yet available.

To determine if containment 
CIAS setpoint and determine 
path to be used.

pressure is less than the 
the appropriate success

To evaluate the effectiveness of the present success 
path for control of containment temperature and 

pressure.  

To evaluate the need to initiate containment spray 

operation.  

To evaluate the effectiveness of the present success 
path for control of containment temperature and 

pressure.  

To verify expected post-trip containment temperature 

conditions.  

To verify that CCAS Is the appropriate success path 

(via containment temp < 215 F and stable) or direct the 

operator to a different success path.
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PARAMETER/ 
DOCUMENT #

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE 1i 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

- By Parameter *

BASES

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00 

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

USE

I-

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-079 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-oPS92-138 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-OPS92-173 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-092 

CONTMT TEMP 

009-0PS92-173

CONSTANT OR LOWER 

N/A 

STABLE OR LOWERIN 

NONE 

STABLE OR LOWERIN 

NONE 

< 120 deg F 

UL 120 deg F 
I 

< 215 deg F 

Limit not entered

Use of the Mini-Purge System to vent containment In the 

event that the CS system does not operate is no Longer 

applicable to the EOIs. SCE has directed that ABB-CE 

need not address this issue In this study.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

120 deg F Is based on engineering judgement as the max 

temp which will be observed without an energy release 

to the contmt. This value coincides with the contmt 

temp Limit specified In T.S. 3.6.1.5 LCO.  

Bases data not yet available.

To determine if the containment purge success path is 
performing adequately by observing containment 

temperature constant or towering.  

To determine if containment temperature is stable or 

towering in order to allow continued use of the present 

success path, or direct the operator to a different 
success path.  

To verify that CCAS is the appropriate success path 
(via containment temp < 215 F and stable) or direct the 

operator to a different success path.  

To confirm that an event other than an LOFW is not 

taking place.  

To determine if event re-diagnosis is required.

/
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PARAMETER/ 
DOCUMENT 0

HOT AND COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-130 

HOT AND COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-129 

NOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-139 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-OPS92-139 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-139 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-139 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-139

STEP VALUE 

ENG. LIMIT 

<=910GPM PER 

UL 1000 GPM 

>450 GPM PER 

LL 30 GPM/PUM 

> MIN EXP FL( 

NOT APPLICABI 

> MIN EXP FL( 

NOT APPLICABI 

> HIN EXP FL( 

NOT APPLICABI 

> HIN EXP FLI 

NOT APPLICABI 

> NIN EXP FL' 

NOT APPLICAB

/ I 

-I-.
BASES

The engineering limit is based on not exceeding runout 

conditions for the HPSI pumps.  

A minimum of 30 GPH flow is required through each HPSI 

pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  

Since there is no direct indication of flow through the 

pump, pump flow is determined using the Injection 

header flowmeters.  

ADD-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.

PUMP 

PUMP 

P 

)W 
LE 

LE 

)W 
LE 

LE 

LE

SCE not to supply 
curve or table.

USE

To verify operating HPSI pumps do not exceed run-out 
conditions (910 GPM) during simultaneous Hot/Cold Leg 

Injection.  

To verify flow through the operating HPSI pump is > 

minimum flow required to prevent pump damage.

To verify adequate HPSI flow during hot and cold leg 

injection.  

To verify adequate hot and cold leg safety Injection 

flow for RCS Inventory Control and RCS Pressure Control 

(SFSC).

To verify 
RCS Invent 

To verify 

Inventory
ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ADD-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.

adequate cold leg safety injection flow for 
ory Contol and RCS Pressure Control (SFSC) 

adequate safety injection flowrate for RCS 

Control.

To verify adequate safety injection flow for RCS 
Pressure Control.

ABB-CE has been directed by 
engineering limitsfor this

L 

0 
L

0 
L 

C 

L 

C 

L
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT # 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-139 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-139 

HOT AND COLD LEG St FLOW 

009-0PS92-137 

HOT LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0P592-135 

HOT LEG HPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-135 

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-147

STEP VAL 
ENG. LIM 

SUM ># MIN 
NOT APPLICA 

> HIN EXP F 

NOT APPLICA 

>450 GPM PE 

LL 30 GPM/P 

SUM >x HIN 
NOT APPLICi 

> MIN EXP 
NOT APPLICi 

NOT RISING 
NONE

.UE/ 

lIT BASES USE

I

EXP 
•BLE 

FLOW 

OBLE 

ER PUMP 

PUMP

EXP 

ABLE 

FLOW 

ABLE

To verify adequate safety injection flowrate for core 
heat removal.

To verify adequate hot and cold leg 
flow for RCS Heat Removal (SFSC).

safety injection

To verify flow through the operating HPSI pump Is > 
minimum flow required to prevent pump damage.

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABS-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

A minimum of 30 GPM flow is required through each HPSI 

pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  

Since there is no direct indication of flow through the 

pump, pump flow Is determined using the injection 

header flowmeters.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

flow during hot and cold leg 

flow during hot and cold leg

To verify hot leg temperatures constant or decreasing 
as indication that single phase natural circulation is 

established.

To verify adequate HPSI 
injection.  

To verify adequate HPSI 
Injection.

I
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-142 

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92"143 

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-143 

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-163 

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-161

E/ 
T

F

BASES

When T eve Is < 350 deg F the Tech Specs require only 

one ECCS subsystem to be operable. It is 

conservatively assumed that T hot = T eve. Therefore, 

the UL for disabling a HPSI pump to prevent challenging 

the LTOP relief is < 350 deg F.

STEP VALU 
ENG. LIUI 

< 350 deg F 

UL < 350 deg 

< 385 deg F 
UL 400 deg F 

< 385 deg F 
UL 400 deg F 

< 580 deg F 

<583 degF & 

> 325 deg F 

LL >287 degF

exceeding the 

Shutdown Cooling 

exceeding the 

Shutdown Cooling

minimum MSSV 
T coincident with 

lowing a reactor 
te open and 
ned.  

at least one 
Le whenever cold 
to 287 deg F

USE

The Engineering limit is based on not 

design temperature (400 deg F) of the 

System.  

The Engineering limit is based on not 

design temperature (400 deg F) of the 
system.  

The engineering limit is based on the 

CNTLD setpoint plus the maximum loop delta 

initiation of natural circulation foL' 

trip. Thus, the MSSVs should not cyc 

control of RCS temperature Is maintal 

The Technical Specifications require 

(U-2) overpressure protection system operab 

leg temperature is less then or equal 

(Unit 2) or 267 deg F (Unit 3).

To initiate reducing the number of available HPSI pumps 

to within the design capacity of the LTOP relief valve.  

To monitor cooldown and depressurization of the RCS to 

get on Shutdown Cooling (<385 deg F and <340 psia 

specified).  

To verify shutdown cooling entry conditions are met 

(T-hot <385 deg F, PZR pressure <340 psia).  

To verify the existence of adequate RCS heat removal 

via at least one S/G (T-hot < 580 deg F and controlled).  

To indicate when to evaluate placing LTOP in service.
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O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

- By Parameter -

BASES

Q.A, APPROVED TABLE

USE

_______________ I

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-147

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-163 

HOT LEG TEMP 
009-0PS92-160 

HOT LEG TEMP 
009-0PS92-163 

HOT LEG TEMP 
009-0PS92-160

NOT RISING 

NONE 

<580 &STBL OR 

<583 degF & C 

< 530 deg F 

UL 540 deg F 

<580 degF &( 
4583 degF & 

< 530 deg F 

UL 540 deg F

I 
I.There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

In the trend, no engineering limits apply.

DEC 
;NTLD

CNTLD 

CNTLD

The engineering limit is based on the minimum HSSV 
setpoint plus the maximum loop delta T coincident with 

initiation of natural circulation following a reactor 

trip. Thus, the NSSVs should not cycle open and 

control of RCS temperature is maintained.  

Based on the possible Lift pressure of the Lowest MSSV 

(1089 PSIA/555 deg F. Post S/G isolation, T hot in 

both loops is expected to rise about 15 deg F). T hot 

4540 deg F before isolation will ensure MSSVs will not 

open after subsequent teamp increase.  

The engineering limit is based on the minimumn SSV 

setpoint plus the maximum loop delta T coincident with 

initiation of natural circulation following a reactor 

trip. Thus, the HSSVs should not cycle open and 

control of RCS temperature is maintained.

To verify that this parameter is not rising, in the 
verification of adequate natural circulation.  

To verify the existence of adequate RCS heat removal 

via at least one S/G (T-hot < 580 deg F and controlled).  

To verify T Hot is < 530 deg F to minimize the 
possibility of Lifting the Main Steam Stafty Valves 

(MSSVs) after isolating the affected S/G, thus 

minimizing the chance of an unmonitored release.  

To verify the existence of adequate RCS heat removal 

via at least one S/G (T-hot < 580 deg F and controlled).  

To determine when corresponding S/G pressure and RCS 

heat removal requirements are low enough to allow 

placing a gag on the Main Steam Safety Valve(s) (MSSVs).

L ',

Based on the possible Lift pressure of the lowest MSSV 
(1089 PSIA/555 deg F. Post 5/G isolation, T hot In 

both loops is expected to rise about 15 deg F). T hot 

4540 deg F before isolation will ensure MSSVs will not 

open after subsequent temp Increase.
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PARAMETER/ 
DOCUMENT #

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-143 

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-205 

HOT LEG TEMP 

009-0PS92-161 

HOT LEG TEMP - COLD LEG TEMI 

009-0PS92-186 

HOT LEG TEMP - COLD LEG TEMI 

009-0PS92-152

STEP VALUES 
ENG. LIMIT 

< 385 deg F 

UL 400 deg F.  

>20<200 SH CUI 

NOT APPLICABLI 

>325 deg F 

LL >267 degF(I 

P < 10 deg F 

UL 10 deg F 

P < 58 deg F 

UL 58.2 deg F

'I
BASES USE

-I I

The Engineering limit is based 

design temperature (400 deg F) 

System.

RVES 

E 

U-3)

on not exceeding the 

of the Shutdown Cooling

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

The Technical Specifications require at least one 
overpressure protection system operable whenever cold 
teg temperature is less than or equal to 287 deg F 
(Unit 2) or 267 deg F (Unit 3).  

The engineeering limit is based on engineering 
judgement. The value chosen is based on the maximum 
delta T expected following an uncomplicated reactor 

trip followed by cooldown with one S/G available and 

some allowance for other unavailable equipment.  

Based on full power delta T derived from design T hot 

at 1OX power a 611.2 deg F and design T cold at 100% 

power = 553 deg F. Loop delta T less than full power 

delta T is one indication that single phase natural 
circulation is established.

.1

To evaluate sufficiency of the shutdown cooling success 
path, the need to go to another heat removal method.  

To verify that RCS temperature is within P/T limits.  

To indicate when to evaluate placing LTOP in service.  

To verify a small loop delta T (< 10 deg F) that would 
be expected following a relatively uncomplicated 

reactor trip, assuming RCPs are running.  

To verify loop delta T is less than full power delta T 
(<58 deg F) when single phase natural circulation is 

established.
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INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

QA. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00 

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE- By Parameter -

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT N

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT BASES USE

HOT LEG TEMP - COLD LEG TEMP 
009-0PS92-186 

HOT LEG TEMP - COLD LEG TEMP 
009-OPS92-152 

HOT LEG TEMP - COLD LEG TEMP 
009-0PS92-186 

HOT LEG TEMP - REPCET 
009-0PS92-185

F 
gF.  

&NOT RSNG 
deg F

4 10 deg 
UL 10 de 

c58degF 
UL 58.2 

<1OdegF 
UL 10 de! 

16 deg F 
0 deg F

To verify adequate (forced circulation) success path 
performance via Th - Tc < 10 deg F and not rising, 

T-avg < 555 deg F and not rising, etc.  

To verify adequate (natural circulation) success path 

performance via Th - Tc < 58 deg F and not rising, 

T-avg < 580 deg F and not rising, etc.  

To verify adequate (forced circulation) success path 

performance via Th - Tc < 10 deg F and not rising, 

T-avg < 555 deg F and not rising, etc.  

To verify no abnormal diferences between Hot teg RTOs 

and CETs as indication that single phase natural 

circulation Is established.

&NOT RSNG 
9 F

The engineeerIng limit is based on engineering 
judgement. The value chosen is based on the maximum 
delta T expected following an uncomplicated reactor.  
trip followed by cooldown with one S/G available and 
some allowance for other unavailable equipment.  

Based on full power delta T derived from design T hot 
at 100% power - 611.2 deg F and design T cold at 100% 
power - 553 deg F. Loop delta T less than full power 
delta T is one indication that single phase natural 
circulation is established.  

The engineeering limit is based on engineering 
Judgement. The value chosen is based on the maximum 
delta T expected following an uncomplicated reactor 
trip followed by cootdown with one S/0 available and 
some allowance for other unavailable equipment.  

The eng limit Is based on CEN-152 which states that 
there should be no.abnormal differences between T hot 
RTDs and the CETs when single phase nat circ flow is 
established in at least one loop. The hot teg RTDs 
should be approximately equal to the CETs.
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- By Parameter- Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 
DOCUMENT N

HOT LEG TEMP - REPCET 

009-OPS92-185 

HOT LEG TEMP - REPCET 

009-0PS92-185 

HPSI FLOW (TRAIN A) 

009-0PS92-141 

HPSi FLOW (TRAIN B) 

009-0PS92-141

STEP VAt 
ENG. LW 

< 16 deg F 
0 deg F 

<= 16 deg F 
0 deg F 

<= 300 GPM 
LL 30 GPM/f 

I,

LUE/ 

lIT BASES USE

I I

The eng limit is based on CEN-152 which states that 
there should be no abnormal differences between T hot 
RTDs and the CETs when single phase nat circ flow is 
established in at least one loop. The hot leg RTDs 
should be approximately equal to the CETs.  

The eng limit is based on CEN-152 which states that 
there should be no abnormal differences between T hot 
RTDu and the CETs when single phase net circ flow Is 
established in at least one loop. The hot leg RTDs 
should be approximately equal to the CETs.  

A minimum of 30 GPM flow is required through each HPSI 
pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  
Since there is no direct indication of flow through the 
pump, pump flow is-determined using the injection 
header ftowmeters.  

A minimum of 30 GPM flow is required through each HPSI 
pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  
Since there is no direct'indication of flow through the 
pump, pump flow is determined using the injection 

header ftowmeters.

'UMP

4a 300 GPM 
LL 30 GPM/PUMP

To verify no abnormal diferences between 

and CETs as indication that single phase 

circulation is established.  

To verify no abnormal diferences between 

and CETs as indication that single phase 

circulation is established.

Hot leg RTDs 

natural 

Hot leg RTDs 

natural

To initiate corrective action to prevent HPSI pump 

damage resulting from pump operation with less then 

minimum required flow.  

To initiate corrective action to prevent HPSI pump 

damage resulting from pump operation with Less than 

minimum required flow.

F
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

HPSI/LPSI FLOW 

009-0PS92-155 

PZR LEVEL 
009-OPS92-107 

PZR LEVEL 
009-0PS92-109 

PZR LEVEL 
009-0P592-107

ALUE/ 

MIT . BASES USE

I I

STEP VI 

ENG. L] 

> 40 GPH 

LL 40 GPH 

I10% TO 70) 

UL 78% LL 

> 30% & No 

LL 21% 

10% TO 70X 

UL 78% LL

PT LWRG

2%

T.S.3.1.1.1 requires that with SDM less than the 
required value, boration must be Inititated and 
continued at greater than or equal to 40 gpm until the 
required SDN is restored. 40 gpm is based on the 
capacity of one Charging Pump.  

78% is based on engineering judgement to establish a 
limit that wilt avoid solid water operations and 
provide sufficient steam space to assure normal 
pressure control. 2% is intended to be theoretical 
minimum detectable level.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 
to keep the peripherat(outside) pressurizer heaters 
covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 
RCS pressure control.  

78% is based on engineering judgement to establish a 
limit that will avoid solid water operations and 
provide sufficient steam space to assure normal 
pressure control. 2% is intended to be theoretical 
minimum detectable level.

To verify Emergency Boration is in progress to obtain 
adequate shutdown margin per Tech. Spec. requirements.  

To verify expected post-trip RCS inventory response 
(PZR level = 10% to 70%).  

To verify adequate RCS inventory control when checking 
HPSI Termination Criteria.  

To verify charging and/or Si pumps are maintaining PZR 
level between 10% and 70%.

2%

1ý1ý.ýW
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR LEVEL 

009-0P592-110 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-108 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-111 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-103 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-112

STEP VALUEj 

ENG. LIMIT 

30% TO 60% 
UL 59% LL 21% 

30% TO 60% 
UL 59% LL 21% 

> 70% 
UL 78% 

<33% 

UL 59% 

< 60% 
UL 59%

, I 
I. BASES

59% is based on ensuring that PZR water vol < T.S.  

3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 

water volume of <=900 cubic ft (Modes 1, 2 and 3). 21% 

Is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 

normal means of pressure control.  

59% is based on ensuring that PZR water vot < T.S.  
3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 

water volume of <=900 cubic ft (Modes 1, 2 and 3). 21% 

is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 

normal means of pressure control.  

78% Is based on engineering judgement such that solid 

water operation Is avoided, sufficient steam space Is 

maintained, and spray response time and other 

uncetaintles are accounted for. Also, It bounds the 

highest PZR levels observed in best est anal.  

59% Is based on ensuring that pressurizer water volume 

Is within the T.S. limit. T.S. 3/4.4.3 requires that 

the pressurizer be OPERABLE with a water volume of <= 

900 cubic feet, when In Modes 1, 2 and 3.  

59% is based on ensuring that pressurizer water volume 

is within the T.S. limit. T.S. 3/4.4.3 requires that 

the pressurizer be OPERABLE with a water volume of <= 

900 cubic feet, when in Modes 1, 2 and 3.

USE

To determine if PZR level is within the appropriate 
band for starting an RCP, without Reactor Vessel 
voiding and likely to remain there.  

To verify PZR level is being controlled in the normal 
operating band of 30% to 60%.  

To remind operator that the maximum PZR level of 70% 
may be exceeded if necessary to maintaining 20 deg F 
saturation margin or to compensate for void collapse.

To maintain PZR level below 60% while purging the VCT.

To evaluate the capability of the PZR to absorb the 
possible fnsurge when starting the first RCP after all 
RCPs have been tripped if Tsg > Tc.
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INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT N

PZR LEVEL 

009-OPS92-112 

PZR LEVEL 

009-OPS92-103 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-110

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-051

PZR LEVEL 

009-OPS92-109

VALUE/ 

LIMIT

STEP 

ENG, 

< 60% 

UL 59% 

< 61% 

UL 59% 

> 30% 

UL 59% 

> 30% & 

LL 21% 

>30% & 

LL 21%

NOT LWRG

CONTROLLED

BASES

59% is based on ensuring that pressurizer water volume 
is within the T.S. limit. T.S. 3/4.4.3 requires that 
the pressurizer be OPERABLE with a water volume of K= 
900 cubic feet, when in Modes 1, 2 and 3.  

59% is based on ensuring that pressurizer water volume 
Is within the T.S. limit. T.S. 3/4.4.3 requires that 
the pressurizer be OPERABLE with a water volume of <= 
900 cubic feet, when In Modes 1, 2 and 3.  

59% is based on ensuring that PZR water vol < T.S.  
3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 
water volume of <=900 cubic ft (Hodes 1, 2 and 3). 21% 
is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 
normal means of pressure control.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 
to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 
covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 

RCS pressure controt.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 
to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 
covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 
RCS pressure control.

USE

To verify maximum desired Pressurizer Level during the 
raising of Core Exit Saturation Margin 

To evaluate the capability of the PZR to absorb the 
possible insurge when starting the first RCP after all 

RCPs have been tripped if Tag > Tc.  

To determine if PZR level is within the appropriate 
band for starting an RCP, without Reactor Vessel 
voiding and likely to remain there.  

To verify PZR level is above the heater low level 
cutoff (procedure specified value = 30%) and controlled.  

To verify adequate RCS inventory control when checking 
HPSI Termination Criteria.

LL 21%
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005
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INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR LEVEL 

009-OPS92-110 

PZR LEVEL 

009-OPS92-070 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-070 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-070

I STEF 
ENG.  

> 30o1 
UL 59% 

411 

LL 21% 

46% 
LL 41% 

62% 
LL 54%

I BASES

P VALUE/ 

LIMIT 
I.  

& NOT LWRG 

LL 219

USE

To determine if PZR level is within the appropriate 
band for starting an RCP, without Reactor Vessel 
voiding and likely to remain there.  

To verify that Pressurizer inventory is sufficient to 
compensate for RCP restart void collapse with a void 
indicated by the RVLMS.  

To verify that Pressurizer inventory is sufficient to 
compensate for RCP restart void collapse with a void 
indicated by the RVLMS.  

To verify that Pressurizer inventory is sufficient to 
compensate for RCP restart void collapse with a void 
indicated by the RVLMS.

I

59% is based on ensuring that PZR water vol < T.S.  
3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 
water volume of <=900 cubic ft (Modes 1, 2 and 3). 21% 
is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 
normal means of pressure control.  

The engineering limits for minimum PZR level are based 
on providing sufficient inventory to compensate for RCP 
restart void collapse with a known void in the reactor 
vessel. The engineering limit is calculated to prevent 
PZR heaters from uncovering.  

The engineering limits for minimum PZR level are based 
on providing sufficient inventory to compensate for RCP 
restart void collapse with a known void in the reactor 
vessel. The engineering limit is calculated to prevent 
PZR heaters from uncovering.  

The engineering limits for minimum PZR level are based 
on providing sufficient inventory to compensate for RCP 
restart void collapse with a known void in the reactor 
vessel. The engineering limit is calculated to prevent 
PZR heaters from uncovering.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-070 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-070 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-054 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-049 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-050

VALUE/ 

LIMIT

STEF 

ENG.  

74% 

LL 68% 

87% 

LL 81% 

LWNG/RS 

NONE 

LWNG/RSI 

NONE 

STABLE 

NONE

NG - SPRAY

BASES

The engineering limits for minimum PZR (evel are based 
on providing sufficient inventory to compensate for RCP 
restart void collapse with a known void in the reactor 
vessel. The engineering limit is calculated to prevent 
PZR heaters from uncovering.  

The engineering limits for minimum PZR level are based 
on providing sufficient Inventory to compensate for RCP 
restart void collapse with a known void in the reactor 
vessel. The engineering limit is calculated to prevent 
PZR heaters from uncovering.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

USE

To verify that Pressurizer inventory is sufficient to 
compensate for RCP restart void collapse with a void 
indicated by the RVLMS.  

To verify that Pressurizer inventory is sufficient to 
compensate for RCP restart void collapse with a void 
indicated by the RVLMS.  

To determine if a void exists in the reactor vessel by 
observing PZR level behavior while using aux spray or 
charging to the loop.  

To determine if a void exists in the reactor vessel by 
observing PZR level behavior while using aux spray or 
charging to the loop.

To verify that this parameter is adjusted correctly to 
control Core Exit Saturation Margin.

NG - CHARG
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP It PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-108 

PZR LEVEL 

009-OPS92-108 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-051 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-052 

PZR LEVEL 

009"OPS92-107

BASES

ALUE/ 

21%

STEP Vi 
ENG. LI 

< 60% 
UL 59% LL 

> 30% 

UL 59% LL 

> 30% 
LL 21% 

STABLE OR 
NONE 

10% TO 70% 
UL 78% LL

RISING

2%

59% is based on ensuring that PZR water vot < T.S.  
3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 
water volume of <=900 cubic ft (Hodes 1, 2 and 3). 21% 
is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 
normal means of pressure control.  

59% is based on ensuring that PZR water vol < T.S.  
3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 
water volume of <-900 cubic ft (Modes 1, 2 and 3). 21% 
is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 
normal means of pressure control.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 
to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 
covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 
RCS pressure control.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

78% is based on engineering Judgement to establish a 
limit that will avoid solid water operations and 
provide sufficient steam space to assure normal 
pressure control. 2% is intended to be theoretical 
minimum detectable level.

USE

21%

To verify PZR level is being controlled in the normal 

operating band of 30% to 60%.  

To verify PZR level is being controlled in the normal 

operating band of 30% to 60%.  

To verify maximum desired Pressurizer Level during the 

raising of Core Exit Saturation Margin .  

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 

actuation and feedwater less than the minimum required 

flow.  

To verify that PZR level is in the appropriate band for 
the RCS Inventory Control SFSC, and direct event 

re-diagnosis if it is not.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-107 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-108 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-053 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-051

LUE/ 

MIT

2%.

STEP VA 

ENG. LI 

lOX TO 70% 

UL 78% LL 

30% 

UL 59% LL 

65% TO 70% 

UL 78% 

> 30% 

LL 21%

BASES

78% is based on engineering judgement to establish a 
limit that will avoid solid water operations and 

provide sufficient steam space to assure normal 
pressure control. 2% is intended to be theoretical 
minimum detectable level.  

59% is based on ensuring that PZR water vol < T.S.  
3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 
water volume of <-900 cubic ft (Modes 1, 2 and 3). 21% 

is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 
normal means of pressure control.  

78X is based on engineering judgement such that solid 
water operation is avoided, sufficient steam space is 
maintained, and spray response time and other 
uncetainties are accounted for. Also, it bounds the 
highest PZR levels observed In best est anal.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 
to keep the peripheraL(outside) pressurizer heaters 
covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 
RCS pressure control.

USE

To verify charging and letdown are maintaining PZR 
level between 10% and 70%.  

To monitor corrected PZR level > 30% during PZR 
cooldown using the fill and drain method.

To maintain corrected PZR level within the appropriate 
range (65% - 70%) during PZR cootdown using the fill 
and drain method.  

To verify desired Pressurizer Level during the raising 

of Core Exit Saturation margin using PZR heaters.

21%
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP 11 PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE " By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-108 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-108 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-051

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-051

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-108

VALUE/ 

LIMIT

10% TO 60) 

LL 21% 

0X TO 60% 

LL 21%

STEF 

ENG.  

TREND 

UL 59% 

TREND 3 

UL 59X 

30% 

LL 21X 

>30X &S 

LL 21% 

30% TO 

UL 59%

BASES

!G

60% 
LL 21%

59X Is based on ensuring that PZR water vot < T.S.  
3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 
water volume of <=900 cubic ft (Modes 1, 2 and 3). 21X 
is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 
normal means of pressure control.  

59X Is based on ensuring that PZR water vol < T.S.  
3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 
water volume of <=900 cubic ft (Modes 1, 2 and 3). 21% 

is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 
normal means of pressure control.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 
to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 
covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 
RCS pressure control.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 
to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 
covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 
RCS pressure control.  

59% Is based on ensuring that PZR water vol < T.S.  
3/4.4.3 limit requiring that the PZR be OPERABLE with a 
water volume of <-900 cubic ft (Modes 1, 2 and 3). 21% 

is based on keeping the PZR heaters covered to preserve 
normal means of pressure control.

USE

To verify PZR level is trending to the normal post-trip 

control band (30% to 60%).  

To verify that PZR level is in the appropriate band for 

the RCS Inventory Control SFSC, and direct event 

re-diagnosis if it is not.  

To verify that corrected PZR level is being maintained 

above the tow Level heater cutoff (30% specified).  

To verify PZR level is above the heater tow level 

cutoff (procedure specified value = 30%) and controlled.  

To verify the maintenance of normal post-trip PZR level 

control (30% to 60%).

TBLRISIN
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP 1i PHASE ii 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-107 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-035 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-107 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-036

STEP VALUE, 

ENG. LIMIT 

< 70% 

UL 78% LL 2%.  

< 70% 

UL 78% 

> 10% 

UL 78% LL 2% 

30% 

LL 21%

'I
BASES USE

- I I

78% Is based on engineering Judgement to establish a 
limit that will avoid solid water operations and 
provide sufficient steam space to assure normal 
pressure control. .2% is intended to be theoretical 
minimum detectable level.  

78% Is based on engineering Judgement such that sottc 
water operation is avoided, sufficient steam space is 
maintained, and spray response time end other 
uncetainties are accounted for. Also, it bounds the 
highest PZR levels observed in best est anal.  

78% is based on engineering Judgement to establish a 
limit that will avoid solid water operations and 
provide sufficient steam space to assure normal 
pressure control. 2% is intended to be theoretical 
minimum detectable Level.  

21% Is based on the minimum pressurizer level require 
to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 

covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain norms 

RCS pressure control.

To verify charging and/or SI pumps are maintaining PZR 

level between 10% and 70%.  

To determine if the plant should be In "solid" pressure 

control operations, or whether the present success path 

can be utilized.  

To verify that the charging pumps are maintaining PZR 

level for RCS inventory control (>10%), to determine 

whether or not to stay-with the present success path.  

To allow PZR level to tower to assist In PZR pressure 

reduction during cooldown without further compromising 

pressure control capability.

id

d 

S
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-OPS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP If PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR LEVEL 
009"0PS92-032 

PZR LEVEL 
009-0PS92-033 

PZR LEVEL 
009-0PS92-051 

PZR LEVEL 
009-0PS92-109 

.PZR LEVEL 
009-0P592-051

VALUE/ 
LIMIT BASES USE

I I

STEP 

ENG.  

< 100% 

UL 100% 

< 70% 

UL 78% 

> 30% 

LL 21% 

>3M% & S 

LL 21% 

> 30% 

LL 21%

To determine if the plant should be in "solid" pressure 
control operations, or whether the present success path 
can be utilized.  

To determine if sprays can be used to control PZR 
pressure.  

Verify PZR level is above the heater tow level cutoff.  

To verify charging pump throttling criteria.  

To verify that corrected PZR level is being maintained 
above the tow level heater cutoff (30% specified).

TBL,RSNG

I I 
I

100% is based on engineering judgement. 100% indicated 
level is the maximum level that can be used to 
determine if solid plant operations should be used for 
pressure control. If PZR level is <lOO% then means 
other than solid plant ops may be used.  

78% is based on engineering Judgement such that solid 
water operation is avoided, sufficient steam space is 
maintained, and spray response time and other 
uncetainties are accounted for. Also, it bounds the 
highest PZR levels observed in best est anal.  

21% Is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 

to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 
covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 
RCS pressure control.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 
to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 
covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 
RCS pressure control.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 
to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 

covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 
RCS pressure control.
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INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
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O.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-034 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-107 

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-107

PZR LEVEL 
009-0PS92-109 

PZR LEVEL 
009-0PS92-140

STEP VALUE 

ENG. LIMIT 

> 30% 

UL 42% 

<- 70% 

UL 78% LL 2% 

> 10 % 

UL 78% LL 2%

>30% & CONTROLLED 

LL 21% 

RISING 

NONE

'I I
BASES USE

-i U

42% is based on preventing the shutdown cooling relief 
valve PSV-9349 from lifting when ptdcing the SDC system 

in service.  

78% is based on engineering judgement to establish a 

limit that will avoid solid water operations and 

provide sufficient steam space to assure normal 

pressure control. 2% is intended to be theoretical 

minimum detectable level.  

78% is based on engineering judgement to establish a 

limit that will avoid solid water operations and 

provide sufficient steam space to assure normal 

pressure control. 2% is intended to be theoretical 
minimum detectable level.  

21% is based on the minimum pressurizer level required 

to keep the peripheral(outside) pressurizer heaters 

covered to prevent heater burn-out and maintain normal 

RCS pressure control.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

n operational limit 

ire maintaining PZR 

are maintaining PZR

To to ensure Shutdown Cooling System 

Is met.  

To verify charging and/or SI pumps 

level between 10% and 70%.  

To verify charging and/or SI pumps 
level between 10% and 70%.  

Used as criteria for HPSI throttle/: 

> 20 deg F, RVLMS >= 82%).  

To verify SITs are injecting water.

stop (CET sat margin
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INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
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Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT N

PZR LEVEL 

009-0PS92-107 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-132 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-132 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-144 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-200

BASES USE

-I I

A.TEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

> 70% 

UL 78% LL 2% 

<= 500 PSIA 

500 PSIA 

> 500 PSIA 

500 PSIA 

PER TABLE 

HOT APPLICABLE 

CNTLD 1740 - 23 

UL 2375, LL 174

78% is based on engineering judgement to establish a 
limit that will avoid solid water operations and 
provide sufficient steam space to assure normal 
pressure control. 2% is intended to be theoretical 
minimum detectable level.  

The eng limit was selected because at RCS pressures 
>500 PSIA, indicated HPSI flow is expected to be very 
tow and therefore Inaccurate. >500 PSIA Hot and Cold 
Leg HPSI flows can not be accuratty adjusted and are 
not throttled. <500 PSIA they can be.  

The eng limit was selected because at RCS pressures 
3-500 PSIA, indicated HPS1 flow is expected to be very 
tow and therefore inaccurate. •500 PSIA Hot and Cold 
Leg HPSI flows can not be accuratly adjusted and are 
not throttled. <500 PSIA they can be.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

The upper limit is based on the High Pressurizer 
Pressure Reactor Trip setpoint. The lower limit is 
based on the Low Pressurizer Reactor Trip setpoint and 
the Safety injection Actuation Signal (SIAS).

To compensate for void collapse.  

To verify adequate HPSI flow during hot and cold leg 
injection.  

To aid in the selection of the appropriate lineup when 
Initiating hot and cold leg injection.

To verify adequate 
injection.

HPSI flow during hot and cold leg

To verify expected post-trip reactor pressure response 
(PZR pressure between 1740 psia and 2380 psia).

80 
0

(
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- By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-208 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-200 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-162 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-175 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-175

UE/ 
IT BASES

STEP VAL 

ENG. LIM 

TREND:2000-: 

UL 2300, LL 

CNTRLD <2381 

UL 2375, LL 

-< 1400 PSIA 

UL 1514.7 P• 

< 340 PSIA 

UL 376 PSIA 

< 340 PSIA 

UL 376 PSIA

2275 
2200 

0 PSIA 
1740 

SIA

USE

To verify expected post-trip RCS pressure response (PZR 

pressure trending to between 2000 psfa and 2275 psia).  

To verify that PZR pressure is controlled.  

To verify Pressurizer Pressure is < 1400 PSIA, which is 

a prerequisite for aligning both Letdown flow control 

valves during a Cooldown/Depressurization.  

To monitor cootdown and depressurization of the RCS to 

get on Shutdown Cooling (<385deg F and <340 psia 

specified).  

To verify shutdown cooling entry conditions are met 

(T-hot <385 deg F, PZR pressure <340 psia).

I -

The eng limits are based on the normal PZR pressure 
control band using sprays and heaters, including the 
backup heaters. If RCS pressure is being controlled by 
the PZR Pressure Control System, then pressure should 
be in or trending to the specified band.  

The upper limit is based on the High Pressurizer 
Pressure Reactor Trip setpotnt. The lower limit is 
based on the Low Pressurizer Reactor Trip setpoint and 
the Safety Injection Actuation Signet (SIAS).  

The eng Limit is based on the capacity of the 
intermediate pressure letdown relief valve which is 
equal to the capacity of one letdown control valve in 
the wide open position during normal operation.  

The eng limit is based on a permissive signal which 
prevents opening SDC suction line isolation valves 
until PZR pressure is <376 PSIA. This action is 
Intended to prevent exceeding the design pressure of 
the SDC system.  

The eng limit Is based on a permissive signal which 
prevents opening SDC suction line Isolation valves 
until PZR pressure is <376 PSIA. This action is 
intended to prevent exceeding the design pressure of 

the SOC system.
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- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-136 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-170 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-183 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92*187

BASES USE

-I I

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

< 395 PSIA 

UL <400 LL >=300 

< 395 PSIA 

LL 370 PSIA 

< 395 PSIA 

UL 420.7 PSIA 

< 395 PSIA 

UL 400 PSIA

To verify criteria for bypassing SIAS (395 psie).  

To verify that PZR pressure is < 395 to allow isolation 

of the SITs.  

To initiate reducing the number of available HPSI pumps 
to within the design capacity of the LTOP relief valve.  

To specify the setpoint to allow towering the charging 

pump discharge dampener pressure to 200 psig.

To prevent an unwanted SIAS during forced cooldown.  

Tech. Specs. and FSAR state that the tow pressure trip 

signal can not be bypassed until PZR Pressure <400 
PSIA. Tech. Specs. also state that the lowest allowed 
trip setpo"nt is 300 PSIA.  

To prevent inadvertent discharge of the SIT water 

volume to the RCS followed by SIT Nitrogen cover gas 
entering the RCS. The Eng limit is based on the upper 

end of the SIT Nitrogen overpressure control band 

required to be established during a cootdown.  

The eng limit Is based on the S.P. of the LTOP relief 

(406 +/- 10 psig). It is only applicable when LTOP is 

In service. The number of available HPSI pumps Is 

reduced to one in order to ensure that the design 
capacity of the LTOP relief is not exceeded.  

The eng limit Is based on operational requirements 

contained In the "CVCS Charging and Letdown" operating 

instruction. No primary references to support a 

technical bases for the procedural requirements could 

be located.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT N

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-169 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-193 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-167 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-194 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-192 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-172

UE/ 
IT . BASES USE

I I

STEP VALt 

ENG. LIHI 

< 715 PSIA 

LL 655 PSIA 

> 100 PSIA 

LL 165 PSIA 

> 200 PSIA 

UL 200 PSIA 

>20<200 SM 

NOT APPLICA! 

STOP LOWERII 

NONE 

< 1000 PSIA 

UL 1088 PSI

& CONT 

CURVES 

BLE 

NG 

A

To avoid inadvertent discharge of the SITs (betow 650 

psia).

To verify PZR pressure is high enough (> 100 psia) 
force RCS fluid through the seats prior to opening 

RCP seat bleedoff path.

to 
the

The eng limit is based on the highest allowed Nitrogen 
cover-pressure In the SITs. To prevent Nitrogen 
injection into RCS or overpressurization of the SDC 
system during RCS cootdown/depressurization, RCS 
pressure soutd be maintained > SIT pressure.  

The eng limit Is based on seat manufacturer requirement 
to provide at least 50 PSI RCS pressure for each stage 
of the RCP seats.  

The eng limit is based on the shutoff head of the LPSI 
pumps (200 PSIA). Operation of the LPSI pumps at RCS 
pressures above this value witt not result in delivery.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

The purpose of the engineering timit is to reduce the 

probability of a ruptured and isolated S/Gs MSSV(s) 
opening. It Is based on the nominal setpoint for the 

lowest set MSSV (1100 psia +/-I%).

To verify PZR pressure > the shutoff head of the LPSI 
pums (200 psia stated) and controlled.  

To verify that PZR Pressure is between the 20 deg F and 

200 deg F Post Accident P/T limit curves.  

To prevent void formation.  

To determine during an SGTR if PZR pressure requires 

shifting from maintaining +/-50 psid (primary to 

secondary), to maintaining RCP NPSH and CET SAT Margin 

>20 F.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-172 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-192 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-170 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-169 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-195

E/

SBASES

STEP VALUE 

ENG. LIMIl 

< 1000 PSIA 

UL 1088 PSIA 

LOWERING 

NONE 

< 395 PSIA 

LL 370 PSIA 

M 7 PSIA 

LL 655 PSIA 

<= 615 PSIA 

UL 615 PSIA

USE

To verify PZR pressure is < 1000 psia to minimize the 

possibtity of lifting the Main Steam Safety Valves 
(MSSVs) on the isolated S/G.  

To verify PZR pressure is reduced to within 50 psi of 

the isolated (ruptured) S/G pressure.  

To initiate action to isolate SITs to prevent 

inadvertent discharge.  

To determine when to depressurize the SITs.  

To check PZR Pressure < 615 PSIA to ensure flow from 

SITs to RCS.

The purpose of the engineering Limit is to reduce the 

probability of a ruptured and isolated S/Gs MSSV(s) 

opening. It is based on the nominal setpoint for the 

Lowest set MSSV (1100 psie +/-1%).  

There are no engineering Limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering Limits apply.  

To prevent inadvertent discharge of the SIT water 

volume to the RCS foLlowed by SIT Nitrogen cover gas 

entering the RCS. The Eng Limit is based on the upper 

end of the SIT Nitrogen overpressure control band 

required to be established during a cooLdown.  

The eng limit is based on the highest aLlowed Nitrogen 

cover-pressure in the SITs. To prevent Nitrogen 

injection into RCS or overpressurization of the SDC 

system during RCS cooldown/depressurization, RCS 

pressure sould be maintained > SIT pressure.  

The engineering Limit is based on the lowest pressure 

allowed in the SITs by the Technical Specifications.  

The specific limit for each tank which will result in 

flow to the RCS is dependent on the actual pressure in 

that tank.

BASES
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR PRESSURE 

009.0PS92-203 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-162 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-176 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-184 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-167 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-192

E/ 
T

The engineering limit 

the CS pumps which is 

255.26 psig (270 psia

STEP VALU! 
ENG. LIMIl 

< 250 PSIA 
UL 270 PSIA 

> 1400 PSIA 
UL 1514.7 PSi 

> 1430 PSIA 
LL 1361 PSIA 

-c 1500 PSIA 
UL 1493 PSIA 

< 200. PSIA 
UL 200 PSIA 

ACCEP RATE OF 

NONE

BASES

is based on the 
575 feet. This 
nominal).

USE

shutoff head of 
is equivalent to

IA 

CHG

The eng Limit is based on the capacity of the 
intermediate pressure letdown relief valve which Is 
equal to the capacity of one Letdown control valve in 
the wide open position during normal operation.  

The eng limit is derived from CER-268 which describes 
the strategy for tripping all four RCPs following a 
small break LOCA to avoid a degradation In core 
cooling. 1361 PSIA is based on results of a 3410 MWt 
plant best estimate analysis.  

The engineering limit Is based on the maximum HPSI pump 
shutoff head per pump specifications and does not 
account for any uncertainties.  

The eng limit is based on the shutoff head of the LPSI 
pumps (200 PSIA). Operation of the LPSI pumps at RCS 
pressures above this value wilt not result in delivery.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

i l

To verify PZR pressure is below the shutoff head of the 
containment spray pumps (250 psia stated).  

To confirm that only one Letdown flow control valve is 
unisotated () 1400 pale).  

Used in the determination to trip alL RCPs In the event 
of a LOCA.  

To ensure PZR pressure is at or below the shutoff head 
of the HPSi pumps (procedure specified number is 1500 
psia).  

To verify Pzr Pressure is less than the shutoff head of 
LPSI pumps to establish LPSI flow into RCS.  

To determine If the rate of PZR pressure change is 
acceptable during PZR spray or heater operation.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-176 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-189 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-189 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-172 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-192

E/ 
T BASES

STEP VALUI 

ENG. LIMI 

> 1430 PSIA 

LL 1361 PSIA 

< 1740 PSIA 

LL 1740 PSIA 

> 1740 PSIA 

LL 1740 PSIA 

> 1000 PSIA 

UL 1088 PSIA 

STABLE OR RI! 

NONE

The eng Limit is based on the Safety Injection 
Actuation Signal (SIAS) and Pressurizer Pressure - Low 
trip setpoint. Uncertainties associated with the 
actuation function of the pressure channel are 
included, those associated with the Indicator are not.

The purpose of the engineering limit Is to reduce the 
probability of a ruptured and Isolated S/Gs MSSV(s) 
opening. It is based on the nominal setpoint for the 
lowest set MSSV (1100 psia +/-1W).

SI G There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters, Since no value is specified 
In the trend, no engineering Limits apply.

USE

The eng limit is derived from CEN-268 which describes 

the strategy for tripping all four RCPs following a 

small break LOCA to avoid a degradation in core 

cooling. 1361 PSIA is based on results of a 3410 MWt 

plant best estimate analysis.  

The eng Limit Is based on the Safety Injection 

Actuation Signal (SIAS) and Pressurizer Pressure - Low 

trip setpoint. Uncertainties associated with the 

actuation function of the pressure channel are 

included, those associated with the indicator are not.

To determine If two RCPs must be stopped.  

To ensure SIAS is actuated if PZR Pressure < 1740 PSIA.  

To verify PZR Pressure is greater than the Low PZR 
Pressure trip setpolnt and SIAS setpoint.  

To determine during an SGTR (w/ T-hot <530 F and S/G 
Level rapidly trending >90% ) if PZR press requires 
shifting from maintaining RCP NPSH & CET SAT Margin >20 
F to maintaining S/G d/p +/-50 psid.  

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 
actuation and feedwater less than the minimum required 
flow.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-176 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-192 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-192 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-176 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-194

4( 

LL 

STB 

NON 

RAP 

NON 

> 

LL 

> R 

NOT

CP NPSH C 

APPLICABI

JRVES 
LE

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.

USE

-I

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT BASES 

1430 PSIA The eng limit is derived from CEN-268 which describes 

1361 PSIA the strategy for tripping all four RCPs following a 

small break LOCA to avoid a degradation in core 

cooling. 1361 PSIA is based on results of a 3410 MWt 
plant best estimate analysis.  

BL/RSNG & CNTRL There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

JE monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

PIDLY LOW/ERING There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

NE monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

430 PSIA The eng limit is derived from CEN-268 which describes 

1361 PSIA the strategy for tripping all four RCPs following a 

small break LOCA to avoid a degradation In core 

cooling. 1361 PSIA is based on results of a 3410 HUt 

plant best estimate analysis.

To determine If at least one RCP in each loop must be 

stopped.  

To verify that RCS pressure is controlled.  

To identity the type of event and location when 
Pressurizer Pressure is rapidly decreasing, using the 

"Break Identification Chart".  

To verify the number of RCPs allowed to be running.  

To confirm available NPSH for operating the RCP(s).
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-122 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-122 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-122 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-192 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-194

STE 
ENG 

<C50 PS 
I+/- 50 

> S/G 

so- 50 

PZR P 

+/- 50 

STABLE 

NONE 

>20<200 

NOT APP

P VALUE/ 

. LIMIT

ID RUPT S/G 

PSI of S/G 

PRESSURE 

PSI of S/G

< S/G P 

PSI of S/G

SM CURVES 
LICABLE

BASES

The eng limit is based on the maintaining the RCS 
pressure approx equal (W/-50 psi) to the isolated S/G 
pressure. This will minimize primary to secondary 
leakage and possible S/S overfiLl, as welt as minimize 
RCS boron dilution by the secondary fluid.  

The eng limit is based on the maintaining the RCS 
pressure approx equal (+/-50 psi) to the isolated S/S 
pressure. This will minimize primary to secondary 
leakage and possible S/G overfill, as welt as minimize 
RCS boron dilution by the secondary fluid.  

The eng limit is based on the maintaining the RCS 
pressure approx equal (+/-50 psi) to the isolated S/G 
pressure. This will minimize primary to secondary 
leakage and possible S/1 overfill, as welt as minimize 
RCS boron dilution by the secondary fluid.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

ADO-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.

USE

To verify PZR pressure is reduced to within 50 psi of 
the isolated (ruptured) S/G pressure.  

To ensure RCS pressure remains higher than ruptured S/G 
pressure in order to minimize RCS dilution due to 
backflow.  

To monitor lowering RCS Pressure to < S/G Pressure to 
restore the isolated S/G level to less than 80% NR.

To achieve control of CET Sat Margin by stabilizing 
pressurizer pressure and level.  

To maintain saturation margin while performing 
controlled primary plant depressurization and cootdown.

I

USE
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT N

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-194 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-194 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-192 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-192 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-122 

PZR PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-169

UE/ 

IT BASES USE

-. 5

CURVES 

BLE 

CURVES 
BLE

STEP VALt 

ENG. LIM4 

>20<200 SM 

NOT APPLICAI 

>20<200 SM C 

NOT APPLICAD 

LOWERING 

NONE 

MAINTAINED 

NONE 

÷/-50 PSI I 

"50 PSI c 

< 650 PSIA 

LL 655 PSIA

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

The eng limit is based on the maintaining the RCS 
pressure approx equal (+/-50 psi) to the isolated S/G 
pressure. This will minimize primary to secondary 
leakage and possible S/G overfill, as waet as minimize 

RCS boron dilution'by the secondary fluid.  

The eng limit is based on the highest allowed Nitrogen 
cover-pressure in the SITs. To prevent Nitrogen 
injection into RCS or overpressurization of the SDC 
system during RCS cootdown/depressurization, RCS 
pressure soutd be maintained > SIT pressure.

To allow PZR level to lower to assist in PZR pressure 

reduction during cootdown without further compromising 

pressure control capability.  

To verify that PZR pressure is within the post accident 

P/T limits to determine success path performance.  

To verify expected RCS depressurization as S/G steaming 
and feeding continue.  

To verify that RCS pressure is controlled.  

To verify PZR pressure is reduced to within 50 psi of 

the isolated (ruptured) S/G pressure.  

To initiate action to lower SIT pressure to avoid 

inadvertent discharge to the RCS.

SO SG 
if S/G
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

PZR PRESSURE 

009-OPS%004 

REACTOR HEAD SAT MARGIN 

009-0PS92-093.  

REACTOR HEAD SAT MARGIN 

009-0PS92-094 

REACTOR POWER 

009-0PS92-043 

REACTOR POWER 

009-0PS92-043 

REACTOR POWER 

009-0PS92-044

STEP VAI 

ENG. LIl 

< 2275 PSI 

UL 2275 PS 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 deg F 

> 0 deg F 

LL 1 deg F 

LOWERING 

NONE 

STABLE/LOWE 

NONE 

STABLE OR 

NONE

LUE/ 

MIT BASES

A & DEC 

IA

ERING

LWRNG

USE

To e 

Use(

ensure normal and auxiliary spray valves are closed.

for alternate reactor vessel level indication.

The engineering limit is based on the Pressurizer 
Pressure Control System (PPCS) signal for operation of 
the Pressurizer Sprays. Spray valves receive a signal 
to close when PZR pressure decreases below 2275 psia.  

Saturation margins greater than 0 deg F equate to 
subcooted coolant (i.e. verification of Level).  
Therefore, it can be inferred that the absence of 
subcooted coolant in the RV head is Indicative of 
reactor vessel level less then 100%.  

Saturation margins greater than 0 deg F equate to 
unsaturated (subcooLed) coolant. Therefore 1 deg F is 
the lower engineering limit.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering Limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 
in the trend, no engineering Limits apply.

To check, saturation margin in the reactor vessel head 
region is > 0 deg F to prevent void formation.  

To confirm that the reactor is under control.  

To confirm that the reactor Is under control.  

To verify boron addition via decreasing reactor power 
indication.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

REACTOR POWER 

009-0PS92-045 

REACTOR POWER 

009*OPS92*044 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-OPS92-059 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-OPS92-059 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-0PS92-059

VALUE/ 

LIMIT

STBL,LWRG 
L&<IE-4X

BASES
STEP 

ENG.  

<OE-4.& 

LWRGSTBI 

LOWERING 

NONE 

I100% 
LL 100% 

100% 

LL 100% 

< I00% 

LL 100%

USE

To confirm that the reactor is under control.I1E-4% power was chosen based on engineering judgement.  

1E-4X is sufficiently below the point of adding heat to 

the RCS to permit operator response prior to 
significant heat addition for anticipated occurrences 

involving a return to criticality.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

A tower limit of 100% Is based on the physical locatiot 

of the highest HJTCS sensor, which is 39 inches from 

the top of the RV Head. When the highest sensor is 

covered (i.e. 100% indicated level), no significant 

voiding exists in the RV Head region.  

A lower limit of 100% is based on the physical locatiot 

of the highest HJTCS sensor, which is 39 inches from 

the top of the RV Head. When the highest sensor is 

covered (i.e. 100% Indicated level), no significant 

voiding exists in the RVHead region.  

A lower limit of 100% is based on the physical tocatiol 

of the highest HJTCS sensor, which is 39 Inches from 
the top of the RV Head. When the highest sensor Is 

covered (i.e. 100% Indicated level), no significant 

voiding exists In the RV Head region.

To verify boron addition via decreasing reactor power 
indication.  

To ensure no substantial void formed in the head and 
evaluate charging requirements following an RCP restart.  

To determine if steps to collapse a void in the reactor 
vessel should be initiated.  

To determine if steps to collapse a void in the reactor 

vessel should be initiated.

n 

n 

n

0
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-OPS92-086 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-0PS92-058 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-OPS92-059 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009"0PS92-056 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-0PS92-086

STEP 

ENG.  

100% 

NONE 

< 100% 

NONE 

100% 

LL 100% 

RISING 0 

NONE 

48% 
NONE

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE

I I

R STABLE

In developing the correlation between PZR level and RV 
level, the tatter Is the independent variable upon 
which the required PZR level depends. Therefore, no 
eng limits can be assigned. See File #009-OPS92-070 
for the corresponding PZR lvt eng limits.  

RV level can be estimated using SHM and temp sensors in 
the RV and hot tegs to draw a correlation to RV level.  
There is no eng limit for the correlation between these 
parameters since no specific operator action Is 
included in the use statement.  

A tower limit of 100% is based on the physical location 
of the highest HJTCS sensor, which is 39 inches from 
the top of the RV Head. When the highest sensor is 
covered (i.e. 100% indicated level), no significant 
voiding exists in the RV Head region.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

In developing the correlation between PZR level and RV 
level, the tatter is the independent variable upon 
which the required PZR level depends. Therefore, no 
eng limits can be assigned. See File #009-0PS92-070 
for the corresponding PZR tvt eng limits.

To verify that Pressurizer inventory is sufficient to 

compensate for RCP restart void collapse with a void 

indicated by the RVLMS.  

Used for alternate reactor vessel level indication.  

To determine if pressurizer level needs to be raised 

prior to RCP restart to compensate for void collapse.  

To.verify SITs are injecting water.  

To verify that Pressurizer inventory is sufficient to 

compensate for RCP restart void collapse with a void 

indicated by the RVLHS.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-0PS92-086 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-0PS92-086 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (HEAD) 

009-0PS92-057 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-OPS92-119

20: 

NOI 

IOK 
NON 

UL 

LL

STEP VALUE/ 
ENG. LIMIT 

NE 

NE 

IOOK 

48% 

82% 

82%

BASES

In developing the correlation between PZR level and RV 
level, the tatter Is the independent variabte upon 
which the required PZR level depends. Therefore, no 
eng limits can be assigned. See Fite #009-0PS92-070 
for the corresponding PZR Ivt eng limits.  

In developing the correlation between PZR level and RV 
level, the tatter Is the Independent variable upon 
which the required PZR level depends. Therefore, no 
eng limits can be assigned. See Fite #009-0PS92-070 
for the corresponding PZR tvt eng limits.  

The HJTCS provides descrete level Indications depending 
on which of its 8 sensors (3 in the head) are 
uncovered. When sensor #1 is uncovered; the Reactor 
Vessel Level Monitoring System provides a reactor 
vessel head level indication of 48%.  

Sensor #5 in the HJTCS is located at the top of the hot 
leg lip and Indicates that the plenum level is >482%.  
The engineering limit Is based on the requirement to 
keep the RCS loops fitted so that subcooted natural 
circulation may proceed normally.

USE

To verify that Pressurizer 
compensate for RCP restart 
Indicated by the RVLMS.  

To verify that Pressurizer 
compensate for RCP restart 
indicated by the RVLMS.

inventory is sufficient to 
void collapse with a void 

inventory is sufficient to 
void collapse with a void

To verify that a void exists in the reactor vessel 
prior to raising pressure to collapse the void.  

To verify absence of voids in reactor vessel head and 
plenum region which could stop single phase natural 
circutatton flow.

:' t
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT BASES

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

USE

I I

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-127 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-121 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-121 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-120

(PLENUM)

>= 82% 
LL 82% 

100% 
LL 100% 

100% 
LL 100% 

82% 

NONE

Used as criteria for HPS! throttle/stop (CET sat margin 

> 20 deg F, RVLMS >= 82%).  

To ensure no void formed in the Plenum and evaluate 

charging requirements following an RCP restart.  

To determine if steps to collapse a void in the reactor 

vessel should be initiated.  

Used for alternate reactor vessel level indication.

(PLENUM)

CEN-152 requires that the Reactor Vessel level be at 
least at the top of the hot leg nozzles in addition to 
> 30% level in the PZR to demonstrate that inventory 
control has been established prior to allowing HPSI 
flow to be throtttld or stopped.  

Sensor #4 of the RVLMS is located approxomatety 5 
inches below the bottom of the UGSSP. If sensor #4 is 
covered, then the indicated Plenum level will be 100%.  
An indication of 100X plenun level indicates that the 
plenum Is free of voids.  

Sensor #4 of the RVLMS is located approxomately 5 
inches below the bottom of the UGSSP. If sensor #4 is 
covered, then the indicated Plenum level will be 100%.  
An Indication of 100% plenun level indicates that the 
plenun Is free of voids.  

RV level can be estimated using SHM and temp sensors in 
the RV and hot legs to draw a correlation to RV level.  
There is no eng limit for'the correlation between these 
parameters since no specific operator action Is 
included in the use statement.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT # 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-OPS92-125 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-126 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-OPS92-119 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-120

STEP 

ENG.  

>- 82X 

LL 21X 

100% 

LL 82X 

>= 82X 

LL 82X 

>= 82% 

NONE

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE
*1

I I

Sensor #8 Is the lowest sensor in the HJTCS and is 
located just above the fuel alignment plate. If sensor 
#8 Is covered with water, the RVLMS will show that the 
level is >-21X. >'21% is positive indication that the 
core is covered.  

82% is based on a recommendation that the indicated 
reactor vessel level be at least 82% in the plenum, 
which corresponds to a level at the top of the hot 
legs, prior to entering shutdown cooling.  

Sensor #5 in the HJTCS is located at the top of the hot 
leg tip and indicates that the plenum level is >482%.  
The engineering limit is based on the requirement to 
keep the RCS Loops filled so that subcooted natural 
circulation may proceed normally.  

RV level can be estimated using SMM and temp sensors in 

the RV and hot legs to draw a correlation to RV level.  
There is no eng tlmit for the correlation between these 
parameters since no specific operator action is 
included in the use statement.

To verify RCS inventory control Safety Function Status 

Checklist (SFSC) criteria are satisfied and the core 

remains covered.  

To verify appropriate Shutdown cooling entry conditions 

(e.g. 20 deg F subcooting, RVLMS = 100, etc.).  

To verify that reactor vessel level (plenum) is 

adequate to support single phase natural circulation 

(>= 82%).  

Used for alternate reactor vessel level indication.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT BASES

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

USE.

I I I I

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 
009-0PS92-080 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-121 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-127 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-125

82% 

NONE 

I.  

LL 1OO% 

> 82K 

LL 82% 

>= 82X 

LL 21%

(PLENUM)

In developing the correlation between PZR level and RV 
level, the latter is the Independent'variable upon 
which the required PZR level depends. Therefore, no 
eng limits can be assigned. See File #009-0PS92-070 
for the corresponding PZR tvt eng limits.  

Sensor #4 of the RVLMS is located approxomately 5 

inches below the bottom of the UGSSP. If sensor #4 Is 
covered, then the indicated Plenum level will be 100.  
An Indication of 1OOX plenum level indicates that the 
plenum Is free of voids.  

CEN-152 requires that the Reactor Vessel level be at 
least at the top of the hot leg nozzles in addition to 
> 30% level in the PZR to demonstrate that Inventory 
control has been established prior to allowing HPSI 
flow to be throttled or stopped.  

sensor #8 Is the lowest sensor in the HJTCS and is 
located just above the fuel alignment plate. If sensor 

#8 is covered with water,'the RVLMS will show that the 
level is >-21%. >x21% is positive Indication that the 
core is covered.

To verify that Pressurizer inventory is sufficient to 
compensate for RCP restart void collapse with a void 
indicated by the RVLMS.  

To determine if pressurizer level needs to be raised 
prior to RCP restart to compensate for void collapse.  

To verify charging and/or SI pumps are maintaining 
Reactor Vessel level (plenum) >= 82%.  

To determine whether or not to stay with the present 
success path (i.e. CET sat margin > 20 deg F, RVLMS 
plenum >= 82%).

1( . /'
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- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMIETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-125 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-OPS92-127 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-0PS92-126 

REACTOR VESSEL LEVEL (PLENUM) 

009-OPS9Z-119 

REACTOR VESSEL UPPER HEAD TEMP 

009-0PS92-123

STEP 

ENG.  

>= 82% 

LL 21% 

>n 82% 

LL 82% 

I100% 
LL 82% 

82% 

LL 82% 

100 deg 

UL 100

* VALUE/ 

LIMIT . BASES USE

I I

F/HR 
deg F/HR

Sensor #8 Is the lowest sensor in the HJTCS and is 
located just above the fuel alignment plate. If sensor 
#8 is covered with water, the RVLMS will show that the 
level is >=21%. >u21% is positive indication that the 
core is covered.  

CEN-152 requires that the Reactor Vessel level be at 
least at the top of the hot leg nozzles in addition to 
> 30% level in the PZR to demonstrate that inventory 
control has been established prior to allowing HPSI 
flow to be throttled or stopped.  

82% is based on a recomnendation that the indicated 
reactor vessel level be at least 82% in the plenum, 
which corresponds to a level at the top of the hot 
tegs, prior to enterihg shutdown cooling.  

Sensor #5 in the HJTCS is located at the top of the hot 
leg tip and Indicates that the ptenun level is >=82%.  
The engineering timii,t Is based on the requirement to 
keep the RCS loops fitted so that subcooted natural 
circulation may proceed normally.  

The maximum cootdown rate for the RCS is 100 deg F/hr 
when RC cold leg temperature is greater than 145 deg F 
as defined by the Technical Specifications.

To evaluate the performance of the success path (i.e.  
CET sat margin > 20 deg F, RVLMS plenum >= 82%).  

To verify charging pump throttling criteria.  

To verify shutdown cooling conditions are met (CET 
saturation margin > 20 deg F, RVLMS = 100%).  

To determine when to inititate steps to collapse a void 
in the reactor vessel during a natural circulation 
cootdown white depressurizing to enter shutdown cooling.  

To ensure that the maximum cooldown rate for the 
Reactor Vessel Upper Head is not exceeded.
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- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

BASES

I I

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

REPCET TEMP 

009-0PS92-171

REPCET TEMP 

009-0PS92-145

REPCET TEMP 

009-0PS92-171 

REPCET TEMP 

009-0PS92-171 

REPCET TEMP 

009-0PS92-171

I.

To verify RCS inventory control Safety Function Status 

Checklist (SFSC) criteria are satisfied and the core 

remains covered.  

To determine if the operator should go to the 

Functional Recovery procedure.  

To determine if two phase natural circulation is 
adequate based upon REPCET temperature < 600 deg F.

< 700 deg F Based on maximum expected CET with core covered. CET 
<666 &STBL OR DEC should always bq <666 deg F (based on PZR safety valve 

S.P.). If core uncovers, the upper core region becomes 
superheated and CET will increase rapidly to > T set 
for the existing PZR pressure.  

> 700 deg F Based on maximum expected CET with core covered. CET 
<666 &STBL OR DEC should always be <666 deg F (based on PZR safety valve 

S.P.). If core uncovers, the upper core region becomes 

superheated and CET will increase rapidly to > T sat 
for the existing PZR pressure.  

< 600 deg F Based on maximum expected CET with core covered. CET 
<666 &STBL OR DEC should always be <666 deg F (based on PZR safety valve 

S.P.). If core uncovers, the upper core region becomes 

superheated and CET will increase rapidly to > T sat 
for the existing PZR pressure.  

> 650 deg F Based on maximum expected CET with core covered. CET 
<666 &STBL OR DEC should always be <666 deg F (based on PZR safety valve 

S.P.). If core uncovers; the upper core region becomes 

superheated and CET will increase rapidly to > T sat 
for the existing PZR pressure.  

STABLE OR RISING There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
NONE monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

To determine (by trending) if an ESDE is isolated.

USE

To determine if the operator should go to the 
Functional Recovery procedure.

(
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

REPCET TEMP 

009-0PS92-171 

REPCET TEMP 

009-OPS92-145 

REPCET TEMP 

009-0PS92-145 

.REPCET TEMP 

009-0PS92-145 

RUST LEVEL 

009-0PS92-046

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

< 700 deg F 

<(666 &STBL OR DE 

LOWERING 

NONE 

STABLE OR LOWRNG 

NONE 

STABLE OR LOWRNG 

NONE 

< 19% 

UL=26.8X,LL=11.0O

C

BASES

Based on maximum expected CET with core covered. CET 
should always be <666 deg F (based on PZR safety valve 
S.P.). If core uncovers, the upper core region becomes 
superheated and CET will increase rapidly to > T sat 
for the existing PZR pressure.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

The UL ensures that sufficient volume is transferred 
from the RWST and that 20 min of volume remains In the 
RWST prior to RAS. The LL ensures that sufficient 
volume remains in RWST to prevent air entrainment 
during transfer from RWST to Contmt sunm.

USE

To determine if the "ECCS + S/G" success path 
performance is adequate based upon REPCET Temperature < 
700 deg F.  

To determine if unisolated (least affected) SG is 
removing decay heat.  

To evaluate sufficiency of the shutdown cooling success 
path, the need to go to another heat removal method.  

To verify core heat removal.  

To verify RWST level < RAS accuation set point (19% 
specified in EOls).

(
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

RWST LEVEL 

009-0PS92-046 

RUST LEVEL 

009-OPS92-047 

RUST LEVEL 

009-0PS92-048 

RUST LEVEL 

009-OPS92-048 

RUST LEVEL 

009-0PS92-048

STEP Vi 

ENG. L 

> 19% 

UL-26.8%,L 

> 2% 

LL >4.65X 

FALLING 

NONE 

LOWERING 

NONE 

LOWERING 

NONE

ALUE/ 

IMIT . BASES

USE I __________________________ I __________________________

LL=11.0%

The UL ensures that sufficient volume is transferred 
from the RUST and that 20 min of volume remains in the 
RUST prior to RAS. The LL ensures that sufficient 
volume remains in RUST to prevent air entraniment 
during transfer from RUST to Contmt sump.  

The Lower limit of > 4.65% Is based on ensuring that 
the RUST has sufficient inventory to provide a source 
of water to the suction of the charging pumps. The 
level specified is expressed as a percent of tap to tap 
span.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

To verify RUST level is above the RAS actuation 
setpoint (19% specified in EOs).  

To determine when charging pump suction should be 
transferred to another borated water source, or to 
determine that they should be stopped.  

To verify the emergency sump level increases as the 
RUST level decreases.  

To verify the emergency sump level increases as the 
RUST level decreases.  

To verify that RUST level Is falling.

- By Parameter -

USE
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

RUST LEVEL 

009-OPS92-098 

RUST LEVEL 

009-0PS92-100 

RUST LEVEL 

009-OPS92-100 

RUST LEVEL 

O09-OPS92-102

STEPV 

ENG. L 

> 2% 

LL 0.26% 

> 6% 

LL 4.65% 

> 6% 

LL 4.65% 

> 6% 
LL 0.26%

ALUE/ 

IMIT BASES USE

I I

OF SPAN

OF SPAN

The tower limit is applied to ensure that adequate 
suction is maintained to ECCS pumps. The Engineering 
limit Is based on the water level at the top of the 
ECCS suction nozzle in the RWST. This Level equates to 
0.26% of span.  

The Eng Limit is based on having sufficient water in 
the RUST to provide suction to the SI and/or chg pumps.  
The water level at the top of the ECCS suction nozzle 
is 0.26% of span. The water level to the top of the 
CVCS suction line is 4.65% of span.  

The Eng Limit is based on having sufficient water in 
the RUST to provide suction to the SI and/or chg pumps.  
The water level at the top of the ECCS suction nozzle 
is 0.26% of span. The water Level to the top of the 
CVCS suction Line is 4.65% of span.  

The Lower limit is applied to ensure that adequate 
suction is maintained to ECCS punmps. The Engineering 
limit is based on the water level at the top of the 
ECCS suction nozzle in the RWST. This level equates to 
0.26% of span.

To determine if RUST level is adequate when the ECCS 
pumps are attigned to take suction on the RUST.

To determine when charging pump suction should be 
transferred to another borated water source, or to 
determine that they should be stopped.  

To verify RUST Level is available (> 6%) as a water 
source for the charging pumps or ECCS puumps.  

To determine If it is necessary (at 6% level) to 
initiate makeup water to the RWST.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT N

RWST LEVEL 

009-0PS92-101 

RWST LEVEL 

009-OPS92-100 

RWST LEVEL 

009-0PS92-101 

RWST LEVEL 

009-0PS92-101.

VALUE/ 

LIMIT

STEP 

ENG.I 

> 19% 

LL 0.26% 

> 6X 

LL 4.65X 

MAINTAIN 

LL 0.26% 

> 19% 

LL 0.26%

> 19%

BASES

NI

USE

To determine if the RWST level is adequate to supply 

the containment spray pumps (> 19%).  

To determine the availability of alternate borated 
water sources.

The lower limit is applied to ensure that adequate 
suction is maintained to ECCS pumps. The Engineering 
limit is based on the water level at the top of the 
ECCS suction nozzle in the RWST. This level equates to 
0.26% of span.  

The Eng Limit Is based on having sufficient water in 
the RWST to provide suction to the SI and/or chg pumps.  
The water level at the top of the ECCS suction nozzle 
Is 0.26% of span. The water level to the top of the 
CVCS suction line is 4.65% of span.  

The lower limit Is applied to ensure that adequate 
suction is maintained to ECCS pumps. The Engineering 
limit is based on the water level at the top of the 
ECCS suction nozzle In the RWST. This level equates to 
0.26% of span.  

The tower limit is applied to ensure that adequate 
suction is maintained to ECCS pumps. The Engineering 
limit Is based on the water level at the top of the 
ECCS suction nozzle in the RWST. This level equates to 
0.26% of span.

To determine if the RWST level is adequate to supply 
the containment spray pumpa (> 19%).  

To verify sufficient RWST level to start emergency 
boration with ECCS pumps.

OF SPA

1.e

I
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

S/G E-088 PRESSURE 

009-OPS92-022 

S/G E-088 PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-022 

S/G E-089 PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-022 

S/G E-089 PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-022

BASES

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

> 740 PSIA 

LOW LIM 741 PSIA 

STABLE OR RISING 

LOW LIM 741 PSIA 

> 740 PSIA 

LOW LIM 741 PSIA 

STABLE OR RISING 

LOW LIM 741 PSIA

USE

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 
actuation and feedwater less than the minimum required 
flow.  

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 
actuation and feedwater less than the minimum required 
flow.  

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 
actuation and feedwater less than the minimum required 
flow.  

To confirm LOFU diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 
actuation and feedwater less than the minimum required 
flow.

The tower engineering limit Is based on the T.S.  
setpoint (s.p.) for MSIS and tow S/G pressure trip 
s.p., >=741 psia. The T.S. s.p is based on the 
engineering analysis value and Includes instrument 
uncertainty and response times.  

The lower engineering limit is based on the T.S.  
setpoint (s.p.) for MSIS and tow S/C pressure trip 
s.p., >a741 psfa. The T.S. s.p Is based on the 
engineering analysis value and includes instrument 
uncertainty and response times.  

The tower engineering limit is based on the T.S.  
setpoint (s.p.) for MSIS and tow S/G pressure trip 
s.p., >=741 psia. The T.S. s.p is based on the 
engineering analysis value and includes instrument 
uncertainty and response times.  

The lower engineering limit is based on the T.S.  
setpoint (s.p.) for MSIS and tow S/G pressure trip 
s.p., >=741 psia. the T;S. s.p is based on the 
engineering analysis value and includes instrument 
uncertainty and response times.

!'V,. 111
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT N

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-219 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-OPS92-178 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-180 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-OPS92-207 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-211

VALUE/ 
LIMIT BASES USE

I I

STEP 

ENG.  

< 40% 

43.3% 

LOWERING 

NONE 

< 22% 

>= 20% 

> 80% 

UL 81.5% 

< 90% 

<1OO%

If EFAS has actuated and S/0 level is < the LL of the 
normal op range, then the event can be considered a 
LOFW event. The eng limit for the LL is 43.3% which is 
based on not draining the feedring and preventing water 
hammer on refnitiatfon of feedflow.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

Based on the minimum allowable value for the Emergency 
Feedwater Actuation Signal (EFAS) as defined in the 
Technical Specifications. This level is a percentage 
of the distance between the lower tap and the upper tap 
of S/G NR level Instrumentation.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and control(ing 
level In the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

Based on the desirability to make the S/G available for 
heat removal as soon as possible after the level drops 
below 100% and once any water present in the main steam 
tines is drained.

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 
actuation and feedwater less then the minimum required 
ftow.  

To determine the affected S/G in the event of a MFW 
line rupture inside containment.  

To ensure EFAS actuation if SG level decreases below 

22% (NR).  

To initiate action to stop feedwater flow to S/Gs If 
level >80% (NR).  

To provide guidance to lower high SG levels and reset 

MSIS.

LL 43.3%
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-181 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-207 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-215 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-207 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-216

VALUE/ 

LIMIT

STEP 

ENG.  

> 26X 

> 21X 

< 80X 

UL 81.5) 

< 80X 

UL 81.5) 

40 TO 80 

UL 81.5% 

< 80% 
UL 100%

LL 43.3%

BASES

The EFAS may be reset anytime that the steam generator 
Level is > the trip setpoint. Therefore, the minimum 
EFAS reset Level is > the minimum EFAS trip setpoint 
(>21%). This level is a percentage of the Narrow Range 
tap to tap span.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit Is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G tevel below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

The UL Is based on preventing S/G overfill which could 
result in carryover to the turbine or water reaching 

the MS lines.

USE

To evaluate if S/G Level is high enough to reset EFAS.  

To verify both S/G levels are < 80 NR for adequate 

control of RCS heat removal.  

To take action (via controlling S/G levels) to enhance 

natural circulation.  

To verify S/G level in the optimal band to provide 

adequate heat removal.  

To maintain the isolated S/G Level < 80% NR, in the 

event of a SGTR.

LL 43.3% 

LL 43.3%
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QA. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter- O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT N

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-212 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-OPS92-20T 

S/0 LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-216 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-217 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-212

STEP 

ENG.  

< 40% 
43.3% 

< 80x 
UL 81.5• 

< 80% 

UL 100% 

< 90% 

1100% 

> 40% 

43.3.%

BASES

VALUE/ 
LIMIT 

% LL 43.3%

USE

To determine if AFW flow should be restored at a 
reduced rate to prevent feedring damage.  

To verify level in the isolated S/G is < 80% to provide 
adequate heat removal.  

To monitor restoration of Isolated S/G level to <80% 
following Initiation of corrective action to do so.  

To determine during an SGTR (with T-hot <530 F and PZR 
press >1000 psia) if rapidly inc S/G level requires 
shifting from maintaining RCP NPSH and CET SAT Margin 
>20 F to reducing PZR Pres to +/-50 of S/G 

To initiate action to restore AFW flow to an isolated 
SG to maintain level within the normal operating band.

The engineering limit is based on preventing the 
feedring from draining by Initiating feedwater flow 
before the level drops below the feedring. It is 
conservatively assumed that the feedring must be 
completely covered In order to prevent draining.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level In the normal operating bond. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

The UL is based on preventing S/G overfill which could 
result In carryover to the turbine or water reaching 
the HS tines.  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span Is the maximum.  

The engineering limit is based on preventing the 
feedring from draining by Initiating feedwater flow 
before the level drops below the feedring. it is 
conservatively assumed that the feedring must be 
completely covered In order to prevent draining.

(
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-218 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-OPS92-213 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-OPS92-178 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-215 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-215

STEP 

ENG.  

>= 90% 

100% 

RAPID TR 

100% 

CHANGING 

NONE 

40% TO 8( 

UL 81.5% 

< 80% 

UL 81.5%

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES

I __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I

END > 90%

L 3 
LL 43.3%

LL 43.3%

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences.' The upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the s/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on preventing S/e overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located welt below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100I of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level In the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normat operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.

- By Parameter -

USE

To alert operators of consequences associated with 
direct water relief through ADVs of isolated S/G.  

To determine during an SGTR (with T-hot <530 F and PZR 
press >1000 psae) if rapidly Inc S/G level requires 
shifting from maintaining RCP NPSH and CET SAT Margin 
>20 F to reducing PZR Pres to +/-50 of S/G 

To verify isolation of the most affected S/G.  

To monitor S/G levels in the optimal band (40% - 80% 
NR) for adequate heat removal via single phase natural 
circulation.  

To monitor raising available S/G Level to the maximum 
level < 80% NR if establishment of natural circulation 
can not be confirmed.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT N

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-OPS92-211 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-218 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-218 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-OPS92-207

VALUE/ 

LIMIT

STEP 

ENG.  

< 90% 
<100% 

< 100% 
I1OO 

< 1i00 
100I 

> 40X 
UL 81.5

BASES

%I

USE

To monitor lowering the affected S/G level to < 90 % NR.  

To determine when to initiate MSIS direct use of the 
Functional Recovery procedure if at least one S/G is 
not < IOOX 

To determine when to initiate MSIS and direct 
Initiation of S/G drain down procedures, if both S/Gs 
are not < 100%.

Based on the desirability to make the S/G available for 
heat removal as soon as possible after the level drops 
below 100% and once any water present in the main steam 
lines is drained.  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap Is located welt below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on preventing 9/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located welt below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.

I

To maintain S/G levels >40% NR to enable control of RCS 

heat removal.% LL 43.3
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PARAMETER/ 
DOCUMENT #

SIG LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-212 

SIG LEVEL (NR) 
009-OPS92-218 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-212 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-216 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 
009-0PS92-178

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE
.I

I I

STEP 
ENG.  

> 40% 
43.3% 

< 100% 
100% 

< 40% 
43.3% 

> 80% 
UL 100% 

MONITOR 
NONE

The engineering limit is based on preventing the 
feedring from draining by Initiating feedwater flow 
before the level drops below the feedring. It Is 
conservatively assumed that the feedring must be 
completely covered in order to prevent draining.  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the SIG. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

The engineering limit Is based on preventing the 
feedring from draining by Initiating feedwater flow 
before the level drops below the feedring. It is 
conservatively assumed that the feedring must be 
completely covered in order to prevent draining.  

The UL is based on preventing S/G overfill which could 
result In carryover to the turbine or water reaching 
the MS lines.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

To determine If any AFW pumps need to be started or 
stopped.  

To verify both S/G levels < 100% and to evaluate 

initiation of MSIS if the levels are >=100% 

To ensure AFW flow to any available S/G to restore and 
maintain level within the normal operating band.  

To direct actions to be taken if the isolated affected 

S/G (in a SGTR event) has > 80% water level.  

To determine when to take action (with one S/G level > 

or a 100%) to reduce affected S/G level.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-OPt 003 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-216 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

009-0PS92-218 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

009-0PS92-182 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

009-0PS92-198

STEP 

ENG.  

< 90% 

< 100% 

<80% 

UL 100% 

<= 100% 

100% 

RISING 

NONE 

< 100% 

UL 100%

BASES

VALUE/ 
LIMIT USE

To determine if actions need to be taken to prvent 
excessive water level In the affected S/G during 
cooldown of the RCS.  

To provide quidance to the operator regarding the point 
at which a decreasing steam generator level will no 
longer adequately remove heat and wilt cause the RCS to 
rapidly repressurize.  

To determine If actions need to be taken to prvent 
excessive water level in the affected S/G during 
cootdown of the RCS.  

To determine If any AFW pumps need to be started or 
stopped.  

To determine when to take action (with one S/G level > 
or m 100%) to reduce affected S/G level.

I -

The eng limit is based on preventing the MS lines from 
filling with water. The upper S/G level taps are 
substantially below the top of the S/G. Therefore, 
level indication below the upper tap Indicates that the 
MS lines are not being fitted from the SG 

The UL is based on preventing S/0 overfill which could 
result in carryover to the turbine or water reaching 
the HS lines.  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the s/G. Water 

level above of upper tap can not be observed, 

therefore, 10OX of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

Based on preventing S/0 overfill and avoiding the 

associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 

tap Is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 

level above of upper tap can not be observed, 

therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.
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PARAMETER/ 
DOCUMENT #

SlG LEVEL (WR) 

009-0PS92-198 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 
009-0PS92-199 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 
009-0PS92-206 

5/0 LEVEL (WR) 
009-0PS92-198

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE

I I

STEP 

ENG.  

> 100% 

UL 100% 

77M TO 9 

UL 92.9% 

> 50% 

LL 28% 

< 100% 

UL 100%

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100X of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level In the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

Based on the minimrum percentage (45) of S/O-tube 
coverage required to provide for adequate primary to 
secondary heat transfer during natural circulation.  
This equates to an elevation of 153.1 inches above the 
tube sheet or 28X (WR).  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap Is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, IOOX of tap to tap span is the maximum.

To determine when to take action (with one S/G level > 
or = 100%) to reduce affected S/G level.  

To establish appropriate S/G level band when using a 
fill and drain procedure to eliminate voids in the S/G 
tubes.  

To verify the availability of at least one S/G for RCS 
Heat Removal (specified minimum level = 50%).

To determine when to initiate MSiS direct use of the 
Functional Recovery procedure if at least one S/G is 
not < 100%

12 7 
I,LL 78.4%X
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

009-0PS92-198 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

O09-OPS0rO02 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-022 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-023

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE

I I

STEP 

ENG.  

< 100% 

UL 100% 

> 740 PS 

LOW LIM 

APPROX 1 

U=1088,L

000 PSIA 

=741 PSIA

Based on preventing SIG overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap Is located welt below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

The engineering limit is based on the min SG level 
required to sustaine adequate primary to secondary heat 
transfer during natural circulation which is 153.1 
inches above the tube sheet or 28% (WR).  

The tower engineering limit is based on the T.S.  
setpoint (s.p.) for MSIS and tow S/G pressure trip 
s.p., >=741 psia. The T.S. s.p is based on the 
engineering analysis value and includes instrument 
uncertainty and response times.  

The UL is based on the lowest lift pressure of the 
MSSVs, 1089 psae (1100 -1%). The LL is based on the 
MSIS Trip Setpoint,.>=T41 psia. The SaCS is designed 
to control S/G pressure at -1000 psia. The UL & LL 
occur where automatic functions take over.

To determine when to initiate MSIS and direct 
initiation of S/G drain down procedures, if both S/As 
are not < 100%.  

To provide quidance to the operator regarding the point 
at which a decreasing steam generator level will no 
longer adequately remove heat and wilt cause the RCS to 
rapidly repressurize.  

To verify expected post-trip S/G pressure response or 
to alert the operator that an over-cootling event is in 
progress and to initiate MSIS.  

To ensure an operable SG for controlled heat removal by 
verifying SOCS operational and controlling at setpoint 
(1000 PSIA).

IA 

741 PSIA

I
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-029 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-066 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-028 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-024 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-030

STEP 

ENG.  

ABNORMAL 

LOW LIM 

< PZR PRI 

S/G +/5s 

<50 PSID 

S/G +/-51 

LOWERING 

NONE 

S/G P > P 

S/G 50 PS

BASESI

VALUE/ 

LIMIT 

LY LOW 

741 PSIA 

ESSURE 
0 PSI PZR 

PZR PRES 
0 PSI PZR 

ZR P.  
iI >PZR P

The lower engineering limit is based on the T.S.  
setpoint (s.p.) for MSIS and tow S/G pressure trip 
s.p., >-741 psia. The T.S. s.p is based on the 

engineering analysis value and includes instrument 
uncertainty and response times.  

Keeping RCS pressure about equal to S/G pressure will 
1) minimize RCS to S/G leak rate, 2) minimize the 
amount of unborated water flowing from the S/Cs to the 
RCS. Since it is difficult for the operator to 
maintain 0 psid, CEN-152 recommends +/-50 psid.  

Keeping RCS pressure about equal to S/G pressure wilt 
1) minimize RCS to S/G teak rate, 2) minimize the 
amount of unborated water flowing from the S/Gs to the 
RCS. Since it is difficult for the operator to 
maintain 0 psid, CEN-152 recommends +/-50 psid."

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

The operator Is normally instructed to attempt to 
controt S/G pressure about equal to PZR Pressure (+/-50 
psid). If S/G overfill is probable, CE-NPSD-407 shows 
that -50 psid wilt not threaten the maintenance of 
adequate shutdown margin.

-I.

USE 

To identify the type of event and location when 
Pressurizer Pressure Is rapidly decreasing, using the 
"Break Identification Chart".  

To ensure RCS pressure remains higher than ruptured S/G 
pressure in order to minimize RCS dilution due to 
backftow.  

To verify PZR pressure is reduced to within 50 psi of 
the isolated (ruptured) S/G pressure.  

To verify isolated S/G pressure decreases as plant 
cootdown continues.  

To monitor lowering RCS Pressure to < S/G Pressure to 
restore the Isolated S/G level to less than 80% NR.
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-026 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-025 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-068 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-027 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-069

LUE/ 

IT . BASES USE

I I

STEP VAI 

ENG. LII 

> 740 PSIA 

741 PSIA 

STABLE OR R 

NONE 

< MFP DISCH 

S/G<MFP+26.  

APPROX 1100 

1089 - 1139 

< 50 PSIA 

UL 69.76 PS

PSIG 

PSIA

IA

The tower engineering limit Is based on the T.S.  
setpoint (s.p.) for MSIS and tow S/G pressure trip 
s.p., >-741 psia. The T.S. s.p is based on the 
engineering analysis value and includes instrument 
uncertainty and response times.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

Flow into S/G wilt occur whenever MFP disch ) S/G 
pressure by an amount z elevation head. The elevation 
difference between the MFP and S/G feedring is 62 feet.  
62 feet head = 26.88 PSI. Therefore, MFP must exceed 
S/G by > 26.88 PSI to have flow.  

Hi or Lo S/G pressure may be Indicative of improperly 
operating MSSVs. Tech Specs allow operation with the 4 
lowest lifting MSSVs isolated. The max lift setting of 
the #5 MSSV - 1128 *1% u 1139 pale. Lowest lifting 

MSSV = 1100--1% = 1089 psia.  

The engineering limit is based on the condensate 

transfer pump developing sufficient head greater than 
the combined resistance of steam generator pressure and 
the elevation difference between the feedwater spargers 

and the condensate storage tank level.

To determine if S/G pressure is above the MSIS 
setpoInt, or ensure SIS Is actuated.  

To determine (by trending) if an ESDE is isolated.  

To verify MFW Pump operating and feeding S/G.  

To verify the MSSVs are controlling S/G pressure in the 
event that S/G pressure can not be controlled using the 
ADVs.  

To permit use of alternate low pressure feedwater 
source.

ISING 

88 PSI
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-116 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-067 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-220 

S/G PRESSURE 

009-0PS92-024 

SATURATION MARGIN 

009-0P592-117

UE/ 
IT

STEP VALI 

ENG. LIM 

< 500 PSIA 

662.67 PSIA 

< COND PUMP 

S/G<CP+26.81 

> 100 PSIA 

> 60 PSIA 

MONITOR 

NONE 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 deg F

BASES

The engineering limit is based on the condensate pump 
developing sufficient head to overcome the combined 
resistance from the steam generator pressure and the 
elevation difference between the feedwater spargers and 
the condensate hotwell level.  

Flow into S/G will occur whenever cond pump disch > S/G 
press by an amount - etev head. The elevation 
difference between cond pump and S/G feedring is 62 
feet. 62 feet head = 26.88 PSI. Therefore, cond pump 
must exceed S/G by > 26.88 PSI to have flow.  

The FSAR states that the steam driven AFU pump can 
operate at a steam inlet pressure of as tow as 60 psia.  
This engineering limit does not guarantee a minimum 
flow into the S/G, only that the turbine will operate.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

Saturation margins greater than 0 deg F equate to 
subcooted coolant (i.e. verification of level).  
Therefore, it can be Inferred that the absence of 
subcooted coolant in the hot tegs is indicative of RV 
Plenum level being c 82X.

USE

To permit 
source.

use of alternate tow pressure feedwater

To verify feedwater supply to S/Gs.  

To verify adequate steam supply pressure for operation 

of steam driven AFW pump.

To verify 

cooldown 

Used for

isolated s/G pressure decreases as plant 
continues.

alternate reactor vessel level indication.

DSCHG 
3 PSI

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00 

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

I 
I
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PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN 

009-0PS92-118 

.SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-087

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087

I.  

- I

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT BASES USE

-L

>160 degF & RISNG 

UL 200 deg F 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 deg F 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 deg F

20 TO 200 deg F 
LL 1 UL 200 deg F

I I I
To determine If RCS repressurization needs to be 
limited to prevent pressurized thermal shock (PTS).  

To ensure reactor coolant is in the desired state (> 20 
deg F subcooted) to remove core heat.  

To ensure RCS is > 20 deg F subcooled as indication 
that single phase natural circulation is established.  

To ensure RCS pressure control by verifying Saturation 
Margin maintained between the minimum and maximum 
values (20 deg F and 200 deg F).

I

This limit provides a convenient way to define 
acceptable combinations of tow temperature and high 
pressure to avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) the 
RCS. 200 deg F is based on existing plant 
thermal-hydraulic and fracture mechanics analyses.  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooled coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Set margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).
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SONGS 2/3 ISOP 1I PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-084 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-084 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-084 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087

STEP VAL 

ENG. LIM 

160 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 

< 80 deg F 

LL I UL 200 

> 160 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 

> 20 deg F 

LL I UL 200

iE/ 
IT 

,I

deg F 

deg F 

deg F 

deg F

-I-

USE

To verify CET Saturation Margin is less than 160 deg F 
and if not, to initiate corrective action to reduce It.  

To verify CET Saturation Margin is > 80 deg F, and if 
it Is not, to initiate corrective action to raise it.

Saturation margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted 
coolant. Therefore 1 deg F Is the lower eng limit.  
The upper limit is based on avoiding PTS of the RCS.  
80 F to 160 F Is the optimal post-shutdown band and 20 
F to 160 F is the optimal band during SGTR.  

Saturation margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled 
coolant. Therefore I deg F Is the lower eng limit.  
The upper limit Is based on avoiding PTS of the RCS.  
80 F to 160 F Is the optimal post-shutdown band and 20 
F to 160 F is the optimal band during SGTR.  

Saturation margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted 
coolant. Therefore 1 deg F is the tower eng limit.  
The upper limit is based on avoiding PTS of the RCS.  
80 F to 160 F is the optimal post-shutdown band and 20 
F to 160 F is the optimal band during SGTR.  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooled coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).

To determine actions to be taken if saturation margin 
is > 160 deg F.  

Used as criteria for HPSI throttte/stop (CET sat margin 
> 20 deg F, RVLMS >= 82%).

BASES
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE It 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

GA,. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-084 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-084 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-087

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

> 80 deg F 

LL1 UL 200 deg F 

< 200 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 deg I 

< 80 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 deg ! 

> 20 deg F 

LL i UL 200 deg F

BASES

F 

F

Saturation margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted 

coolant. Therefore I deg F is the tower eng limit.  
The upper limit is based on avoiding PTS of the RCS.  
80 F to 160 F is the optimal post-shutdown band and 20 
F to 160 F is the optimal band during SGTR.  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  

Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering Judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Saturation margins • 0 deg F equate to subcooted 

coolant. Therefore I deg F is the tower eng limit.  

The upper limit Is based on avoiding PTS of the RCS.  

80 F to 160 F is the optimal post-shutdown band and 20 
F to 160 F is the optimal band during SGTR.  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  

Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).

USE

To verify CET Saturation Margin is > 80 deg F, and if 

it Is not, to initiate corrective action to raise it.  

To verify that saturation margin is being maintained 

less than the 200 deg F concern for PTS.  

To determine actions to be taken if saturation margin 
is < 80 deg F.  

To verify RCS inventory control Safety Function Status 

Checklist (SFSC) criteria are satisfied and the core 
remains covered.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP 11 PHASE 11 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

0.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-154 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-174

STEP VAL 
ENG. LIM 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 deg F 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 UL 201

LUE/ 

lIT BASES

0 deg

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 deg 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 deg 

> RCP NPSH CURVE 
NOT APPLICABLE

F 

F 

F

USE

Saturation margins > 0 deg F equate to subccoted 
coolant (i.e. verification of level). Therefore, it 

can be Inferred that the absence of subcooted coolant 

at the elevation of the CETS Is Indicative of the core 
being uncovered.  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  

Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 

subcooled coolant In the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  

Therefore, only 1 deg F margin Is needed to provide 

subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 dqg F margin is needed to provide 

subcooled coolant in the hCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering Judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.

Used for alternate reactor vessel level indication.  

To verify appropriate Shutdown Cooling entry conditions 

(e.g. 20 deg F subcooting, RVLMS = 100%, etc.).  

To verify CET saturation margin is >20 deg F to enhance 
natural circulation.  

when EDG is loaded, to direct overriding and energizing 
Class 1E Pressurizer Backup Heaters to maintain Core 

Exit Saturation Margin >20 deg F.  

To confirm available NPSH for operating the RCP(s).
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP If PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-082 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-084 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-087

STEPV 

ENG. L 

MAINTAIN 

NONE 

20 TO 16C 

LL 1 UL 2 

< 20 deg 

LL 1 UL 2 

> 20 deg 

LL 1 UL 2 

>= 20 dei 

LL 1 UL

•ALUE/ 

IMIT

0 deg F 
00 deg 

F 
200 deg

F 

200 deg

g F 
200 deg

BASES

F 

F 

F 

F

USE

I I

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 

In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

Saturation margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted 

coolant. Therefore 1 deg F is the tower eng limit.  
The upper limit is based on avoiding PTS of the RCS.  
80 F to 160 F is the optimal post-shutdown band and 20 

F to 160 F is the optimal band during SGTR.  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  

Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooled coolant In the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  
Therefore, only I deg F margin is needed to provide 

subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering Judgement and existing plant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  

Therefore, only 1 deg F margin Is needed to provide 
subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F Is based on 
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).

To maintain saturation margin white performing 

controlled primary plant depressurization and cootdown.  

To determine actions to be taken if saturation margin 

is not within the optimal band of 20 deg F to 160 deg F.  

To determine actions to be taken if saturation margin 

is < 20 deg F.  

To maintain saturation margin white performing 

controlled primary plant depressurization and cootdown.  

To maintain saturation margin white performing 

controlled primary plant depressurization and cooldown.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005

SONGS 2/3 ISOP It PHASE 11 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 
REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-084 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-087

BASES

-I-
USE

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

80 TO 160 deg F 

LL I UL 200 deg F 

> 20 deg F 

LL I UL 200 deg F 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 deg F 

> 20 deg F 

LLI UL 200 deg F

Saturation margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted 

coolant. Therefore 1 deg F is the lower eng limit.  

The upper timit is based on avoiding PTS of the RCS.  

80 F to 160 F Is the optimal post-shutdown bend and 20 

F to 160 F is the optimal band during SGTR.  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  

Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 

subcooted coolant In the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  

Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 

subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  

Therefore, only I deg F margin Is needed to provide 

subcooted coolant in the hCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).

To determine actions to be taken if saturation margin 
is not within the optimal band of 80 deg F to 160 deg F.  

Used as the minimum indication that the core is covered 
with subcooted liquid.  

To determine if saturation margin is being maintained 
above the minimum acceptable (>20 deg F) to determine 
if PZR heaters need to be energized during diesel 
generator loading operations.  

To determine if the operator should go to the 
Functional Recovery procedure.

/
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SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE 11 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 
009-0PS92-084 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-087

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

80 TO 160 deg F 

LL I UL 200 deg F 

< 20 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 deg F 

I.

> 20 deg F 
LL 1 UL 200 deg 

>-20 deg F 

LL I UL 200 deg

Fl 

Fj

BASES USE

To determine if Core Exit Saturation Margin Is within 

the optimal band (80 - 160 deg F) specified.  

To determine if CET Sat Margin requires SIT makeup to 
the RCS (< 20 deg F specified).  

To verify charging and/or SI pumps are maintaining Core 
Exit Saturation Margin - greater than 20 deg F.  

To maintain CET Saturation Margin > 20 deg F by 
operating AFW and available ADVs.

Saturation margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted 
coolant. Therefore I deg F Is the tower eng limit.  
The upper t.limit is based on avoiding PTS of the RCS.  
80 F to 160 F is the optimal post-shutdown band and 20 
F to 160 F is the optimal band during SGTR.  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooLed coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooted coolant In the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering Judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).

I

l
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SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE i1 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

O.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 
DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-084 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-082

I-
BASES

-I.

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

> 20 deg F 

LL I UL 200 deg 

> 20 deg F 

LL I UL 200 deg 

> 20 deg F 

LL I UL 200 deg 

PER ATT 24 

LL 1 UL 200 deg 

STEADY OR RISIN( 

NONE

USE

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  
F Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 

subcooled coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering Judgement and existing plant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  

F Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 

subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering Judgement and existing plant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  

F Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 

subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 

engineering Judgement and existingplant analysis to 

avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Saturation margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted 

F coolant. Therefore 1 deg F is the tower eng limit.  

The upper limit is based on avoiding PTS of the RCS.  

80 F to 160 F is the optimal post-shutdown band and 20 
F to 160 F is the optimal band during SGTR.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
In the trend, no engineering limits apply.

To determine whether or not to stay with the present 

success path (i.e. CET sat margin > 20 deg F, RVLMS 

plenum >= 82%).  

To evaluate the performance of the success path (i.e.  

CET sat margin > 20 deg F, RVLMS plenum >= 82%).  

To verify charging pump throttling criteria.  

To evaluate the required trend for PZR pressure to 

determine subsequent course within the procedure.  

To maintain saturation margin white performing 

controlled primary plant depressurization and cooldown.

/
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP i1 PHASE 11 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-O87 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-082 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-0PS92-174 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 

009-OPS92-087

STEP VAL 

ENG. LIM: 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 

> 20 deg F 

LL 1 UL 200 

STABLE 

NONE 

>'RCP NPSH C 

NOT APPLICAB 

> 20 deg F 

LL I UL 200

UE/ 

IT 

deg F 

deg F 

URVE 
lLE 

deg F

BASES

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin Is needed to provide 
subcooled coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering Judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Set margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooled coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin Is needed to provide 
subcooled coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering Judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooled coolant in the.RCS. 200 deg F is based on 
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).

USE

To verify adequate RCS heat removal.  

To verify shutdown cooling conditions are met (CET 
saturation margin > 20 deg F, RVLMS = 100%).  

To verify proper core heat removal (via trending the 
parameter).

To maintain RCP NPSH for given 
conditions.

temperature and pressure

To verify saturation margin is above the minimum 
acceptable value during RCS void elimination.

I
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INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE - By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 
DOCUMENT #

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 
009-OPS92-087 

SATURATION MARGIN BY CET 
009-OPS92-087 

SI FLOW 
009-OPS92-156 

SI FLOW 
009-0PS92-156 

SI FLOW 
009-OPS92-156

STEP 

ENG.  

< 20 deg 

LL I UL 

20 deg F 

LL I UL 

LOWER 

NONE 

RAISE 

NONE 

THROTTLE 

NONE

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE

U I

F 

200 deg

200 deg F

F
To alert operator not to initiate Degas or Letdown any 
time Core Exit Saturation Margin has towered below 20 
deg F white conducting a Cootdown/Depressuration 
evolution.  

To determine during an SGTR (with T-hot <530 F and PZR 
press >1000 psia) If rapidly Inc S/G level requires 
shifting from maintaining RCP NPSH and CET SAT Margin 
>20 F to reducing PZR Pres to +/-50 of S/G 

To verify that this parameter is adjusted correctly to 
control Core Exit Saturation Margin.  

To verify that this parameter is adjusted correctly to 
control Core Exit Saturation Margin.

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin Is needed to provide 
subcooled coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F is based on.  
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

Sat margins > 0 deg F equate to subcooted coolant.  
Therefore, only 1 deg F margin is needed to provide 
subcooted coolant in the RCS. 200 deg F Is based on 
engineering judgement and existing plant analysis to 
avoid Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

•,X*,J"

To verify that this parameter is adjusted correctly to 
control Core Exit Saturation Margin.
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS93-005
SONGS 2/3 ISOP It PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

DATE: 05/05/93 

REVISION: 00

- By Parameter - Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER/ 

DOCUMENT #

SI FLOW 

009-0PS92-156 

STARTUP RATE 
009-OPS92-124 

TOTAL FW FLOW 
009-0PS92-213

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

LOWER 

NONE 

NEGATIVE 

UL <0 DPM 

> 200 GPM 

200 GPM PER S/G

BASES USE

-I I

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

A negative SUR is an indication-that reactor power is 
decreasing and that the reactor is subcritical.  

Based on engineering judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/G is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2% decay heat load.

To verify HPSI flow decreases after throttling of HPSI.  

To verify reactivity control is estabLished and the 
reactor Is subcriticat.  

To determine if any AFW pumps need to be started or 
stopped.

L

I
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-0PS92-150 

PAGE NO: 3 OF 13
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DATE: 04/27/93 

REVISION: 01

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE If 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

O.A. APPROVED TABLE Module #: 01 O.A, APPROVED TABLE

GRP 

01 AFW FLOW 

01 AFW FLOW 

01 AFW FLOW 

01 AFW FLOWI 

01 AFV FLOW

PARAMETER BASES

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

> 200 GPM 

200 GPM PER S/G 

NOT • 200 GPM 

200 GPM PER S/G 

ESTABLISHED 

200 GPIM PER S/G 

< 200 GPM 

200 G014 PER S/G 

> 200 GPM 

200 GPM PER S/G

USE

Based on engineering judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/G is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2X decay heat load.  

Based on engineering judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/G is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2X decay heat load.  

Based on engineering judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/G Is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2X decay heat load.  

Based on engineering judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpm per S/G Is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 

2% decay heat toad.  

Based on engineering Judgement, supported by a hand 

calculation. 200 gpm per S/G is approximately equal to 

the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 

2% decay heat toad.

I /

To verify minimum required AFW flowrate for RCS Heat 

Removal (0 200 gpm to each S/G).  

To initiate starting alternate AFW pumps and 

controlling flow manually if flow to either S/C is NOT 
> 200 GPM.  

To verify feedwater flowrate to the S/G after resetting 
EFAS.  

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 
actuation and feedwater less than the minimum required 

flow.  

To verify > minimum required FN flow to at least one 
S/G to aid in promoting natural circulation.
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1A.. APPROVED TABLE Module #: 01 C.A. APPROVED TABLE

,RP P 

01 AFW FLOW 

02 AFW FLOW 

02 AFW FLOW 

01 S/G LEVEL

'ARAMETER

(NR)

STEP VALUE/ 
ENG. LIMIT 

200 GPM 
200 GPM PER S/G.  

130 TO 150 GPM 
LL 70, UL 150 

130 TO 150 GPM 
LL 70, UL 150 

< 22% 
>a 20X

BASES

Based on engineering judgement, supported by a hand 
calculation. 200 gpii per S/G is approximately equal to 
the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 
2% decay heat load.  

The lower limit Is based on refitting the S/G feedring 
in a 5 min period. The upper limit is based on 
preventing feedring damage due to excessive refill flow 
to a drained feedring. 5 min duration is based on 2X 
the refill time for the 350 gal feedring.  

The tower limit is based on refitting the S/G feedring 
in a 5 mmn period. The upper limit is based on 
preventing feedring damage due to excessive refill flow 
to a drained feedrIng. 5 min duration is based on 2X 
the refill time for the 350 gal feedring.  

Based on the minimum allowable value for the Emergency 
Feedwater Actuation Signal (EFAS) as defined in the 
Technical Specifications. This level is a percentage 
of the distance between the tower tap and the upper tap 
of 8/G NR level Instrumentation.

USE

To verify minimum required AFW flowrate for RCS Heat 

Removal (> 200 gpm to each S/G).  

To verify reduced AFW flow (130 GPM TO 150 GPM) is 

established to the Isolated So.

To verify AFW flowrate between 130 gpm and 150 gpm (for 

5 minutes) during restoration of feed to a S/G.  

To ensure EFAS actuation if SO level decreases below 

22% (NR).
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DATE: 04/27/93 

REVISION: 01

O.A. APPROVED TABLE Module #: 01 Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER

I 02 .S/G LEVEL (NR) 

03 SIG LEVEL (NR) 

03 S/G LEVEL (NR) 

03 S/G LEVEL (NR)

I m ,

P VALUE/ 

I. LIMIT BASES USE

I __________ I

STE 

ENG 

> 26% 

> 21% 

> 80% 

UL 81.  

< 80% 

UL 81.  

40 TO 

UL 81.'

80% 

5% LL 43.3%

The EFAS may be reset anytime that the steam generator 
level is > the trip setpoint. Therefore, the minimum 
EFAS reset level is > the minimum EFAS trip setpoint 
0(21%). This level is a percentage of the Narrow Rangi 
tap to tap span.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
.3% level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 

based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  

Lower limit Is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
3% level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 

based on maintaining S/O level below the "Can Deck".  

Lower limit Is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.

To evaluate if SIG level is high enough to reset EFAS.

To initiate action to stop feedwater flow to S/Gs if 
level >80% (NR).  

To verify both S/G levels are < 80% MR for adequate 

control of RCS heat removal.  

To verify S/G level In the optimal band to provide 

adequate heat removal.

5% LL 43.

5X LL 43.

e
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GRP PARAMETER

03 S/1 LEVEL (NR) 

03 S/G LEVEL (NR) 

04 S/G LEVEL (NR) 

04 S/G LEVEL (NR)

VALUE/ 

LINIT BASES

USE

STEPI 
ENG.I 

< 80K 
UL 81.5% 

40X 
UL 81.5% 

< 40% 
43.3% 

I 40X 
43.3.K

LL 43.3% 

LL 43.3K

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/6 level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

Based on maintaining $/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G levet below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

The engineering limit is based on preventing the 
feedring from draining by initiating feedwater flow 
before the level drops below the feedring. It is 
conservatively assumed that the feedrIng must be 
completely covered in order to prevent draining.  

The engineering limit Is based on preventing the 
feedring from draining by Initiating feedwater flow 
before the level drops below the feedring. It is 
conservatively assumed that the feedring must be 
completely covered in order to prevent draining.

To verify level in the isolated S/G is < 80% to provide 
adequate heat removal.  

To maintain S/G levels >40% MR to enable control of RCS 
heat removal.  

To determine If AFU flow should be restored at a 
reduced rate to prevent feedring damage.  

To initiate action to restore AFW flow to an isolated 
SG to maintain level within the normal operating band.

USE

L
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PARAMETER

04 S/G LEVEL (NR) 

04 S/G LEVEL (NR) 

05 S/O LEVEL (NR)

S/G LEVEL (NR)

UE/ 

IT BASES

STEP VAL 
ENG. LIM 

> 40% 

43.3% 

< 40K 
43.3% 

< 80K 

UL 81.5% LL 

40K TO 80x 
UL 81.5K LL

The engineering limit is based on preventing the 
feedring from draining by initiating feedwater flow 
before the level drops below the feedring. It Is 
conservatively assumed that the feedring must be 
completely covered in order to prevent draining.  

The engineering limit is based on preventing the 
feedring from draining by initiating feedwater flow 
before the level drops below the feedring. It is 
conservatively assumed that the feedring must be 
completely covered in order to prevent draining.  

Based on maintaining SIG tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit Is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
43.3% level In the normal operating band. Upper limit Is 

based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.

USE

To determine if any AFW pumps need to be started or 
stopped.  

To ensure AFW flow to any available S/G to restore and 
maintain level within the normal operating band.  

To take action (via controlling 5/G levels) to enhance 
natural circulation.  

To monitor S/G levels in the optimal band (40% 80X 
NR) for adequate heat removal via single phase natural 
circulation.

43.3%

h
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PARAMETER

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (MR.)

GRP

UEI 3 
IT BASES

STEP VAL 

ENG. LIM 

I 80% 
UL 81.5% LL 

< 90% 

<100% 

<lOO% 

UL 100% 

< 80X 

UL 100%

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

Based on the desirability to make the S/G available for 
heat removal as soon as possible after the level drops 
below 100% and once any water present in the main steam 
tines is drained.  

Based on the desirability to make the S/G available for 
heat removal as soon as possible after the level drops 
below 100% and once any water present in the main steam 
lines is drained.

06 

06 

07 

07

43.3%I

is based on preventing S/C overfill which could 
in carryover to the turbine or water reaching

tines.

is based on preventing S/G overfill which could 
in carryover to the turbine or water reaching

USE

lines.

The UL 
result 
the MS

- I.

The UL 
result 
the MS

To monitor raising available S/G level to the maximum 

level < 80% HR if establishment of natural circulation 

can not be confirmed.  

To provide guidance to tower high SG levels and reset 

MSIS.  

To monitor lowering the affected S/G level to < 90 X HR.  

To maintain the isolated S/G level < 80% MR, in the 

event of a SGTR.  

To monitor restoration of isolated S/G level to <80% 

following initiation of corrective action to do so.
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PARAMETERGRP 

07 

07 

08 

08 

09

VALUE/ 

LIMIT 

STI 

rq 

tl 

STI 

rI 
tl

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR)

BASES

he UL 
esutt 
he MS 

he UL 
esutt 
he MS

USE

is based on preventing S/G overfill which could 
in carryover to the turbine or water reaching 

l-ines.  

is based on preventing S/G overfill which could 

in carryover to the turbine or water reaching 

tines.

STEP 

ENG.  

> 80% 

UL 100% 

<80% 

UL 100% 

< 90% 

100% 

RAPID TR 

100% 

>- 90% 

100%

To direct actions to be taken if the isolated affected 
S/G (in a SGTR event) has > 80X water level.  

To provide quidance to the operator regarding the po!nt 
at which a decreasing steam generator level will no 
longer adequately remove heat and will cause the RCS to 
rapidly repressurize.  

To determine during an SGTR (with T-hot <530 F and PZR 
press >1000 pate) if rapidly Inc S/G level requires 
shifting from maintaining RCP NPSH and CET SAT Margin 
>20 F to reducing PZR Pres to +/-50 of S/G 

To determine during an SGTR (with T-hot <530 F and PZR 
press >1000 psla) i f rapidly Inc S/G level requires 
shifting from maintaining RCP NPSH and CET SAT Margin 
>20 F to reducing PZR Pres to +/-50 of S/G 

To alert operators of consequences associated with 
direct water relief through ADVs of isolated S/G.

END > 90%

Based on preventing S/6 overfill and avoiding the 

associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 

tap is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 

therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 

associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 

tap Is located welt below the top of the S/G. Water 

level above of upper tap can not be observed, 

therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 

associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 

tap is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 

level above of upper tap can not be observed, 

therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.
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INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
DATE: 04/27/93 

REVISION: 01

G.A. APPROVED TABLE Module #: 01 Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR)

S/0 LEVEL (NR)

09 

O9 

09

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE

S I

STEP 
ENG.  

< 100% 
100% 

< 100% 
100% 

<- 100% 
100% 

<I lOOX 
100%

Based on preventing S/C overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirabteconsequences. The upper level 
tap Is located welt below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.

To determine when to initiate MSIS direct use of the 
Functional Recovery procedure if at least one S/G is 
not c 100% 

To determine when to initiate MSIS and direct 
Initiation of S/G drain down procedures, if both S/Gs 
are not < 100%.  

To verify both S/G levels - 100% and to evaluate 
initiation of MSIS if the levels are >=100% 

To determine if actions need to be taken to prvent 
excessive water level in the affected S/G during 
cooldown of the RCS.

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span Is the maximum.  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on preventing S/C overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The Upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span Is the maximum.

I
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DATE: 04/27/93 
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O.A. APPROVED TABLE Module #: 01 Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

S/G LEVEL (NR)

STEP 

ENG.  

40X 

43.3% 

LOWERING 

NONE 

CHANGING 

NONE 

MONITOR 

NONE 

I 90K 
I IOOK,

BASES

If EFAS has actuated and S/G level Is < the LL of the 
normal op range, then the event can be considered a 
LOFW event. The eng limit for the LL Is 43.3% which Is 
based on not draining the feedring and preventing water

VALUE/ 
LIMIT 

I,

the trending or 
value is specified 
apply.  

the trending or 
value is specified 
apply.

There are no engineering limits for the trending or

monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

The eng limit is based on preventing the MS tines from 
fitting with water. The upper S/G level taps are 
substantially below the top of the S/O. Therefore, 
level indication below the upper tap indicates that the 
MS lines are not being fitted from the SG

USE

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with EFAS 

actuation and feedwater less then the minimum required 
flow.  

To determine the affected S/G In the event of a MFW 
line rupture inside containment.  

To verify isolation of the most affected S/G.  

To determine when to take action (with one S/G level > 
or - tOOK) to reduce affected S/G level.  

To determine if actions need to be taken to prvent 
excessive water level in the affected S/0 during 

cooldown of the RCS.

I

hammer on reinitiation of feedflow.  

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
in the trend, no engineering limits 

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
in the trend, no engineering limits
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PARAMETER

01 

01 

01 

01

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

S/G LEVEL (WR)

VALUE/ 

LIMIT BASES USE

I _________________________________________ I

STEP 

ENG.  

<100% 

UL lOOX 

> 1OO% 

UL 100X 

UL 1OOX 

I L OX 

I lOOX 

UL 10OX 

RISING 

NONE

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located welt below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on preventing S/G overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located welt below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

Based on preventing SIG overfill and avoiding the 
associated undesirable consequences. The upper level 
tap is located well below the top of the S/G. Water 
level above of upper tap can not be observed, 
therefore, 100% of tap to tap span is the maximum.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
In the trend, no engineering limits apply.

(r

To determine when to take action (with one S/G level > 
or a 100%) to reduce affected S/G level.  

To determine when to take action (with one S/G level > 
or = 100%) to reduce affected S/G level.  

To determine when to initiate MSIS direct use of the 
Functional Recovery procedure if at least one S/G is 
not < 100% 

To determine when to initiate MSIS and direct 
initiation of S/G drain down procedures, if both S/Gs 
are not < 1OO%.  

To determine if any AFW pumps need to be started or 
stopped.
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PARAMETER

S/G LEVEL MUR) 

S/G LEVEL CMR) 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

TOTAL FW FLOW

GRP BASES USE

-u I

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT 

77% TO 92% 

UL 92.9%,LL 78, 

> 50% 

LL 28% 

10% 

28% 

> 200 GPM 

200 GPM PER S/G

Based on maintaining S/G tubes covered and controlling 
level in the normal operating band. Upper limit is 
based on maintaining S/G level below the "Can Deck".  
Lower limit is based on preventing the feedring from 
draining.  

Based on the minimum percentage (45) of S/6 tube 
coverage required to provide for adequate primary to 
secondary heat transfer during natural circulation.  
This equates to an elevation of 153.1 Inches above the 
tube sheet or 28% (CR).

03 

04 

05 

01

4%
To establish appropriate S/G level band when using a 
fill and drain procedure to eliminate voids in the S/G 
tubes.  

To verify the availability of at least one S/G for RCS 
Heat Removal (specified minimum level a 50%).  

To provide quidance to the operator regarding the point 
at which a decreasing steam generator level will no 
longer adequately remove heat and will cause the RCS to 
rapidly repressurize.  

To determine if any AFW pumps need to be started or 
stopped.

The engineering limit Is based on the min SG level 
required to sustaine adequate primary to secondary heat 
transfer during natural circulation which is 153.1 
inches above the tube sheet or 28% (WR).

Based on engineering judgement, supported by a hand 

calculation. 200 gpm per S/G is approximately equal to 

the required flow to maintain S/G level constant with 

2% decay heat toad.

4X
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter:

step Value(s): 

> 200 GPM 

Not > 200 GPM 

< 200 GPM 

> 200 GPM 

200 GPM

Established

Group: 01

AFW FLOW

Use(s): 

To verify minimum required AFW flowrate for 
RCS Heat Removal (> 200 gpm to each S/G).  

To initiate starting alternate AFW pumps and 
controlling flow manually if flow to either 
S/G is not > 200 gpm.  

To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjuncton with 
EFAS actuation and feedwater to both S/Gs 
less than the minimum required flow.  

To verify > minimum required FW flow to at 
least one S/G to aid in prompting natural 
circulation.  

To verify minimum required AFW flowrate for 
RCS Heat Removal (> 200 gpm to each S/G).

To verify feedwater flowrate to the S/G after 
resetting EFAS.

Engineering Limit(s):

200 GPM per Steam Generator

k.

rev. 01

I rev. 01

Lower Limit:
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Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The engineering limit is based on engineering judgement and is 
supported by Ref. 1. In addition, a hand calculation was 
performed to verify the conclusions of Ref. 1. Ref. 1 states 
that 200 gpm per steam generator will approximately equal the 
flow required to maintain steam generator level constant with 2% 
decay heat.  

Feedwater flow in the diagnosis of the event is used in conjunction with level indication below the normal band and EFAS 
actuated. If EFAS has actuated and level is still below the 
normal band, then the feedwater flowrate should be greater than 
the minimum flowrate required to at least maintain level.  
Therefore, the engineering limit for confirming a LOFW event is 
200 gpm per steam generator for the same reasons as stated above.  

Assumptions: 

1. The determination of 200 gpm does not include heat input 
into the RCS from the RCPs or sensible heat removal during 
an RCS cooldown.  

rev. 01 2. In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents 
may be used as reference documents if justification is 
provided. The references noted below are formal engineering 
correspondence between the design principals (e.g., NSSS 
vendor architect, etc,) and SCE. Their use as reference 
material is justified when the basis for the engineering 
limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design Document 
exists.  

Ref: 1 

References: 

1. Letter S-CE-7529, V.C. Hall to D. Nunn, Response to 
Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS) Automatic Flow Control 
Action Items, May 12, 1982.
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APPROVED BY:
Cognizant Engineering Manager (Print Name) 

ogni int Mgineering Manýer (Signature)
AzA
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

130 TO 150 GPM

Group: 02

AFW FLOW 

Use (s): 

To verify reduced AFW flow (130 GPM 
TO 150 GPM) is established to the 
isolated SG.

To verify AFW flowrate between 130 
gpm and 150 gpm (for 5 minutes) 
during restoration of feed to a S/G.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Lower limit = 70 gpm 

Upper limit = 150 gpm 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The lower limit is based on refilling the steam generator 
feedring in a five minute period. From Reference 1, the feedring 
volume is 350 gallons. Therefore, 

350 gallons=7 gpm 
5minutes 

The purpose of the upper limit is to prevent .feedring damage due 

to excessive refill flow to a drained feedring. Reference 1 
gives the following bases to the 150 gpm value: 

"There is no analytical correlation between feedwater flow 
rate and the conditions to preclude failure. Nor is it)
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known what maximum flow rate could be tolerated without 
failure. A flow rate of 150 gpm has been recommended as a 
procedural limit based on the fact that no significant water 
hammer has been observed during testing or operation with 
flow rates of that order. Additionally, 150 gpm has been 
traditionally accepted as a flow limit by industry and the 
NRC for water hammer protection. The five minute duration 
of this limited flow is conservatively based on twice the 
refill time for the 350 gal. feedring." 

Assumptions: 

As stated in Reference 1, if refilling of portions of the main 
feedwater piping must be considered, the 5 minute refill time 
would have to be adjusted accordingly.  

The engineering limits do not include any instrument 
uncertainties.  

rev. 01 
In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents may 
be used as reference documents if justification is provided. The 
references noted below are formal engineering correspondence 
between the design principals (e.g., NSSS vendor architect, etc,) 
and SCE. Their use as reference material is justified when the 
basis for the engineering limit is "operational experience" or 
"engineering judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design 
Document exists.  

Ref: 1 

References: 

1) S-PSA-402, AFWS Operation Guidance for San Onofre Units 2 
and 3, September 3, 1981.
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter:

Step Value(s):

< 22%

Group: 01

S/G LEVEL (NR)

Use(s):

To ensure EFAS actuation if S/G level 
decreases below 22% (NR).

Engineering Limit (s): 

k 20% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s):

The Technical Specifications (Ref. I & 2) define the minimum 
allowable value for the Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal 
(EFAS) as Ž 20%. This level is a percentage of the distance 
between the lower tap and the upper tap of the narrow range steam 
generator level instrumentation. Therefore, the engineering 
limit for ensuring EFAS has actuated is 2 20%.

Assumptions: 

1. In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
the references noted below are considered to be Secondary 
Design documents. Their use as reference documents for the 
engineering limit basis is assumed to be justified based on 
ensuring that the engineering limit is consistent with the 
current design basis and operating license.

Ref: 1,2

)

rev. 01

I rev. 01
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References: 

1. San Onofre 2 Technical Specifications, Amendment 94, Table 
3.3-4.  

2. San Onofre 3 Technical Specifications, Amendment 84, Table 
3.3-4.
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 02 

Parameter: S/G LEVEL (NR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 
rev. 01 

> 26% To evaluate if S/G level is high enough to 
reset EFAS.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

> 21% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The Emergency Feedwater Actuation System (EFAS) may be reset 
anytime that the steam generator level is greater than the trip 
setpoint. Therefore, the minimum EFAS reset level is greater 
than the minimum EFAS trip setpoint. The Technical 
Specifications (Ref. 1 & 2) define the minimum trip setpoint for 
the Emergency Feedwater Actuation System (EFAS) as 2 21%. This 
level is a percentage of the distance between the lower tap and 
the upper tap of the narrow range steam generator level 
instrumentation.  

Assumptions: 
rev. 01 

In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, the 
references noted below are considered to be Secondary Design 
documents. Their use as reference documents for the engineering 
limit basis is assumed to be justified based on ensuring that the 
engineering limit is consistent with the current design basis and 
operating license.

Ref: 1,2
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References: 

1. San Onofre 2 Technical Specifications, Amendment 94, Table 
3.3-4.  

2. San Onofre 3 Technical Specifications, Amendment 84, Table 
3.3-4.
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter:

Step Value(s): 

< 80% 

> 80% 

< 80% 

> 40% 

40% to 80%

Group: 03

S/G LEVEL (NR)

Use (s): 

To verify both S/G levels are < 80% NR for 
adequate control of RCS heat removal.  

To initiate action to stop feedwater flow to 
S/G's if level > 80%.  

To verify level in the isolated S/G is < 80% 
to provide adequate heat removal.  

To maintain S/G levels > 40% NR to enable 
control of RCS Heat Removal.  

To verify S/G levels in the optimal band to 
provide adequate heat removal.

Engineering Limit(s): 

Upper Limit: 81.5% 

Lower Limit: 43.3%

I
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Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The acceptance criteria for RCS heat removal success paths 
involving a steam generator require that at least one steam 
generator must have level within the normal operating band with 
feedwater available to maintain level, or level being restored to 
its normal band (Ref. 1). Based on these requirements, the 
engineering limits for these uses will be equal to the upper and 
lower engineering limits for normal operation.  

During normal operation, the level must be maintained below the 
steam separatori in order to maintain steam quality less than 2 
percent. Steam quality greater than 2 percent can damage the 
turbine. Although the turbine is not used during accident 
conditions, it is still beneficial to minimize the amount of 
moisture carryover into the main steam lines. Therefore, the 
upper engineering limit is based on a steam generator level below 
the "can deck". Based on Ref. 2: 

Upper Level Tap is 33.5 inches above the can deck 
Tap-to-Tap Span is 180.844 inches 
% span (level) = (180.844 - 33.5)/(180.844) = 81.5% 

Ref. 3 describes the potential for damaging the feedring due to 
water hammer when the feedring has been drained. Although 
guidance is provided in the procedure to minimize this potential 
(Ref. 4), the lower engineering limit is based on preventing the 
potential for damage. Therefore, the lower engineering limit is 
based on preventing the feedring from draining. The information 
provided in Ref. 3 and 4 does not specify whether the feedring 
must be completely covered or partially covered in order to 
prevent water hammer damage. Therefore, it is conservatively 
assumed that the feedring must be completely covered. The top of 
the feedring, as a percentage of the steam generator level tap
to-tap span, is determined as follows (dimensions are from Ref.  
2): 

Feedring centerline is 72.344 inches above the lower tap 
The inside diameter is 12 inches 
Tap-to-Tap span is 180.844 
% span = (72.344 + 6)/180.844 = 43.3%
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Assumptions: 

1. Configuration of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators are 
identical.  

2. The feedring must be completely covered in order to preclude 
water hammer damage.  

3. The dimensions provided in Ref. 2 do not include thermal 
expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  

I rev. 01 
4. The references noted below are assumed to be Secondary 

Design documents. This assumption is justified based on the 
fact that they describe strategies which have been reviewed 
and commented on by the NRC.  

Ref: 1 
rev. 01 

5. In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents 
may be used as reference documents if justification is 
provided. The references noted below are formal engineering 
correspondence between the design principals (e.g., NSSS 
vendor architect, etc,) and SCE. Their use as reference 
material is justified when the basis for the engineering 
limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design Document 
exists.  

Ref: 3,4 

References: 

1. CEN-152, Rev. 03, Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure 
Guidelines.  

2. Dwg. E-234-590, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator, Rev. 04.  

3. Letter S-PSA-412, R. S. Turk to F. Bevilacqua, SONGS 
Feedring, October 1, 1981.  

4. Letter S-PSA-402, R. S. Turk to E. Guenther, AFWS 
Operational Guidance, September 3, 1981.
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CHECKLIST NO. 9 

REVIEW Of OTHER DESIGNE DOCUMENTS

Checkif I (EchW 3.3-1 of QAP 3.3) sall be considered wherneve this Chocidis: in used. andS i applicable.  the Indapendent Rcoviewer "he Iniclud In thie rwa4.wws q~wnuit
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7- is the melerW Preserved suffciently detule as to purpose. method. assumptions.  

Odom~ andS units? 

3- Are the saimpitions necesay to perform. the design actviy adeq.rntely descrtmed 
andS nussonabi? Where, necesary. wre the assunpdorv idenwiied for subse~quer 

ve fI MCet-ori -6tWhen the detalled design sa~vdes are oornpietWd7 
4- Amth Ve appropuiate qAky Mid quait~y asuiranc requirements specified? 
5. Are theeapolicable codes. stwndads andS regulatory reqikenwets JrichwSing Issue andS 

addend~a property identified. and amrte Urrequiemernos fot dempgnwm? 
6. Haew applicabe constructon wad operating operionce been Corwkcferd? 
7. Haew the design Interface requirements been sat~ised? 

& Was an appoprWst design meho. Lose? 

9. HeM Urn 84ustnnwffa'tors00. urcedtainties. and empirical correlations been coo. cy 

10. 11s the output (results end conclusions) reazorntie comparred to kipts, 
11. Are the speclfied parts, equipment. arE procasme suitable tor the required Sfr 

12- Are the specified nieterlaih cornpetaie with each other and the design envrwners 
Coneftons to wth Vte n~erW wil be stpoeed? 

13. Hvew adeqrnntse inuternrnc. Ileaures and rsquiremergs been specllec? 
14. Are accessibty wad other design provieortS adequate for pekrlomune of needed 

nukntenrvie wad .rear 

lS- Has adequiste accesiblty been provited to perfoffn the insrieinspection 
qedtw to be required during the plant He? 

16. Has the design propety Considered radiation. exposure to the public and plant 
personind?

OK .N/A

V-1

L/ 

I/ 

Lr

EXBI{Ir 3. 10-1
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17. Are the accotanot crtork Incorporatedl in the design doa~mmt suficietv to allow m hlicton VWf design requkeme~rwa have bown SialaClorY Scccwf~lhed? 
I& fHow adeqrmte pre perationer and subsequent periodic toe requiaremsts heen apProplmsly .Pecrad? 

19. Are aequate twdbig. storaMe cgow*ig mid shipping rOquirererits apeclied? 
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.Ame at pages quSWvY flm~bered and marked witti a valid nwrmber? 
2M is the proergaion segtil. and rgprodu0"*~7 
24. Have al mm-M"g or OmWzft**g in fth docm.Wjm been k*Wadec and daled byj the au~tho of zhe change? 

IL) 25. Are requikemerva for record prperiatior review* approvW regetloL etc.. mdeqaely/ 
specified? 

COWts/Remarks: 

Indepermdmw Re~iewe Name/SkFgnhlure/Date
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 04 

Parameter: S/G LEVEL (NR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

> 40% To initiate action to restore AFW flow to an 
isolated S/G to maintain level within the 
normal operating band.  

< 40% To determine if AFW flow should- be restored 
at a reduced rate to prevent feedring damage.  

< 40% To ensure AFW flow to any available S/G to 
restore and maintain level within the normal 
operating band.  

> 40% To determine if any AFW pumps need to be 
started or stopped.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Lower Limit: 43.3% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

Ref. 1 describes the potential for damaging the feedring due to 
water hammer when the feedring has been drained. Although 
guidance is provided in the EOI to minimize this potential 
(Ref. 2), the lower engineering limit is chosen to ensure that 
the feedring is not damaged. The engineering limit is based on 
preventing the feedring from draining by initiating feedwater 
flow before the level drops below the feedring. It is 
conservatively assumed that the feedring must be completely 
covered in order to prevent draining. The top of the feedring, 
as a percentage of the steam generator level tap-to-tap span, is
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determined as follows (dimensions from Ref.3): 

Feedring centerline is 72.344 inches above the lower tap 
The inside diameter is 12 inches 
Tap-to-Tap span is 180.844 
% span = (72.344 + 6)/180.844 = 43.3% 

Assumptions: 

1. Configuration of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators are 
identical.  

2. The feed ring must be completely covered in order to 
preclude possible water hammer.  

3. The dimensions provided in Ref. 3 do not include thermal 
expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  

rev. 01 
4. In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 

documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents 
may be used as reference documents if justification is 
provided. The references noted below are formal engineering 
correspondence between the design principals (e.g., NSSS 
vendor architect, etc,) and SCE. Their use as reference 
material is justified when the basis for the engineering 
limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design Document 
exists.  

Ref: 1,2 

References: 

1. Letter S-PSA-412, R. S. Turk to F. Bevilacqua, SONGS 
Feedring, October 1, 1981.  

2. Letter S-PSA-402, R. S. Turk to E. Guenther, AFWS 
Operational Guidance, September 3, 1981.  

3. Dwg. E-234-590, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator,, Rev. 04.
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CHECKUSr NO. 9 
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8.Was an appropriate design madhod Used? 

0. H flwth adJumerw lct 60 .Uncertainte.~ and e'nplrcal corrolat lom been correctly 
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17- Are the oaorunce ci*ehflorU orabed fin the design doamume~ wAaEliden to atcow "s'%WIo OW design req*.vrwgs hows bown S&dltacOrtY 000MVj d? 
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

40% to 80%

< 80% 

< 80%

Group: 05 

S/G LEVEL (NR) 

Use(s): 

To monitor S/G levels in the optimal band 
(40% - 80% NR) for adequate heat removal via 
single phase natural circulation.  

To take action (via controlling S/G levels) 
to enhance natural circulation.  

To monitor raising available S/G level to the 
maximum level < 80% NR if establishment of 
natural circulation can not be confirmed.

Engineering Limit(s):

Upper Limit: 

Lower Limit:

81.5% 

4'3.3%

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The acceptance criteria for RCS heat removal success paths which 
involve the use of a steam generator require the availability of 
at least one steam generator with a steam flow, path, level within 
the normal operating band and feedwater available to maintain 
level or level being restored (Ref. 1).  

In order to ensure single phase natural circulation, the level in 
the unisolated steam generator(s) should be above the-steam 
generator tubes to maximize the heat transfer area in the steam 
generator. Increasing steam generator level above this lower
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limit provides added assurance that the tubes are covered.  
However, increasing the level beyond the upper end of the normal 
operating range imposes several potential problems without 
substantially improving the potential for sustaining natural 
circulation.  

Since the normal operating range envelopes the requirements to 
ensure natural circulation, the engineering limits for these uses 
will be equal to the upper and lower engineering limits for 
normal operation.  

During normal operation, the level must be maintained below the 
steam separators in order to maintain adequate steam quality and 
prevent turbine damage. Although the turbine is not used during 
accident conditions, it is still beneficial to minimize the 
amount of moisture carryover into the main steam lines.  
Therefore, the upper engineering limit is based on maintaining 
the steam generator level below the "can deck". Based on Ref. 2: 

Upper Level Tap is 33.5 inches above the can deck 
Tap-to-Tap Span is 180.844 inches 
% span (level) = (180.844 - 33.5)/(180.844) = 81.5% 

Ref. 3 describes the potential for damaging the feedring due to 
water hammer when the feedring has been drained. Although 
guidance is provided in the EOI to minimize this potential 
(Ref. 4), the lower engineering limit is chosen to ensure that 
the feedring is not damaged. The engineering limit is based on 
preventing the feedring from draining by initiating feedwater 
flow before the level drops below the feedring. It is 
conservatively assumed that the feedring must be completely 
covered in order to prevent draining. The top of the feedring, 
as a percentage of the steam generator level tap-to-tap span, is 
determined as follows (dimensions from Ref. 2): 

Feedring centerline is 72.344 inches above the lower tap 
The inside diameter is 12 inches 
Tap-to-Tap span is 180.844 
% span = (72.344 + 6)/180.844 = 43.32%
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Assumptions: 

1. Configuration of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators are 
identical.  

2. The feed ring must be completely covered in order to 
preclude possible water hammer.  

3. The dimensions provided in Ref. 2 do not include thermal 
expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  

rev. 01 

4. The references noted below are assumed to be Secondary 
Design documents. This assumption is justified based on the 
fact that they describe strategies which have been reviewed 
and commented on by the NRC.  

Ref: 1 
rev. 01 

5. In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents 
may be used as reference documents if justification is 
provided. The references noted below are formal engineering 
correspondence between the design principals (e.g., NSSS 
vendor architect, etc,) and SCE. Their use as reference 
material is justified when the basis for the engineering 
limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design Document 
exists.  

Ref: 3,4 

References: 

1. CEN-152, Rev. 03, Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure 
Guidelines.  

2. Dwg. E-234-590, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator, Rev. 04.  

3. Letter S-PSA-412, R. S. Turk to F. Bevilacqua, SONGS 
Feedring, October 1, 1981.  

4. Letter S-PSA-402, R. S. Turk to E. Guenther, AFWS 
Operational Guidance, September 3, 1981.
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17- Am Owe acceptance criteria InicCrporated fin the design docaxneesullAiclent to allow vwft~lo Ow design requirements h-ve been satlsfactotty acrma~dwod? 
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 06 

Parameter: S/G LEVEL (NR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

< 90% To provide guidance to lower high S/G levels 
and reset MSIS.  

< 90% To monitor lowering the affected S/G level to 
< 90 % NR.  

Engineering Limit (s): 

< 100% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The EOIs direct that a MSIS be manually initiated for high steam generator level conditions in order to minimize the amount of water that can flow into the main steam lines. It is desirable 
to prevent the main steam lines from filling for the following reasons: 1) pressure control in a solid steam generator is more 
difficult; 2) filling the main steam lines could damage the pipe 
supports due to the weight of the water; 3) an uncontrolled 
release of radioactive water could result if the MSSVs opened or 
the ADVs were opened.  

As shown in Ref. 1, the upper taps of the steam generator level 
indicators are substantially below the top of the steam 
generator. Therefore, any indication of steam.,generator level 
less than 100% is an indication that a bubble is present in the 
steam generator and that the main steam lines are not being 
filled with water. Since, the operator may need the steam 
generator for RCS heat removal, the MSIS should be reset as soon 
as possible after the level drops below 100% and once any water 
present in the main steam lines is drained.
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Assumptions: 

1. The configuration of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators 
are assumed to be the same.  

2. The dimensions provided in Ref. 1 do not include thermal 
expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  

References: 

1. Dwg. E-234-590, Rev. 04, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 07 

Parameter: S/G LEVEL (NR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

rev. 01 < 80% To maintain the isolated S/G level < 80% NR, 
in the event of a SGTR.  

> 80% To direct actions to be taken if the isolated 
affected S/G (in a SGTR event) has > 80% 
water level.  

< 80% To monitor restoration of isolated S/G level 
to < 80% following initiation of corrective 
action to do so.  

I rev. 01 < 80% To direct actions to be taken if the isolated 
affected S/G level is not < 80%.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Upper Limit: 100% I rev. 01 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 
rev. 01 It is desirable to prevent the steam generators from over 

filling, and subsequently the main steam lines from filling, for 
the following reasons: 1) pressure control in a solid steam 
generator is more difficult; 2) filling the main steam lines 
could damage the pipe supports due to the weight of the water;, 3) 
an uncontrolled release of radioactive water Could result if the 
MSSVs opened or the ADVs were opened. Therefore, operator action should be taken to prevent the main steam lines from filling. As 
shown in Ref. 1, the upper taps of the steam generator level 
indicators are substantially below the top of the steam 
generator. Therefore, it is possible to have an indication of > 100% and still have a bubble in the steam generator. However,
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the operator has no means of determining the actual steam 
generator level when the level is above 100%. Therefore, 
operator actions to prevent water from filling the main steam 
lines or to minimize the consequences of water filling the main 
steam lines must be initiated prior to the level exceeding 100%.  

Assumptions: 

1. The configuration of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators 
are assumed to be the same.  

2. The dimensions provided in Ref. 1 do not include thermal 
expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  

References: 

1. Dwg. E-234-590, Rev. 04, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator

I rev. 01
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 08 

Parameter: S/G LEVEL (NR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

< 90% To determine during an SGTR (with T-hot < 
530"F and PZR press >1000 psia) if rapidly 
increasing S/G level requires shifting 
priority from maintaining RCP NPSH and CET 
SAT Margin > 20"F to reducing PZR Pressure to 
±50 psi of S/G pressure.  

Rapid Trend > 90% To determine during an SGTR (with T-hot < 
5309F and PZR press >1000 psia) if rapidly 
increasing S/G level requires shifting 
priority from maintaining RCP NPSH and CET 
SAT Margin > 20°F to reducing PZR Pressure to 
±50 psi of S/G pressure.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

100% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

It is desirable to prevent the steam generators from over 
filling, and subsequently the main steam lines from filling, for 
the following reasons: 1) pressure control in a solid steam generator is more difficult; 2) filling the main steam lines 
could damage the pipe supports due to the weight of the water; 3) an uncontrolled release of radioactive water could result if the MSSVs opened or the ADVs were opened. To prevent the direct 
release of RCS water into the environment, operator action should 
be taken to prevent the main steam lines from filling. As shown 
in Ref. 1, the upper taps of the steam generator level indicators 
are substantially below the top of the steam generator.  
Therefore, it is possible to have an indication of >_ 100% and 
still have a bubble in the steam generator. However, the 

Soperator 
has no means of determining the actual steam generator
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level when the level is above 100%. Therefore, operator actions 
to prevent water from filling the main steam lines or to minimize 
the consequences of water filling the main steam lines must be 
initiated prior to the level exceeding 100%.  

Assumptions: 

1. The configuration of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators 
are assumed to be the same.  

2. The dimensions provided in Ref. 1 do not include thermal 
expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  

References: 

I. Dwg. E-234-590, Rev. 04, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 09 

Parameter: S/G LEVEL (NR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 
rev. 01 

Ž 90% To alert operators of consequences associated 
with direct water relief through ADVs of 
isolated S/G.  

< 100% To determine when to initiate MSIS and go to 
the Functional Recovery EOI if at least one 
S/G is not < 100% 

< 100% To determine when to initiate MSIS and 
perform S/G drain down procedures, if both 
S/Gs are not < 100%.  

< 100% To verify both S/G levels < 100% and to 
evaluate initiation of MSIS if the levels are 
Ž 100%.  

I rev. 01 
• 100% To instruct the operator to maintain feeding 

and steaming control of the steam generator 
with level : 100%.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

100% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

It is desirable to prevent the steam generators from over 
filling, and subsequently the main steam lines from filling, for 
the following reasons: 1) pressure control in a solid steam
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generator is more difficult; 2) filling the main steam lines 
could damage the pipe supports due to the weight of the water; 3) 
an uncontrolled release of radioactive water could result if the 
MSSVs opened or the ADVs were opened. Therefore, operator action 
should be taken to prevent the main lines from filling. As shown 
in Ref. 1, the upper taps of the steam generator level indicators 
are substantially below the top of the steam generator.  
Therefore, it is possible to have a level Ž 100% (i.e., above the 
upper tap) and still have a bubble in the steam generator.  
However, the operator has no means of determining the actual 
steam generator level when the level is above 100%. Therefore, 
operator actions to prevent water from filling the main steam 
lines or to minimize the consequences of water filling the main 
steam lines must be initiated prior to the level exceeding 100%.  

Assumptions: 

1. The configuration of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators 
are assumed to be the same.  

2. The dimensions provided in Ref. 1 do not include thermal 
expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  

References: 

1. Dwg. E-234-590, Rev. 04, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 10 

Parameter: S/G E-088 LEVEL (NR) 

S/G E-089 LEVEL (NR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

< 40% To confirm LOFW diagnosis in conjunction with 
EFAS actuation and feedwater less than the 
minimum required flow.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

43.3% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

If EFAS has actuated and the steam generator level is less than 
the lower limit of the normal operating range, then feedwater 
flow should be greater than the minimum flowrate required to 
maintain level. If there is insufficient flow, then the event 
can be considered a LOFW event. Therefore, the engineering limit 
for this use is the lower engineering limit for the normal 
operating range.  

Ref. 1 describes the potential for damaging the feedring due to 
water hammer when the feedring has been drained. Although 
guidance is provided in the procedure to minimize this potential 
(Ref. 2), the engineering limit for the normal operating range is 
based on preventing the potential for damage. The information 
provided in Ref. 1 and 2 does not specify whether the feedring 
must be completely covered or partially covered in order to 
prevent water hammer damage. Therefore, it is conservatively 
assumed that the feedring must be completely covered. The level 
at the top of the feedring, as a percentage of the steam 
generator level tap-to-tap span, is determined as follows 
(dimensions from Ref. 3): 

Feedring centerline is 72.344 inches above the lower tap 
The inside diameter is 12 inches 
Tap-to-Tap span is 180.844 
% span = (72.344 + 6)/180.844 43.3%
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Assumptions: 

1. Configuration of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators are 
identical.  

2. The feed ring must be completely covered in order to 
preclude possible water hammer.  

3. The dimensions provided in Ref. 3 do not include thermal 
expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  

rev. 01 
4. In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 

documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents 
may be used as reference documents if justification is 
provided. The references noted below are formal engineering 
correspondence between the design principals (e.g., NSSS 
vendor architect, etc,) and SCE. Their use as reference 
material is justified when the basis for the engineering 
limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design Document 
exists.  

Ref: 1,2 

References: 

1. Letter S-PSA-412, R. S. Turk to F. Bevilacqua, SONGS 
Feedring, October 1, 1981.  

2. Letter S-PSA-402, R. S. Turk to E. Guenther, AFWS 
Operational Guidance, September 3, 1981.  

3. Dwg. E-234-590, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator-, Rev. 04.

A
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ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

CLIENT: Southern California Edison 

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support
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DOCUMENT: Module 01 Group 11 Engineering Limit and Bases
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

LOWERING 

CHANGING

MONITOR

Group: 11 

S/G E-088 Level (NR) 
S/G E-089 Level (NR) 
S/G Level (NR) 

Use(s): 

To determine affected S/G in the event of a MFW 
line rupture inside containment.  

To verify isolation of the most affected S/G.

To determine when to take action (with one S/G 
Level Ž 100%) to reduce affected steam generator 
level.

Engineering Limit(s): 

None.  

Bases for Engineering Limit(s):

There are no associated engineering limits for the trending of 
parameters. Since no value is specified in the trend, no value 
will be assigned to the engineering limit. Usually, when an 
operator is instructed to trend an indication, the indication is 
used in conjunction with other parameters to corroborate the 
condition of a safety function. An operator is not required to 
perform a safety related action on the trending of a single 
parameter by itself in the EOIs. Where the trending of a 
parameter is combined with specified operating limits on that 
parameter, the values given for the operating limits are 
evaluated for their engineering limits.  

Assumptions: 

None.  

References:

None.

I rev. 01
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 05 

Parameter: S/G LEVEL (NR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

< 90% To determine if actions need to be taken to 
prevent excessive water level in the affected 
S/G during cooldown of the RCS.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

< 100% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

It is desirable to prevent the main steam lines from filling for 
the following reasons: 1) pressure control in a solid steam 
generator is more difficult; 2) filling the main steam lines 
could damage the pipe supports due to the weight of the water; 3) 
an uncontrolled release of radioactive water could result if the 
MSSVs opened or. the ADVs were opened.  

As shown in Ref. 1, the upper taps of the steam generator level 
indicators are substantially below the top of the steam 
generator. Therefore, any indication of steam generator level 
less than .100% is an indication that a bubble is present in the 
steam generator and that the main steam lines are not being 
filled with water. Since, the operator may need the-steam 
generator for RCS heat removal, the MSIS should be reset as soon 
as possible after the level drops below 100% and once any water 
present in the main steam lines is drained.
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Assumptions: 

1. The configuration of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators 
are assumed to be the same.  

2. The dimensions provided in Ref. I do not include thermal 
expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  

References: 

1. Dwg. E-234-590, Rev. 04, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator.
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

< 100% 

< 100% 

< 100% 

> 100%

Group: 01 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

Use(s): 

To determine when to initiate MSIS and direct 
the use of the Functional Recovery procedure 
if at least one S/G is not < 100% 

To determine when to initiate MSIS and direct 
initiation of S/G drain down procedures, if 
both S/Gs are not < 100%.  

To determine when to take action (with one 
S/G level > or = 100%) to reduce affected S/G 
level.  

To determine when to take action (with one 
S/G level > or = 100%) to reduce affected S/G 
level.

Engineering Limit(s): 

100% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s):

It is desirable to prevent the steam generator from over filling, 
and subsequently the main steam lines from filling, for the 
following reasons: 1) pressure control in the solid steam 
generator is more difficult; 2) filling the main steam lines 
could damage the pipe supports due to the weight of the water; 3) 
an uncontrolled release of radioactive water could result if the
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MSSVs opened or the ADVs were opened. Therefore, operator action 
should be taken to prevent the main steams lines from filling.  
As shown in Ref. 1, the upper tap of the steam generator level 
indicators is substantially below the top of the steam generator.  
Therefore, it is possible to have an indication of Ž 100% and 
still have a bubble in the steam generator and the main steam 
lines not filled. However, the operator has no means of 
determining the actual steam generator level when the level is 
above 100%. Therefore, operator actions to prevent water from 
filling the main steam lines or to minimize the consequences of 
water filling the main steam lines must be initiated prior to the 
level exceeding 100%.  

Assumptions: 

1. The configuration of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators 
are assumed to be the same.  

References: 

1. Dwg. E-234-590, Rev. 04, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

RISING

Group: 02 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

Use(s): 

To determine if any AFW pumps need to be started 
or stopped.

Engineering Limit(s): 

None.

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

There are no associated engineering limits for the trending of 
parameters. Since no value is specified in the trend, no value 
will be assigned to the engineering limit. Usually, when an 
operator is instructed to trend an indication, the indication is 
used in conjunction with other parameters to corroborate the 
condition of a safety function. An operator is not required to 
perform a safety related action on the trending of a single 
parameter by itself in the EOIs. Where the trending of a 
parameter is combined with specified operating limits on that 
parameter, the values given for the operating limits are 
evaluated for their engineering limits.  

Assumptions: 

None.  

References:

None.
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REVIEW OF OTHER DESIGN DOCUMENTS
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 03 

Parameter: S/G LEVEL (WR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

77% to 92% To establish appropriate S/G level band when 
using a fill and drain procedure to eliminate 
voids in the S/G tubes.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Upper Limit: 92.9% 

Lower Limit: 78.4% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The potential for a void in the steam generator tube is greater 
when the steam generator water level is below the top of the 
tubes, particularly when the steam generator pressure is greater 
than the RCS pressure. In order to maximize the heat transfer 
across the tubes, and thus help to collapse the void, the steam 
generator level must be above the tubes. In addition to 
collapsing the void, other considerations must be taken into 
account during accident situations including the integrity of the 
feedring and preventing main steam lines from filling. The 
normal operating band envelopes all these considerations and 
therefore, will be used for the engineering limits for this use.  

During normal operation, the level must be maintained below the 
steam separators in order to maintain steam quality less than 2 
percent. Steam quality greater than 2 percent can damage the 
turbine. Although the turbine is not used while the EOIs are 
being implemented, it is advantageous to the operators to 
minimize the moisture carryover into the steam lines during an 
accident. Therefore, the upper engineering limit is based on a 
steam generator level below the "can deck".
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The Wide Range level indication can be determined by the 

following formula: 

Rw = (L - 19.5)/4.77 (Ref. 1) 

where Rw = wide range level indication 
L = level of water above the tube sheet 

The Can Deck is 462.625 inches above the tube sheet (Ref. 2) 
Therefore, the indication corresponding to a water level at 
the can deck is 92.9% 

Ref. 3 describes the potential for damaging the feedring due to 
water hammer when the feedring has been drained. Although 
guidance is provided in the procedure to minimize this potential 
(Ref. 4), the lower engineering limit should be established which 
eliminates the potential of damaging the feedring. Therefore, 
the lower engineering limit is based on preventing the feedring 
from draining. The information provided in Ref. 3 and 4 does not 
specify whether the feedring must be completely covered or 
partially covered in order to prevent water hammer damage.  
Therefore, it is conservatively assumed that the feedring must be 
completely covered. The top of the feedring, as a percentage of 
the steam generator level tap-to-tap span, is determined as 
follows: 

The feedring centerline is 387.625 above the tubesheet 
The inside diameter of the feedring is 12 inches 
Therefore, the level which guarantees the feedring is filled 
is 387.625 + 6 = 393.625 inches above the tube sheet

The corresponding level indication is 78.4%
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Assumptions: 

1. Configuration of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators are 

identical.  

2. The feed ring must be completely covered in order to 

preclude possible water hammer.  

3. The dimensions provided in Ref. 2 do not include thermal 

expansion of the vessel at elevated temperatures.  
rev. 01 

4. In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 

documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents 

may be used as reference documents if justification is 

provided. The references noted below are formal engineering 

correspondence between the design principals (e.g., NSSS 

vendor architect, etc,) and SCE. Their use as reference 

material is justified when the basis for the engineering 
limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design Document 
exists.  

Ref: 3,4 

References: 

I. Calc. S-PEC-379, S/G Wide Range and Narrow Range Level 
Correlation at Hot Standby, Rev. 0, April 28, 1982.  

2. Dwg. E-234-590, General Arrangement and Assembly 
Elevation, San Onofre II Steam Generator, Rev. 04.  

3. Letter S-PSA-412, R. S. Turk to F. Bevilacqua, SONGS 
Feedring, October 1, 1981.  

4. Letter S-PSA-402, R. S. Turk to E. Guenther, AFWS 
Operational Guidance, September 3, 1981.
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REVEWOFO~ER DESIGN DOCUMENTS 
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10. ks the r*Api (results and condfusions) reesorebi. corrijure to kinputC 
11. Are tOe qecNWe pe4U equipmerot. and processes suitable for the requied ap.  

22- Ame the Specifed rrutelSi cOWPatibe wth eech Cuer med the design oromn~ormedt 
Condiflore to wtch the nuvdeW wN be a);xxed? 

13. Hove adequats ezehtarance festurg mid reqsukertso been spedecfo? 
14. Are acoeSd*tY anid COWr desig ProAons Odsquts for pedomwe. of needed 

faintmenoe mid repk? 

VS- " Hasdequot 0accblty been p'vied to pWrorm the ki-wvie kmpelon 
SqPeIed to be reqied during the pW"lin e? 

16. Ha fte design propery considered radiation eoposwe to the public andt plant

EXHBIiT 3.10-1
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

> 50%

Group: 04 

S/G LEVEL (WR) 

use (s): 

To verify the availability of at least one 
S/G for RCS Heat Removal (specified minimum 
level = 50%)

Engineering Limit(s): 

28% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s):

The minimum steam generator level required to provide for 
adequate primary to secondary heat transfer during natural 
circulation conditions is 153.1 inches above the tube sheet 
(Ref. 1). The Wide Range level indication can be determined by 
the following formula (Ref. 2): 

Rw = (L - 19.5)/4.77

where Rw = wide range level indication 
L = level of water above the tube sheet

Rw = 28% 

Therefore, the minimum level for sustaining sufficient primary to 
secondary heat transfer during natural circulation is 28%.  
If there is inadequate primary to secondary heat transfer, then 
the RCS is not being adequately cooled and the Heat Removal 
safety function is not being satisfied.
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Assumptions: 

1. The analysis performed in Ref. 1 specified a minimum level 

of 153.1 inches based on two steam generators available. It 

is assumed that the conclusions of Ref. 1 are conservative 

for natural circulation heat removal through one steam 
generator.  

2. The scope of Ref. 1 is limited to Unit 2. However, since 

the units are essentially the same, it is assumed that the 

conclusions of Ref. 1 are valid for Unit 3.  

3. The bases above does not account for the reduction of heat 
transfer area due to steam generator tube plugging.  

References: 

1. Calculation S-PEC-371, SONGS Tech Specs: Minimum Steam 
Generator Level, Rev. 0, December 15, 1981.  

2. Calculation S-PEC-379, Rev. 0, S/G Wide Range and Narrow 
Range Level Correlation at Hot Standby, April 29, 1982.
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 01 Group: 05 

Parameter: S/G LEVEL (WR) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

10% To provide guidance to the operator regarding 
the point at which a decreasing steam 
generator level will no longer adequately 
remove heat and will cause the RCS to rapidly 
repressurize.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

28% 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The minimum steam generator level required to provide for 
adequate primary to secondary heat transfer during natural 
circulation conditions is 153.1 inches above the tube sheet 
(Ref. 1). The Wide Range level indication can be determined by 
the following formula (Ref. 2): 

Rw = (L - 19.5)/4.77 

where Rw = wide range level indication 
L = level of water above the tube sheet 

Rw = 28% 

Therefore, the minimum level for sustaining sufficient primary to 
secondary heat transfer during natural circulation is 28%.  
If there is inadequate primary to secondary heat transfer, then 
the RCS is not being adequately cooled. As a result, RCS 
temperature and pressure will begin to increase. The rate of 
pressure increase is dependent on the heat removal rate, which is 
dependent on the steam generator level. The point at which the 
pressure begins to increase "rapidly" is subjective. Therefore, 
engineering limit is the point at which the pressure increase is 
initiated.
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Assumptions: 

1. The analysis performed in Ref. 1 specified a minimum level 
of 153.1 inches based on two steam generators available. It 
is assumed that the conclusions of Ref. 1 are conservative 
for natural circulation heat removal through one steam 
generator.  

2. The scope of Ref. 1 is limited to Unit 2. However, since 
the units are essentially the same, it is assumed that the 
conclusions of Ref. 1 are valid for Unit 3.  

3. The bases above does not account for the reduction of heat 
transfer area due to steam generator tube plugging.  

References: 

1. Calculation S-PEC-371, SONGS Tech Specs: Minimum Steam 
Generator Level, Rev. 0, December 15, 1981.  

2. Calculation S-PEC-379, Rev. 0, S/G Wide Range and Narrow 
Range Level Correlation at Hot Standby, April 29, 1982.
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

DOCUMENT: Module 01 Group 01

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216 

Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER:

PREPARED BY:

TOTAL FW FLOW

John M. Flaherty 
Cogni •nt Engi e r Print Name) 

Cogniarnt En eer- ignature)

VERIFICATION STATUS: COMPLETE 
The Safety-Related design information contained in .:this 
document has been verified to :be c•orrect 'by means :of 
Design Review using Checklists .. • .:of QM-l01..  

Name . " ;S:ignature -:tDate 
,Independent Reviewer

APPROVED BY:

CLIENT:

Date: Ci1
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 01 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

> 200 GPM

Group: 01 

TOTAL FW FLOW 

Use(s): 

To determine if any AFW pumps need to be 
started or stopped.

Engineering Limit(s): 

200 GPM per Steam Generator 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The engineering limit is based on engineering judgement and is 
supported by Ref. 1. In addition, a hand calculation was 
performed to verify the conclusions of Ref. 1. Ref. 1 states 
that.200 gpm per steam generator will approximately equal the 
flow required to maintain steam generator level constant with 2% 
decay heat.
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Assumptions:.  

1. The determination of 200 gpm does not include heat input 
into the RCS from the RCPs or sensible heat removal during 
an RCS cooldown.  

* rev. 01 
2. In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 

documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents 
may be used as reference documents if justification is 
provided. The references noted below are formal engineering 
correspondence between the design principals (e.g., NSSS 
vendor architect, etc,) and SCE. Their use as reference 
material is justified when the basis for the engineering 
limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design Document 
exists.  

Ref: 1 

References: 

1. Letter S-CE-7529, V.C. Hall to D. Nunn, Response to 
Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS) Automatic Flow Control 
Action Items, May 12, 1982.
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CHECKUJST NO. 9 

REVIEW OF~ OTHER DESIGN DOCUMENT
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roorm wi aa*a? 
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5. Ame One 4130icate icoes. Wtadards and regijaory reqsrnemers inkidinirg isueand 

addenda property IdertmW wid are 91i* reqi*wemers for design ma? 
6- Ifrm applicable cmaructnion wid OPergfti .cperlnc bee n coskerd? 
7. Have the design Interlae roqm*eRwrgs been satsed~ 
&. Was an appropeate design mdacid used? 

S. NHe the aquaiimet tactora UhcertaintiM V and epirca corielations been correctly 

10. ks the osp*(resits and conclusions) reesorable mopmped to lnpts 
11. Are the epeOWe pS4S equpm@Mg ad processes suitable for the requird up

12. Are fte specified nieterldis COmpRMbl w~ith each COWemidVth design cal 
wMIlons to wtdc heli n~Utel VA be eq~osed? 

13. 1Mon adequets nuirterwtce fueatx and reqiremergs been specrean 
114. Are woceiblily aid Cow design W&4ongr~ adequate for perlorwos Cj roeded

I&. Has adequte ecom~iy been prowkMed to Wesorm the kv-earvce kispeClon 
4Xpeded to be reqcuird durlng the plust lie? 

16. Hnm the design Property cOnskIdeed radiation exposwve to the publican at

EXHIBIT 3.10-1
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE COVER SHEET

CLIENT: 

PROJECT:

Southern California Edison 

ISOPS II Support

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3 

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216

MODULE: 02 Cold Leg hPSI Flow 
Cold Leg SI Flow 
Hot and Cold Leg HPSI Flow 
Hot and Cold Leg SI Flow 
Hot Leg HPSI Flow 
HPSI Flow(Train A/B) 
HPSI/LPSI Flow 
SI Flow 

PREPARED BY: Joseph R. Congdon Co~nizant Enineer (nt Name) 

Date: niaý gng~i neer tSiT~ture) 

VERIICAIONSTATUS*.:7: COMPLET 
*T.-he 0 Safety-"Rel-ated :de-sign Infortation. contained in' thi .document. 'as been T, fied to 1e correct.by:means :o 
• i•.;•Design...Review using Checliss . of .AM-lOl.  

"2:axle S.gnature Date 
Independent Reviewer

APPROVED BY: -� b
IT 10 P.
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OCUMENT NO: 009-OPS92-190 
AGE NO: 3 OF 8

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE II 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 04/09/93 
REVISION: 01

.A. APPROVED TABLE Module 0: 02 Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

RP PARAMETER 

-1

STEP VALUE/ 
ENG. LIMIT

-I

- I 

I.

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW

BASES USE

_____________ I 5

>300 GPM PER PUMP 

LL 30 GPM/PUMP 

> 300 GPM 

LL 30 GPM/PUMP 

FLOWS APPROX 

NONE 

REDUCE FLOW -1/2 

NONE 

SUM >x HNI EXP 

NOT APPLICABLE

A minimun of 30 GPM flow is required through each HPSI 

pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  

Since there Isno direct indication of flow through the 

pump, pump flow is determined using the injection 

header flowmeters.  

A minimum of 30 GPM flow is required through each HPSI 

pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  

Since there is no direct indication of flow through the 

pump, pump flow is determined using the injection 

header flowneters.  

There are no associated engineering limits for the 

comparison of parameters. Since no value Is specified 

in the comparison, no value can be assigned to the 

engineering limit.  

Since the step value Is only "approximate", the 

assigning of an engineering limit is not appropriate.  

Engineering limits for ImInImum expected hot and cold 

leg HPSI flow rates and maximun allowable flow rate 

have been determined elsewhere.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.

To verify flow through the operating HPSI pump is > 

minimum f low required to prevent pump damage.  

To verify flow through the operating HPSi pump is > 

minimum flow required to prevent pump damage.  

To verify that flow is equally distributed through all 

four cold leg injection Lines during simuttanious hot 

and cold leg injection.  

To monitor reduction of cold leg injection (by 

approximatly 1/2), to establish required conditions for 

initiating simultainious hot and cold leg injection.  

To verify adequate HPSI flow during hot and cold leg 

Injection.
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OMENT NO: 009-0PS92-190 

%GE NO: 4 F 8

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE If 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 04/09/93 
REVISION: 01

A. APPROVED TABLE Module 0: 02 O.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

COLD LEG SI FLOW

-I.  

.1 

- I

COLD LEG SI FLOW

COLD LEG SI FLOW

COLD LEG SI FLOW

COLD LEG SI FLOW

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

> HIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> HIM EXP FLOW 
NOT APPLICABLE 

> HIM EXP FLOW 
NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 
NOT APPLICABLE 

> HIM EXP FLOW 
NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 
NOT APPLICABLE 

> HIM EXP FLOW 
NOT APPLICABLE

BASES

ABBCE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABS-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.

USE

To verify adequte HPSI flow during cold leg injection.

To verify adequate 
Inventory Control.  

To verifyeadequate 
Pressure Control.

safety Injection ftowrate for RCS 

safety injection flow for RCS

To verify adeq(te HPS! flow during cold leg injection.  

To verify adequate cold leg safety injection flow for 

RCS inventory Contol and RCS Pressure Control (SFSC)

To verify adequate SI flow during cold leg Injection.  

To verify adequate safety Injection flow for RCS 
Pressure Control.

To verify adequate safety Injection flowrate for core 

heat removal.



"OCUMENT NO: 009-0PS92-190 

AGE NO: 5 OF 8
SONGS 2/3 ISOP It PHASE It 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
DATE: 04/09/93 

REVISION: 01

.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER

Module 0: 02

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

-I.
BASES

G.A. APPROVED TABLE

USE

)I COLD LEG SI FLOW 

)I COLD LEG SI FLOW 

HOT AND COLD LEG HPSi FLOW 

12 HOT AND COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

I HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

I HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW

> MIN EXP FLOW 
NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

<=910GPM PER PUMP 

UL 1000 GPM 

>450' PM PER PUMP 

LL 30 GPN/PUMP 

> HIM EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE

SNHIM EXP FLOW 
NOT APPLICABLE

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABS-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

The engineering limit is based on not exceeding runout 

conditions for the HPSI pumps.  

A minimum of 30 GPM flow is required through each HPSI 

pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  

Since there is no direct indication of flow through the 

pump, pump flow is determined using the injection 

header flowmeters.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 

engineering limits for this curve or table.

To verify adequate safety 

heat removal.

injection flowrate for core

To verify adequate cold leg sefety injection flow for 
RCS Heat Removal (SFSC).  

To verify operating HPSI pumps do not exceed run-out 
conditions (910 GPM) during simultaneous Hot/Cold Leg 
Injection.  

To verify ftoy through the operating HPSI pump Is > 
minimum flow required to prevent pump damage.  

To verify adequate HPSI flow during hot and cold leg 
Injection.  

To verify adequate hot and cold leg safety Injection 
flow for RCS Inventory Control and RCS Pressure Control 
(SFSC)..



OCUMENT NO: 009-OPS92-190 
AGE NO: 6 OF 8

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
DATE: 04/09/93 

REVISION: 01

.A. APPROVED TABLE Module 0: 02 G.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER

01 

01 

01

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

NOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

NOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

HOT LEG HPS1 FLOW

BAWES USE

I I-I.  

- I 

'I

SUM >a MIN EXP 

NOT APPLICABLE

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

A mInimui of 30 GPM flow Is required through each HPS1 
pump to removed pump heat end avoid damage to the pump.  
Since there ti no direct Indication of flow through the 
pump, pump flow is determined using the injection 
header flowmeters.  

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.

To verify adequate cold leg safety injection flow for 
RCS inventory Contol and RCS Pressure Control (SFSC)

To verify adequate safety 
Inventory Control.  

To verify adequate safety 
Pressure Control.  

To verify adequate safety 
heat removal.

injection flowrate for RCS 

injection flow for RCS 

injection ftowrate for core

> HIM EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

•HIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

> MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

SUN HIN EXP 

NOT APPLICABLE 

* MIN EXP FLOW 

NOT APPLICABLE 

>450 GPM PER PUMP 

LL 30 GPM/PUMP

To verify adeute hot and cold leg safety injection 
flow for RCS Heat Removal (SFSC).  

To verify flow through the operating HPSI pump is > 
minimum flow required to prevent pump damage.  

To verify adequate HPSI flow during hot and cold leg 
injection.

011 

02 

01I

,
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,OCUMENT NO: 009-0PS92-190 
'AGE NO: 7 OF 8

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE It 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 04/09/93 

REVISION: 01

I.A. APPROVED TABLE Module 0: 02 Q.A. APPROVED TABLE

PARAMETER

ALUE/ 
IMIT

FLOW 

CABLE 

M 
/PUMP 

/PUMP

BASES

01 HOT LEG 

01 HPSI FL 

01 HPSI FL 

01 HPSI/LP1 

01 SI FLOW

USE

To verify 
Injection.

adequate HPSI flow during hot and cold leg

9

STEP V, 

ENG. L 

> "IN EXP 

NOT APPLII 

-c 300 GPI 

LL 30 GPM 

<= 300 GPI 

LL 30 GPM 

> 40 GPM 

LL 40.' GPM 

LOWER 

NONE

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
engineering limits for this curve or table.  

A minimum of 30 GPM flow is required through each HPSI 
pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  
Since there is no direct indication of flow through the 
pump, pump flow is determined using the Injection 
header ftowmeters.  

A minim= of 30 6PM flow Is required through each HPSI 
pump to removed pump heat and avoid damage to the pump.  
Since there is no direct indication of flow through the 
pump, pump flow is determined using the Injection 
header flowneters.  

T.S.3.1.1.1 requires that with SON less than the 
required value, boration must be inititated and 
continued at greater than or equal to 40 gpm until the 
required SON Is restored. 40 gpm is based on the 
capacity of one Charging Pump.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 
in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

that this parameter Is adjusted correctly to 
re Exit Saturation Margin.

To verify I 
adequate si 

To verify 1 
control Col

HPSI FLOW 

OW (TRAIN A) 

01/ (TRAIN B)

St FLOW

To initiate corrective action to prevent HPSi pump 

damage resulting from pump operation with less than 

minimum required flow.  

To Initiate corrective action to prevent HPSI pump 

damage resulting from pump operation with less then 

minimum required flow.

Emergency Boration Is In progress to obtain 
hutdown margin per Tech. Spec. requirements.
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SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
DATE: 04/09/93 
REVISION: 01

A. APPROVED TABLE Module 9: 02 O.A. APPROVED TABLE

STEP VALUE/ 
ENG. LIMIT BASES 

SE There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
IE monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

OTTLE There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
IE monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

In the trend, no engineering limits apply.

P 

1 St FLOW 

SI FLOW 

.1 SI FLOW

USE

To verify that this parameter is adjusted correctly to 
control Core Exit Saturation Margin.  

To verify that this parameter is adjusted correctly to 

control Core Exit Saturation Margin.  

To verify HPSI flow decreases after throttling of HPSI.

RAI 

NON 

THR 

NON 

I ni 

NON

PARAMETER

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

ER 

IE

*1
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

CLIENT: 

PROJECT:

Southern California Edison 

ISOPS II Support

DOCUMENT: Module 02 Group 01
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C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216

Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER: 

PREPARED BY:
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VEIFICATI-ON STATUS: .:COMPLETE' 
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 02 Group: 01 

Parameter: COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

Step Value (s): Use(s): 

> 300 GPM PER PUMP To verify flow through an operating 
> 300 GPM HPSI pump is greater than the minimum 

flow required to prevent pump damage.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Lower limit = 30 gpm per pump 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

From Reference 1, the minimum HPSI pump flowrate required to 
remove pump heat and avoid pump damage is 30 gpm.  

Reference 1 also states that since there is no direct indication 
of flow through the pump, pump flow is determined using the 
injection header meters. There are four of these meters for cold 
leg injection and two for hot leg injection. At flowrates less 
than 75 gpm, the accuracy of the of each flow meter is 
undetermined. Therefore, for cold leg injection, if the total 
flowrate through the four indicators is greater than 300 gpm, the 
HPSI pump protection criterion is met. In Reference 1, the 300 
gpm value is applicable to operation with either one or two HPSI 
pumps.  

Assumptions: 

The engineering limit contains no instrument inaccuracies.  
rev. 01 

In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents may 
be used as reference documents if justification is provided. The 
references noted below are formal engineering correspondence 
between the design principals (e.g., NSSS vendor architect, etc,) 
and SCE.
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Their use as reference material is justified when the basis for 
the engineering limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design 
Document exists.  

Ref: 1 

References: 

1) SONGS Units 2&3 Emergency Procedure Technical-Guidelines, 
Rev. 01, Page 5-44.
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ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET
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C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216

DOCUMENT: Module 02 Group 02 Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER: 

PREPARED BY:

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

Joseph R. Congdon
Conizant Engineer (Print Name) 

rC g-n a-nt Engineer /Wi'gnature) Datee: /

VERIFICATION -STATUS: -COMPLETE :The Safety-Rlated .design*: i.nformat-ion contaiedni s 
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 02 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

FLOWS APPROX =

Group: 02

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

Use(s): 

To. verify flow through all cold leg 
injection points are balanced durihg 
simultaneous hot and cold leg 
injection.

Engineering Limit(s): 

None 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s):

There are no associated engineering limits for the comparison of 
parameters. Since no value is specified in the comparison, no 
value can be assigned to the engineering limit.  

From Reference 1, the step value is used to ensure approximately 
equal flow injection to the four cold legs during simultaneous 
hot/cold leg injection. The EOI states that injection to both 
sides of the reactor vessel is used to prevent the precipitation 
of boric acid in the reactor vessel. It can, therefore, be 
inferred that it is desired to equalize the flow into the four 
cold leg injection points to enhance the uniform removal of fluid 
containing concentrated boric acid.  

Assumptions: 

The necessary degree of cold leg flow equalization is 
sufficiently broad as to obviate the specification of a step 
value. Therefore, the assigning of an engineering limit is not 
appropriate.
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1 rev. 01 

In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents may 
be used as reference documents if justification is provided. The 
references noted below are formal engineering correspondence 
between the design principals (e.g., NSSS vendor architect, etc,) 
and SCE. Their use as reference material is justified when the 
basis for the engineering limit is "operational experience" or 
"engineering judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design 
Document exists.  

Ref: 1 

References: 
rev. 01 

1) SONGS Units 2&3 Emergency Procedure Technical Guidelines, 
Rev. 01, Page 5-46.
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ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

CLIENT: Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support
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C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216

DOCUMENT: Module 02 Group 03 Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER: COLD LEG HPSI FLOW

PREPARED BY: Joseph R. Congdon 
C gnizant Engineer (Print Name) 

ogn ant Engineerý (Signature)
Date:

VERIFICATION' STATUS:':COMPLETE..  
The Saety-Related .desi* nomto otie hti 

... cument hasnbeen'..verifi'E'.e'd"to- be, :Correct*.:y-means of 
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Ind'Repepdent Reviewe'r

APPROVED BY:
Cogniz nt Engineering M ager (Print Name) 

gniza t E gineering Mager (Signature) 1X-e
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 02 Group: 03 

Parameter: COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

REDUCE FLOW TO To monitor reduction of cold leg 
APPROX ½. injection (by approximately h), to 

establish required conditions for 
initiating simultaneous hot leg 
injection.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

None 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

From Reference 1, the step value is used in the Action/Expected 
Response for establishing'and balancing simultaneous hot/cold leg 
flow. The operator reduces total cold leg flow by approximately 
one half in order to divert half of the total HPSI flow to the 
hot leg.  

Since the step value is only "approximate", the assigning of an 
engineering limit is not appropriate. Specific values for 
minimum expected hot and cold leg HPSI flow rates and maximum 
allowable flow rate are given elsewhere in the step and are 
evaluated for their bases separately.  

Assumptions: 

The necessary degree of cold leg flow reduction is sufficiently 
broad as to obviate the specification of a precise step value or 
tolerance.  

rev. 01 
In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents may 
be used as reference documents if justification is provided. The 
references noted below are formal engineering correspondence 
between the design principals (e.g., NSSS vendor architect, etc,) 
and SCE.
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Their use as reference material is justified when the basis for 
the engineering limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design 
Document exists.  

Ref: 1 

References: 

1) Emergency Operating Instruction S023-12-3, Rev. 07, Loss of 
Coolant Accident, pages 78 to 80 of 116.
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

DOCUMENT: Module 02 Group 04

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216 

Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER:

PREPARED BY:

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW

George P. Berntsen 
Cgniza!tg.jjnee (Print Name) 

zant Engineer (Signatue) Date: 3/ Z-

VERIFICATION STATUS: :COMPLETE 
The Safety-Related design information :contained in this 
document has been verified to be .correct by means .of 

Design Review using Checklists " of QAM-101.".

Signature. Date
INamependent Reiewer ":':: n'depedentý:,Revilewer

APPROVED BY:
Cognant ngi fl an~aer (Print Name) 

gni t nhgineeri gi nagj (Signature) Dte

CLIENT:
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Group: 04

COLD LEG HPSI FLOW

Step Value(s): 

> Minimum Expected Flow

SUM >= Minimum Expected Flow

use(s): 
To verify adequate HPSI flow 
during cold leg injection.  

To verify adequate safety 
injection flowrate for RCS 
Inventory Control.  

To verify adequate safety 
injection flow for RCS Pressure 
Control.  

To verify adequate HPSI flow 
during hot and cold leg 
injection.

Engineering Limit(s): 

Not Applicable (see bases) 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply engineering limits 
for this curve. See Reference 1.  

References:

1) E-Mail from P. Curry to W. Watson, 11/4/92.

Module: 02 

Parameter:
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qxpeted to be required during ", pa me? 
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OK N/A
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EXHIBIT 3.10-1.
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010 WOWhof the change? 
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Engineering Limit and Bases
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PREPARED BY:
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VERIFICATION 'STATUS: COMPLETE 
The Safety-Related -design. information' contained, irn this 

"document has .:`been verified -to b:e :-.correct. by means, of 
..Design Review using Checklists -t of QAM-101.

s igna1ture..- .Date

APPROVED BY:

Date: t /7

-'...Name 
'Indep .endent Reviewer
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

step Value(s): 

>= Minimum Expected Flow 

> Minimum Expected Flow

use(s): 

To verify adequate safety injection 
flow for core heat removal.  

To verify adequate HPSI flow during 
cold leg injection.  

To verify adequate SI flow during 
cold leg injection.  

To verify adequate safety injection 
flow for RCS Pressure Control.  

To verify adequate cold leg safety 
injection flow for RCS inventory 
Contol and RCS Pressure Control 
(SFSC).  

To verify adequate safety injection 
flowrate for core heat removal.  

To verify adequate cold leg safety 
injection flow for RCS Heat Removal 
(SFSC).

Engineering Limit(s):

Not Applicable (see bases) 

Bases for Engineering Limit (s): 

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply engineering limits 
for this curve. See Reference 1.  

References:

1) E-Mail from P. Curry to W. Watson, 11/4/92.

Module: 02 

Parameter:

Group: 01

COLD LEG SI FLOW



[2] From: PAUL CURRY at G48 11/4/92 2:32PM (1909 byter. 36 in) 

To: BILL WATSON at AWS5 
E •ect: Minimum Expected Hot/Cold Leg Injection Curves.  
_.--------------------------- Message Contents 

TREAT THIS ONE JUST LIKE MODULE #9... N/A THIS ONE.  

Paul, 

We have the same situation in Module # 02 that we had with 

the Post Accident P-T Limits curve of Module # 09. The 

SONGS Units 2 & 3 EOIs reference a graph titled "Minimum 

Expected HPSI Flowrates During Cold Leg Injection" and a 

table titled "Minimum Expected HPSI Flowrates During 

Hot/Cold Leg Injection".  

As with the P-T Limits curve, the calculations for this 

curve and table have been superseded by new SONGS 

calculations which are not in our possession. The same two 

questions/options that arose with the P-T Limits Curve apply 

here: 

1) Does SCE believe it is worth while having ABB-CE 

spend time backing out the instrument 
uncertainties from the present curve and then 

generate a new curve which does not include 
uncertainties? 

2) Does SCE wish to have ABB-CE "N/A" this one and 

wait until the new curve which includes instrument 

uncertainties is generated by SCE? 

Please provide us with an answer to this question -as soon as 

possible. Also, note that if SCE chooses to have ABB-CE 

perform option #1 we will need the calculations that support 

this curve and table sent to us as soon as possible.  

Thank you, 
Joe Congdon
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&. Are the applcae coad. "andas and regLAory rquirements Including issue and addenda Pro0pery IdeIed. and am heir requirements for design mer? 
I. H ve aPplicable conStruction and operating experenc been considere? 
7. Hav the design Iterface requirements been satieo? 
. Was an appropri•te design method usad? 

S. Have the a•lumet factors. wuetaintle. and empWicd correlations been correctly 

10. Is rne outpt (resnits and conclusions) reasonable ompered to inptLs 
11. Are the spmcNisie parts equormnt~ and processe suitable Wforte required ap

12. Are the specird materials conVnt*l with eac other and the design ewnronmen 
w'dtloMM to which the materil wE be expoed? 

13. He adequate meintwenarc 1fatires and equirements been specified? 
14. Are - ,es*Iity end chr design provAons adequate for perfmance d needed 

mantemnane and rpair? , 
1-. Has adequate awassiblky ben prmided to perorm the nservice Inspection 

xxpectW to be required during the plan le? 
1. Has the design property c idern radiation exposwe to the public and plant 

personnr?

OK N/A

Ix, 

7
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17. AMe the 80COpnce crteeie incopoted fIn the design docoumens idgmer to anow 
verification VWa design requireents hve" been tatisfactorly acoorvplishod? 

I&. HMaeedeqiat pro-opeutor and subsequet lpem'odic test reqi*ements boew aW 
Prop~sly Specilled? 

19. Are ademe handling. stmorae cleaning and shipping requiremet s peclfecf? 
20. Are adequate kentJrcation requremnwts specifid? 

21. Has an apprprimfe We page been Lsed? 
2L Are at page aequently ntwnbred and niured with a vol number? 
23- Is Ithe presetation legible and reuproucible? 

24. Haoe aN CcnmsftoI~ r omef as Ike n the domunertalon been Initiaed and dated by 
fte auiahof the change? 

25. Are requ*Wmnt~ for record prearation revew, appoval, retertlorL etc.. adequatly 

Co ns/Reniurs J 6?,Cdc.I•,'t/,, /4

kldependnt Reviewer: Namne/Signaure/Date

1\

EXHIBIT 3.10-1
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[2] From: PAUL CURRY at G48 11/4/92 2:32PM (1909 bytes. 36 in) 

To:. BILL WATSON at AWS5 
Subject: Minimum Expected Hot/Cold Leg Injection Curves.  

---------------------------- Message Contents 
TREAT THIS ONE JUST LIKE MODULE #9... N/A THIS ONE.  

Paul, 

We have the same situation in Module # 02 that we had with 
the Post Accident P-T Limits curve of Module # 09. The 
SONGS Units 2 & 3 EOIs reference a graph titled "Minimum 
Expected HPSI Flowrates During Cold Leg Injection" and a 
table titled "Minimum Expected HPSI Flowrates During 
Hot/Cold Leg Injection".  

As with the P-T Limits curve, the calculations for this 
curve and table have been superseded by new SONGS 
calculations which are not in our possession. The same two 
questions/options that arose with the P-T Limits Curve apply 
here: 

1) Does SCE believe it is worth while having ABB-CE 
spend time backing out the instrument 
uncertainties from the present curve and then 
generate a new curve which does not include 
uncertainties? 

2) Does SCE wish to have ABB-CE "N/A" this one and 
wait until the new curve which includes instrument 
uncertainties is generated by SCE? 

Please provide us with an answer to this question as soon as 
possible. Also, note that if SCE chooses to have ABB-CE 
perform option #1 we will need the calculations that support 
this curve and table sent to us as soon as possible.  

Thank you, 
Joe Congdon
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Engineering Limit and Bases
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Co izant Engineer 

Co iz nt Engineer

(Print aie) 

Date: 
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VERIFICATION STATUS-: COMPLETE 
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 02 Group: 01 

Parameter: HOT AND COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

<= 910 GPM PER PUMP To verify operating HPSI pumps do not 
exceed run-out conditions (910 GPM) 
during simultaneous Hot/Cold Leg 
Injection.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Upper limit = 1000 gpm 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

As stated in the SONGS 2&3 UFSAR (Reference 1), the maximum not
to-exceed flowrate (pump runout) for a HPSI pump is 1,000 gpm.  

Assumptions: 

No instrument uncertainties are accounted for in the engineering 
limit.  

rev. 01 
In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, the 
references noted below are considered to be Secondary Design 
documents. Their use as reference documents for the engineering 
limit basis is assumed to be justified based on ensuring that the 
engineering limit is consistent with the current design basis and 
operating license.  

Ref: 1 

References: 

1) San Onofre 2 & 3 Updated FSAR, Table 6.3-2, Safety 
Injection System Components Parameters, Rev. 5, 2/89.
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REVIEW OF OMIER DESIGN DOCUMENTS

cheClie I ME** 3.3-1 of WA 3.3) OWi be winlSgrod wtmeneve thi Checidis is used. and V appicable.  
" kdePIndepncr Rwvieww.sel atInclude it in fte wuvvsers s~ermut 

Dmvn~iwwThetW*1K er/Rev4Aon & Q0 - oPS 92-/30 & 0-~

1.Wov U ft l"P COec"tY $u4100W and Incorporated Into Mhe design? 
2. is fthremte~s" Preseved "~I~ciiedY dealled as to purpose. mehoxd. agaumptions.  

!OWNm ale Unis? 

3. re heassumptilonsr*ie nee toperfom fte design MAvfy adequately demwlbd and mresorblt? Were MOMMY. are th a~xr~ftw Wwertad fr subsequent 
6w"Memd" WINN fth detailed desig acodvts awe compiete? 

4. Ame the aprpr~imsz quliy and quliy assu'w reqt*emer speclOei? 
6- Ame fth applicable coes. setandards and reMWAory requremets IncIluing issue and 

Odd~enda ProPewy Identified and are VwkeW *emerg for desmo nW? 
6. m Oiv P01cable conetnjxio and opeuuatki wceine been cons~iered? 

7. Have the design lmerfac* requomerts been satifie? 

&. Was an appropfte design~ ma~nd usned? 

9. HsE" fth adjuement f0actorvc.ý Mxcntk ieand emplricl me i rdations been crorcty 

10- It fte omvptX (resAS an4 condusions) ftessorute con ~red to kVpiWs 

11. A"e fthe pcillid pan. Squ~ilMerwI and processe slabate, for the required aW 

12. Are he o pcilled rrazenlsis cornpoube uth geci h co nd the design 
condffiore to ~tc fth rnoeiaw "E be foeed 

13. ~Hve WOW" M@frtwmns= features mid ueqmirssrts been speciftod 
14. Ave aooeg"Ity and adew design Warsovns adequate for performance of needed 

nuktanrce and repair? 
I&. HIM adequae eccessibiky been providled to perform the kh-seuvics kispec~o 

stpected to be rsqi*ed during tte plart Rio? 
16. Has the design properfy Considered radiation eosure to the public and plant

0KMN/A
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v 
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V 

V 
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17. Are the accpbuvq crttori kicorporwsdc in the design documerts eaflicisvto sl ow ve~katiolon OW design reqL*oenfsts hevm been amwecorly OcCon~illhod 
1I. Hav adequae poeulr and sLueoquerv perioic too. ks~rments been ap

propv sty specried? 
19. Are adems~ hwnclfri stosges, cleaning and shkippin require"ergs apecited? 
20 Are adequat betrticatb rscp*Weneets epeclfied? V 
21. Hos san qropriat too paeg been used?A 

A* mMe Ppegs "enqstiy nwnborad and nwked WMh a vailki nm*Ir?A 
2& Is the preoew"Ibn segb.o and rgproduc"*le 
24. HaVe 10 Maw-G-oiu Or overgrlkes kinthe docmerwaston been k*WWec and dated by " athe saof thVe change? 

25. Mre requhrmwft k for e preperahio reviwV aPProVaWf etortion. sic.. adequately 

CWonunswrtks/R n a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Indqpendert Reviewer: Nafne/Solgrelurvate

EXHTBIT 3.10-1
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Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER:

PREPARED BY:

HOT AND COLD LEG HPSI FLOW

-Joseph R. Congdon 
Co nizant Engineer (Print Name) 

Xn I C g; 
CK g atEnginee) (Signature)

VERIFICATION STATU: -COMPLETE ... *-..•. .... ..  
-The Safety-Related design information c...ontined " iAis 

.:wdocument: 'has .been verified, to. be correcb. -means of 
Design' Review .usi.ng Checklists V : o QAM-lOl.  

aeSignature: Date 
.Independent Revtiewer:

APPROVED BY:
Coniz nt Eng" " g n .a er (Print Name) 

• • -Engneering Manar (Signature) /W5'jL

Date:
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 02 Group: 02 

Parameter: HOT AND COLD LEG HPSI FLOW 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 
> 450 GPM PER PUMP To verify flow through an operating 

HPSI pump is greater than the minimum 
flow required to prevent pump damage.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Lower limit = 30 gpm per pump 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

From Reference 1, the minimum HPSI pump flowrate required to 
remove pump heat and avoid pump damage is 30 gpm.  

Reference 1 also explains that since there is no direct 
indication of flow through the pump, pump flow is determined 
using the injection header meters. There are four of these 
meters for cold leg injection and two for hot leg injection. At 
flowrates less than 75 gpm, the accuracy of the of each flow 
meter is undetermined. Therefore, for simultaneous hot/cold leg 
injection, six flow meters are used, resulting in a recommended 
total flowrate value of 450 gpm. In Reference 1, the 450 gpm 
value is applicable to operation with either one or two HPSI 
pumps.  

Assumptions: 

The engineering limit contains no instrument inaccuracies.  
rev. 01 In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 

documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents may 
be used as reference documents if justification is provided. The 
references noted below are formal engineering correspondence 
between the design principals (e.g., NSSS vendor architect, etc,) 
and SCE.
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Their use as reference material is justified when the basis for 
the engineering limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design 
Document exists.  

Ref: 1 

References: 

1) SONGS Units 2&3 Emergency Procedure Technical Guidelines, 
Rev. 01, Page 5-44.
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REVIEW OF OTHER DESIGN DOCUMENT

Chwcif I WEid* 3.3-1 of QAP 3.3) sW be corulered whenever V*s Checidig b and. arx 9 appllcztie.  
Owine rSpendent Rrviewe OW s~ In ko It inhe rtlwiw',jsw nmen 

Dmiwt Thh,*Mtaeri evision: 71- 1PS 2 - 12/

I. Wer te In p~fs Corns'CY slectd end kmcorporated Into the design? 
I. Mate rnwter presented suiiflcsrty desale gs to purpose. meuthod. asssunpdons.  

3. Are Me assaintlo" rwovey to peifm, fth design Setity adeqiely described an remonsile? Wher lleosewy. we the aeawlptions Identiled fo aLbeequprx 
100111C'0110 ae WNfth dstWWe design ac&IAdne we wWiged? 

4. Are #w qoprqxW qimiy and "ft asurance roqukemengsapeci~d 
&. Are the appliosble Codes. atandds and rogiiMory requirsmsrw kickdf issue and addenda properly benierlled. and an Oak requkemets for design met? 

6. fae qappkable coroftetion and opersifti iperlence, been conhlderadi 
7. Hinvw fth design Interface requiwrerets been saelled? 

S.Wee an appropriete design mothod used? 
9. Hwe ft adjusmnwv facors. unicertaitijes. and emnpirical corrlaions been cwreot~y 

10. 118 fte output (resiRS and COndmiorlos reasoneble comp"e to lnptias, 
11. Arte go rýcilled -perts equipmeMi wdi processes sultabig, for fth required ap

12. Are fte ;pecifid wmerWs cormpatibl wilh each ther and the design wrinte 
F rdSimra to wtdh the nv~a wil be eposed? 

I&. Hove adlequef r'tnnolanre feaues Mid requiremenets been specfie? 
14. Are accsibiiy and othe design pravions adeqiWe for perlmwmc of nede 

man~temie wd -qpI.  

I& Has adeqM9 accesahity been Prwilded to perform toe k~vswvIne ki Fpectio 
scpected to be reqiie during hepai 0"we? 

16. HIM fte design properly considere radiation exposure to the public a&W plait

OK .N/A 

IV L

V

V/
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17. Are the accptanoo crteris kxiporat.d in the. design docuxnwgs swAicist to slow 
verIBa2io fi design nequfrerurw hve" boen sobe~orly w-,,~ed 

I&.Hv Ffm t fr-~ ior, - nd suqLw~q~t periodic I"~ reqL*smerw been up

19- Are ado~e hmrdki. storage. dew*bg and aWpvg eqrwnieews spelsd7 
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IndpenerwRovewer~ Narne/SigrwsurofAjes
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Group: 01

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

Use(s):

SUM >= Minimum Expected Flow 

> Minimum Expected Flow

To verify adequate safety 
injection flowrate for core heat 
removal.  

To verify adequate HPSI flow 
during hot and cold leg 
injection.  

To verify adequate hot and cold 
leg safety injection flow for 
RCS Inventory Control and RCS 
Pressure Control (SFSC).  

To verify adequate cold leg 
safety injection flow for RCS 
inventory Control and RCS 
Pressure Control (SFSC).  

To verify adequate safety 
injection flowrate for RCS 
Inventory Control.  

To verify adequate safety 
injection flow for RCS Pressure 
Control.  

To verify adequate hot and cold 
leg safety injection flow for 
RCS Heat Removal (SFSC).

Engineering Limit(s): 

Not Applicable (see bases)

Module: 02 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s):
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Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply engineering limits 
for this curve. See Reference 1.  

References: 

1) E-Mail from P. Curry to W. Watson, 11/4/92.
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REVIEW OF OTHER DESIGN DOCUMENTS

clucMd I (Exh*t 3.3-1 o WAP 3.3) Whi be codered wheneverw us Ch9cl is used. and if applicable.  
Mer Inkdnpendent Rwvlmr halIcude It i the reviwerds smiwt 

Docum~r NW@/ nbsr/Re@,Ielof: Mo- &-,vLjf / _H,7 tI/ty. .4, SI-e~ Z /

I. were Vte Ls correcy selected and incorporated io the design? 
2. Is fhe mteri presented sOiIciesiy doWed as to purpose, mehod. assurn.ions.  

-e•erces. and urs*? 
3. e the d assumwo Mne awry to perform trn design avry ad@qMie descrbed aid reaonable? Where neommy, ate e asswm*on idertifled for suseqwt 

-"1111`10rr 1WINthen r detalled desig aWctlles are completed? 
4. Ar* the approp*te qmi wa qmft a• urnse Mquramer speed? 
6. Are trn applicable codes. standards and regulatory 'squfrmerts; kscukxf banu and addenda property iberilled. and we thir reoqrewft for design mt? 
IL Havs appliable corietruction aid operating experience bee considered? 
7. Hae f design Interace rqu*remrts been satisfed? 
I. Was an appropriate design method Loe? 
9. Have the ooawtmre fator, cnaortao and empirical correlatim been correctly 

applied? 
10. k the CtpA (restfs anrd onouslons) reabonable compared to inpus', 
11. Are ft pi spciie parts, equipmK and promem su.able for the required ap

12. Aretieoo s•peiieo materals compate with each odw and the design ew inmeftl 
corid'lorr to wh"ch the materale wi be axpoed? 

13. Have adequate mrrnhtennce •etures a requirements been specialed? 
14. Are ac f mid oher design provwons adequate for performwnce o needed 

Stm :e wid repakir? I 
15. Has adequate accessblty been provided to perform the kH-svice kupectio 

expected to be required duin the OWO eo? 
16. Has th design property considered radiation exposure to the public and plant

OK N/A 

LX
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17. Are the acceptance cited@ incoporaled in the design documers suficient to allow 
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I& HMav dequfte pr..operaflw and subsegquerw pemrlodic test requkereerts been Wp 
proprwely specilled? 

la Ame adequat herdfg tmMrae clenin and shiping requmiregs speciled? 
20 Are adequate kspirt~ation requpemnws specmd 

2M. Has an spprqopz tWe page been used? 
ZL Are al pagee 00querild mnmbered and mWdkd wMt a valid numbe? 
23. bs the presentation iegwo and reproucibl? 
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Uflnmets/Ronaftt: ½.C--4-, ~c~lk1,' A~ ; J14~

e.ti I k 
llrdspender Rerviewer: tNarre$ignatursefst
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 02 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s):

Group: 02 

HOT AND COLD LEG SI FLOW 

Use(s):

> 450 GPM PER PUMP To verify flow through an operating 
HPSI pump is greater than the minimum 
flow required to prevent pump damage.  

Engineering Limit (s): 

Lower limit = 30 gpm per pump 

Bases for Engineering Limit (s): 

From Reference 1, the minimum HPSI pump flowrate required to remove pump heat and avoid pump damage is 30 gpm.  

Reference 1 also states that since there is no direct indication of flow through the pump, pump flow is determined using the injection header meters. There are four of these meters for cold leg injection and two for hot leg injection. At flowrates less than 75 gpm, the accuracy of the of each flow meter is undetermined. Therefore, for simultaneous hot/cold leg injection, six flow meters are used, resulting in a recommended total flowrate value of 450 gpm. In Reference 1, this value is applicable to operation with either one or two HPSI pumps.  

Assumptions: 

The engineering limit contains no instrument inaccuracies.  

rev. 01 In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents may be used as reference documents if justification is provided. The references noted below are formal engineering correspondence .between the design principals (e.g., NSSS vendor architect, etc,) 
and SCE.
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Their use as reference material is justified when the basis for 
the engineering limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design 
Document exists.  

Ref: 
References: 

I) SONGS Units 2&3 Emergency Procedure Technical Guidelines, 
Rev. 01, Page 10-97.
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

DOCUMENT: Module 02 Group 01

PLMNT: San Onofre 2&3

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216 

Engineering Limit and Bases

PARIMETER:

PREPARED BY:

HOT.LEG HPSI FLOW

George P. Berntsen 
Cgni za a n ee(�Print Name)

VRIFICATION "STATUS: COMPLETE 
--The.. Safety-Related. design information contained.. in this 

:'document has, been.::verified to be correct.:-by means of 
Design'Review using Checklists 9 of QAM-l0.1 

•:.Name . Signature .. Date 

:Independent Reviewer

APPROVED BY:4 
Com zant Eng+74ering anager (Print Name) 

gni, t -hgineerinej M ge (Signature)

CLIENT:

Date:%/> --
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 02 Group: 01 

Parameter: HOT LEG HPSI FLOW 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

SUM >= Minimum Expected Flow To verify adequate HPSI flow 
> Minimum Expected Flow during hot and cold leg 

injection.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Not Applicable (see bases) 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply engineering limits 
for this curve. See Reference 1.  

References: 

1) E-Mail from P. Curry to W. Watson, 11/4/92.
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17. Am tMe acceptance crteri incorporated in the design dourm.ts seulhe. to allow 
vriicatiothna design requiernente he"v been satiufactorly 

I& Hav adequate pr-peulom and subsequent FperIn dic test requiernemes been ap
propA•l fly Fp cl ?• 

19. Are adeqmit hmncl&4. storage. leaning and shippfn requernemets specilled? 

2D- Are adequate bertficelon reqi*emrts specified? 
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f2L Are a pgem sequenily nuntme and uaked wth a vauid numbe? 

23. I1 the presentation legbe and reproducUe? 

24. Me d croI-utas or overstrfies In the docuwtation been Intimsled and dated by 
thse a&th the change? 

25. Are nrurmnt for rmord preopration review, approval, rementio etc.. adequately 
.speciled?

Cmmn~ts/Rqemarks: J/ •e

Inde e Reviewer: Name/Sgmture/Date
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

DOCUMENT: Module 02 Group 01

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216 

Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER: HPSI FLOW (TRAIN A/TRAIN B)

Joseph R. Congdon 
Cognizant gineer (Print Name) 

--- gnizAnt Ygineer" "r (signature)
D ate:

-VERIFICATION' :STAhTUS:: --COMPLETE.  
TheSaet-Rela*te"d "design i..,nformation cotie nthis.  

doc et ha~s -been-verified tbe orect ymaso 
Ieig Reie usngchecklist s ____of QMl 

-ame inature .... at...  
Independent Reviewer.

APPROVED BY: 
Cognizant Engineering'Manager (Print Name) 

Cogniz ntoEngineering Manrer (Signature)

. t

CLIENT:

PREPARED BY:
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 02 Group: 01 

Parameter: HPSI FLOW (TRAIN A/TRAIN B) 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

<= 300 GPM To initiate corrective action to 
prevent HPSI pump damage resulting 
from pump operation with less than 
minimum required flow.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Lower limit = 30 gpm per pump 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

From Reference 1, the minimum HPSI pump flowrate required to 
remove pump heat and avoid pump damage is 30 gpm per pump.  

Reference 1 also states that since there is no direct indication 
of flow through the pump, pump flow is determined using the 
injection header meters. There are four of these meters for cold 
leg injection and two for hot leg injection. At flowrates less 
than 75 gpm, the accuracy of the of each flow meter is 
undetermined. Therefore, for cold leg injection, if the total 
flowrate through the four indicators is greater than 300 gpm, the 
HPSI pump protection criterion is met. In Reference 1, the 300 
gpm value is applicable to operation with either one.or two HPSI 
pumps.  

Assumptions: 

The engineering limit contains no instrument inaccuracies.  
rev. 01 

In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents may 
be used as reference documents if justification is provided. The 
references noted below are formal engineering correspondence 
between the design principals (e.g., NSSS vendor architect, etc,) 
and SCE.
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Their use as reference material is justified when the basis for 
the engineering limit is "operational experience" or "engineering 
judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design 
Document exists.  

Ref: 1 and 2 

References: 

1) SONGS Units 2&3 Emergency Procedure Technical Guidelines, 
Rev. 01, Page 5-44.  

2) Emergency Operating Instruction S023-12-9, Rev. 05, 
Functional Recovery - Heat Removal, page 309 of 448.
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17. Are fte acopuiac crftedsktief~porated fin the design documnert suftienur to Alow Volricati Ow2 design rw*quk'emers hive been smsact~ody a*convdisha? 
I&. Fftm~ adequate prprdnland su*bsequur periodic teet reqI*errnerts beew ap

19. Are adeqiuta hwdrmtg. storage, cleaning and *hipping reqt~mircera s pciled? 
2D- Am adeqi~e kiertlication reqLksrners apeclid? 
21. Hlas an appropriate tWe, pope been used? 
22. Are ME pagas equuwtimly rmttrdeci and marked with a vaid~ mmnber? 
23. ft the presentation Iegt~e and impouw~e"? 

24. HMOe &V anm*o~ or ovwsrgrgos fin the documnentation boew fr*We ad dated by Che mudw o fl chednge? 
25. Ara raquiremwws #o remo, preperatoi review. approvsi. mraterionL tc.. adequatey 

Indepwnder Reviewer Nan*/Sig~rut MWqja~

EXJ-rerr 3. 10-1
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ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

CLIENT: Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support
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DOCUMENT: Module 02 Group 01 Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER:

PREPARED BY:
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Cqgnizant Engineer (Print Name)

Date:
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Design. Review using Ceckit I /, A f M-O 

Name Datee 
-Inde~pend ent evwer

APPROVED 3
Cogn~zant Engineering M ager (Print Name) 

Con a Engineering Ma ýger (Signature)
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 02 Group: 01 

Parameter: HPSI/LPSI FLOW 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

> 40 GPM To verify Emergency Boration is in 
progress to obtain adequate shutdown 
margin per Tech. Spec. requirements.  

Engineering Limit(s): 

Lower Limit = 40 GPM 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

From Reference 1, the step value is based on Technical 
Specification Limiting Condition for Operation 3.1.1.1 
(References 2 and 3). References 2 and 3 specify that with 
shutdown margin less than the required value, boration must be 
initiated and continued at > 40 gpm until the required shutdown 
margin is restored.  

From Reference 4, the step value equates to the minimum boron 
addition rate. When accompanied by decreasing reactor power, the 
minimum boration assures reactor shutdown.  

Assumptions: 

Since the engineering limit is the minimum boration rate, it is 
inferred that it is based on the capacity of one charging pump, 
44 gpm (Reference 5).  

The 4 gpm difference between the engineering limit and the 
capacity of one charging pump may account for instrument 
uncertainty.  

Srev. 01 
In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, the 

references noted below are considered to be Secondary Design 
documents.
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Their use as reference documents for the engineering limit basis 
is assumed to be justified based on ensuring that the engineering 
limit is consistent with the current design basis and operating 
license.  

Ref: 2, 3 and 5 
rev. 01 

In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents may 
be used as reference documents if justification is provided. The 
references noted below are formal engineering correspondence 
between the design principals (e.g., NSSS vendor architect, etc,) 
and SCE. Their use as reference material is justified when the 
basis for the engineering limit is "operational experience" or 
"engineering judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design 
Document exists.  

Ref: 1 
rev. 01 

The references noted below are assumed to be Secondary Design 
documents. This assumption is justified based on the fact that 
they describe strategies which have been reviewed and commented 
on by the NRC.  

Ref: 4 

References: 

1) Operating Instruction S023-14-9, Functional Recovery 
Procedure Deviation and Bases Document, Rev. 0, page 94 of 
771.  

2) SONGS Unit.2 Technical Specifications through Amendment 94.  

3) SONGS Unit 3 Technical Specifications through Amendment 94.  

4) CEN-152, Rev. 03, Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure 
Guidelines, page 11-87.  

5) San Onofre 2 & 3 Updated FSAR, page 15.4-22, Rev. 3, 2/87.
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

CLIENT: Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

DOCUMENT: Module 02 Group 01

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216 

Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER:

PREPARED BY: GeorQe P. Berntsen 
gnizanmer (Print Name) 

clgny ta Engineer a (Sgtue) Date:JyIt 19/7L-

:VERIFICATION STATUS: COMPLETE 
The Safety-Related design information contained in this 
document has been verified to be correctt by means of 
'Design Review using Checklists 9 .of QAM-101.  

swr&/ew C ey)-R'JA ~ ____ 

Name Signatur :Date 
Independent Reviewer

APPROVED BY:
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT 

Module: 02 Group: 01 

Parameter: SI FLOW 

Step Value(s): Use(s): 

LOWER To verify that this parameter is adjusted 

RAISE correctly to control Core Exit Saturation 

THROTTLE Margin.  

LOWER To verify HPSI flow decreases after 
throttling of HPSI.  

Engineering Limit (s): 
None 

Bases: 
There are no associated engineering limits for the trending of 

parameters. Since no value is specified in the trend, no value 

will be assigned to the engineering limit. Usually, when an 

operator is instructed to trend an indication, the indication is 

used in conjunction with other parameters to corroborate the 
condition of a safety function. An operator is not required to 

perform a safety related action on the trending of a single 
parameter by itself in the EOIs. Where the trending of a single 
parameter is combined with specified operating limits on that 

parameter, the values given for the operating limits are 
evaluated for their engineering limits.  

Assumptions: 
None 

References: 
None
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE COVER SHEET

CLIENT: 

PROJECT:

Southern California Edison 

ISOPS II Support

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216

MODULE: 03 Cold Leg Temperature

PREPARED BY: P. Kramarchyk 
Cognizant Engineer (Print Name) 

Cognizant Engineer (Sijnature)
Date:,__

VERIFICATION .STATUS: COMPLETE 
"The. Safety-Related design information" contained inth. s 
:document. has been Veri fied 'tobe.: .. correct by.means of 
Design Review using .Checklists L)a' of QM-1Ol.  

Name ignature Datei 
-Independent .Reviewer

APPROVED BY: J.R. Congdon 
Cogniza t Engineering Mana er (Pr* t Name) 

ia Eng neering Manage-(Signature) D 
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DOCUMENT NO: 009-OPS92-188 
PAGE NO: 3 OF 7

SONGS 2/3 ISOP It PHASE It 
INSTRUIENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 04/15/93 
REVISION: 01

NOT A C.A. DOCUMENT Module #: 03 NOT A ,,,,. DOCUMENT

PARAMETERGRP 

01 

01 

01

01 COLD LEG TEMP

STEP VALUE/ 
ENG. LIMIT 

NOT RISING 
NONE 

NOT RISING 
NONE 

STABLE OR DEC 
NONE 

STABLE OR RISING 
NONE 

STABLE OR LOWRNG 
NONE 

LWRG & NOT CNTRLD 

I-NONE 
I 
I 
I

- I.  

.1 

II

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP the trending or 
value is specified 
apply.  

the trending or 
value is specified 
apply.

USEBASES 

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

In the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
monitoring of parameters. Since no value Is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

There are no engineering limits for the trending or 

monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.

To verify cold leg 
as Indication that 
established.

temperatures constant or decreasing 
single phase natural circulation is

-I.

To determine, along with 
Leg Temperature requires 
entering the FR EOI.

adequate S/0 level, if Cold 
exiting the LOFW EOI and

To monitor and correct for RCS overcootling.

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
in the trend, no engineering limits 

There are no engineering limits for 
monitoring of parameters. Since no 
In the trend, no engineering limits

To verify that this parameter is not rising, in the 
verification of adequate natural circulation.  

To verify cold leg temperatures constant or decreasing 
as indication that single phase natural circulation is 
established.  

To determine (by trending) if an ESOE Is isolated.
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)OCUMENT NO: 009-0PS92-188 
'AGE NO: 4 OF 7.

SONGS 2/3 ISOP I PHASE II 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE
DATE: 04/15/93 
REVISION: 01

lOT A Q,A, DOCUMENT Module N: 03 NOT A O.A. DOCUMENT

STEP V 

ENG. LPARAMETER

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP

01 

0il 

)2 

13I 

3j

COLD LEG TEMP

ALUE/ 

IMIT OASES

I

-<I

US

LOWERING There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
NONE monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

STABLE OR CONTRLD There are no engineering limits for the trending or 
NONE monitoring of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the trend, no engineering limits apply.  

> 500 deg F 488 deg F is based on maintaining core uplift forces 
LL 488 deg F within allowable limits.  

> RCP NPSH CURVE ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
NOT APPLICABLE engineering limits for this curve or table.  

COOLDOIJN PLOT ADO-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
NOT APPLICABLE engineering limits for this curve or table.  

>20<200 SN CURVES AOB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply 
NOT APPLICABLE engineering limits for this curve or table.

To determine if unisotated (least affected) SG is 
removing decay heat.  

To determine (by trending) if an ESDE is isolated.  

To ensure less than four RCPs are operating when less 
than 500 deg F to prevent core lift.  

To confirm available NPSH for operating the RCP(s).  

To monitor the cootdown rate of the plant.  

To verify that RCS temperature Is within P/T limits.  

To ensure Tc of the least affected BIG is maintained 
tess than Teat to avoid lifting MSSVs on Isolated S/G.

500 deg 

IL '555 di

F 
eg F

USE

555 deg F is based on keeping cold leg temperature less 
then the saturation temperature for the lowest Main 
Steam Safety Valve lift setting pressure (1089 psia).

I
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SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE If 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

'.7

DATE: 04/15/93 
REVISION: 01

OT A Q.A. DOCUMENT Module 0: 03 NOT A Q.A. DOCUMENT

PARAMETERRP 

05 

05 

06 

07 

07

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP 

COLD LEG TEMP (0A) 

COLD LEG TEMP (13)

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT BASES
I •P I 
_-I USE

-I.  

- I 

'I

> 300 deg F 

LL >287 degF(U-2) 

> 300 dog F 

LL >267 degF(U-3) 

ALL < 470 deg F 

HL 494 deg F 

LOWEST LOOP TC 

NONE 

LOWEST LOOP TC 

NONE

.1

The Technical Specifications require at least one 

overpressure protection system operable whenever cold 

leg temperature is less then or equal to 287 deg F 

(Unit 2) or 267 deg F (Unit 3).  

The Technical Specifications require at least one 

overpressure protection system operable whenever cold 

Leg temperature is less then or equal to 287 deg F 

(Unit 2) or 267 deg F (Unit 3).  

Less that 494 deg F Is based on engineering Judgement.  

Restricting Cold Leg Te"perature to < 494 deg F milt 

prevent exceeding the design pressure (650 psi) for the 

intermediate pressure letdown piping. T sat for 650 

PSIA is 494.89 deg F.  

There are no associated engineering limits for the 

comparison of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the comparison, no value will be assigned to the 

engineering limit.  

There are no associated engineering limits for the 

comparison of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the comparison, no value mitl be assigned to the 

engineering limit.

To indicate when to evaluate placing LTOP In service.  

To indicate when to evaluate placing LTOP in service.  

To verify criteria for letdown restoration is met (Tc < 

470 F).  

To determine which cold leg has the lowest delta T witt 

respect to S/G temperature (S/G temp - TO), to 

determine which RCP should be started first.  

To determine which cold leg has the lowest delta T with 

respect to S/0 temperature (S/0 tenmp - Tc), to 

determine which RCP should be started first.
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)OCUMENT NO: 009-OPS92-188 

3AGE NO: 6 OF 7

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE 11 

INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 04/15/93 
REVISION: 01

qOT A Q.A. DOCUMENT Module #: 03 NOT A O.A. DOCUMENT

3RP PARAMETER 

-1

STEP VALUE/ 
ENG. LIMIT

07 

07 

08 

08 

08

BASES

I I

COLD LEG TEMP (2A) 

COLD LEG TEMP (28) 

COLD LEG TEMP (2A) 

COLD LEG TEMP (23) 

COLD LEG TEMP (0A)

-I-.

There are no associated engineering limits for the 

comparison of parameters. Since no value is specified

in the comparison, no value wilt be 
engineering limit.  

There are no associated engineering 

comparison of parameters. Since no 
in the comparison, no value will be 

engineering limit.

assigned to the

limits for the 
value is specified 
assigned to the

LOWEST LOOP TC 

NONE 

LOWEST LOOP TC 

NONE 

< SIG E-088 TEMP 

NONE 

S/0 E-088 TEMP 

NONE I 

< S/G E-089 TEMP 

NONE

To determine which cold leg has the lowest delta T with 

respect to SIG temperature (S/G temp - Tc), to 

determine which RCP should be started first.  

To determine which cold leg has the lowest delta T with 

respect to S/0 temperature (S/G temp - Tc), to 

determine which RCP should be started first.  

To Identify the most affected S/G.  

To identify the most affected S/G.  

To Identify the most affected S/G.

USE

There are no associated engineering limits for the 
comparison of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the comparison, no value will be assigned to the 

engineering limit.  

There are no associated engineering limits for the 

comparison of parameters. Since no value Is specified 

In the comparison, no value will be assigned to the 

engineering limit.  

There are no associated engineering limits for the 
comparison of parameters. Since no value is specified 

in the comparison, no value will be assigned to the 

engineering limit.

!'



CURENT NO: 009-OPS92-188 
GE NO: 7 OF T

SONGS 2/3 ISOP II PHASE II 
INSTRUMENT USE AND BASES TABLE

DATE: 04/15/93 
REVISION: 01

r A O.A. DOCUMENT

PARAMETER

STEP VALUE/ 

ENG. LIMIT

Nodule 0: 03

BASES

NOT A O.A. DOCUMENT

USE

_______________1______________ 1 1_________________ 1

COLD LEG TEMP (1e)

COLD LEG TEMP

< S/G E-089 TEMP 

NONE 

>*SDM REQUIREMENT 

PER CURVE

.1There are no associated engineering limits for the 

cor•parison of parameters. Since no value is specified 

In the comparison, no value will be assigned to the 

engineering limit.  

The limiting temperature is a function of the current 

boron concentration, the method used to calculate SDM, 

and the current plant physics condition.

To identify the most affected S/G.  

To ensure RCS temperature is equal to or greater than 

the temperature required for shutdown margin based on 

last boron sample.

k.'ý f. I



ABS ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING NUCLEAR POWER 
A~wB UALMASSURANCE PROCEDURES MANUAL 

~A~45~QAM-101
QAP 3.10 

REVISION 1
PAf� A rhr t

CHECKLIST NO. 9 

REVIEW OF OTHER DESIGN DOCUMET

ChwcifIg 1 (**i 3.3-1 d WA 3.3) shel be coneiduued wheneve this Checidig Is used. and If appilc-atle.  
Vie lflde'SPWW~i Peviwer "slinl bIcdt in Vhe nwisees saernert 

Docmerno TWO/Numbr/,Revion: (2 ý- 6/ 1 g / L- /

I. *Wvr the Inputs cwrre~y selectd and k=WWpouzd ino the dusign? 
Z. Is Vhe ninter pr~esened suiientwy do~ia as to purpoe. method. assurnptons.  

tsfewm old unis? 

3- Are the assmptons necesary to pedogtm Vhe design aed*y adequaely d~ecrfted 
ad rosionwb4? VWher nvsswry. we the assurmPtiorie Idertried for subsequent 
remlliation when Vhe datale design acoes ae Complted? 

4. Are Vhe appropriat qi.xty end qieft asurance requirements specried? 
&. Are the applicable cndmrig. standards and regijatory reqlumernts ikx~sfrn iesse and 

aenaPrOPedY Uentred. and we their reqkernewts lor design nmt? 
a. HOW applicble cONIKrIL"On and openating, wcperlnce been COMM- derc? 
7. Have Vhe design Interace requiernerts been sat~sid 

a. Was an a~cpr~e design method used? 

I. Haew the adjummett becoom wvcertitle. and empircal correatkon been coirectly 
appied? 

10. Is the opA(resiji and Condslons) reasonable compared to kiptfts 

11. a on ? Viapci d p rt.e up e t nd proceM e auftabie for ft e req ir ap-.  

12. ArstVe peclied 'rnteridu oompatbe wih each cch end th e design erironmerti 
00nditoae to wtdch Vhe metwig w0 be eqxoed? 

13. Hwee adequuat nuteruce katwa mid reqihemeras been specified? 
14- Ams accggily wd Chew design WroWonsa deq~e for pedrniance ofeee 

molmterwie wrepair? 

I&. Has adequee acessibiliy been prvided to perform the hi-serice inspection 
W;edetd to be required during "i plant Iiv? 

16.ý Has the design PropeY considered radiation exposwxe to the public and plant 
personns

OK .N/A

EXHIBIT 3. 10-1

i
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File No: 009-0PS92-133 
Revision: 00 
Page: 1 of 3 

ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

CLIENT: Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

DOCUMENT: Module 03 Group 01

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216 

Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER: COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

PREPARED BY: Paul B. Kramarchyk 
Cognizant Engineer (Print Name) 

Cognizant Engineer (Sioature)
Date: N 1 o.

VERIFICATION STATUS: COMPLETE 
The Safety-Related design information contained in this 
document has been verified to be correct by means of 
Design Review using Checklists 2 of QAM-101.

Name 
Independent Reviewer

.DateSignature

APPROVED BY: 

"Cogrizant Engi ing Manaer (Print Name) 

Cognizn gineering Manag (Signature)



File No: 009-0PS92-133 
Revision: 00 
Page: 2 of 3 

SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 03 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

NOT RISING

NOT RISING 

STABLE OR 
DECREASING 

STABLE OR RISING 

STABLE OR 
CONTROLLED 

STABLE OR 
LOWERING 

LOWERING & NOT 

CONTROLLED 

LOWERING

Group: 01 

COLD LEG TEMPERATURE 

Use(s): 

To verify cold leg temperatures constant or 
decreasing as indication that single phase 
natural circulation is established.  

To verify that this parameter is not 
rising, in the verification of adequate 
natural circulation.  

To verify cold leg temperatures constant or 
decreasing as indication that single phase 
natural circulation is established.  

To determine (by trending) if an ESDE is 
isolated.  

To determine (by trending) if an ESDE is 
isolated.  

To determine, along with adequate S/G 
level, if Cold Leg Temperature requires 
exiting the LOFW EOI and entering the FR 
EOI.  

To monitor and correct for RCS overcooling.  

To determine if unisolated (least affected) 
SG is removing decay heat.



File No: 009-OPS92-133 
Revision: 00 
Page: 3 of 3 

Engineering Limit (s): 
None 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

There are no associated engineering limits for the trending of 
parameters. Since no value is specified in the trend, no value 
will be assigned to the engineering limit. Usually, when an 
operator is instructed to trend an indication, the indication is 
used in conjunction with other parameters to corroborate the 
condition of a safety function. An operator is not required to 
perform a safety related action on the trending of a single 
parameter by itself in the EOIs. Where the trending of a single 
parameter is combined with specified operating limits on that 
parameter, the values given for the operating limits are 
evaluated for their engineering limits.  

Assumptions: 
None 

References: 
None



AID ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING NUCLEAR POWER 
ABBQUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES MANUAL x~s,.mo., •AM-101

QAP 3.10 
REVISION 1 

PAGE 4 OF S
PAGE 4 OF 5

CHECKLIST NO. 9 

REVIEW OF OTHER DESIGN DOCUMENTS

Chcd" I1 (ExhMt 3.3-1 of QAP 3-3) SWh be considered wlerwer tis Checidlt k used. and N applicable.  

the Independen Revewr shaW Indude It in the rmIeWs WmrnL 

Docimenet The/Numbvr/Revvson: go' ",O 0 / A0 Y -0o j- Pz - 1- 3 A

1. Were the Ipus correcty seleed and incorporated into the design? 

2. l he rmatereal presented suaficl•y d Waled as to purpose, method. assumptions.  
isfervenc and unis? 

3 Are the amumptio necessy to perform the design acivity adequately deserbed 
and reasonable? Where necssury, are the assurrio ideimed kW~ Wueque 
oevelications when the dewaled design aWfIes are completed? 

4. Are the apropie qmality and quaity assurance reqemn secKied? 

S. Are the applicable codes. standards and regulatory requiremernts inuding issue and 
addenda Properly isentried, and are their requiremerft for design mar? 

6. Have applicable construction and operating experienc, been considered? 

7. Have the design Interface requirements been satisfied? 

&. Was an appropriate design method used? 

I. Have the adJustmwt factorsm uncertaintes. and empirical corrations been corncty 

10. I the outpia (results and conlusions) reasonable compared to kipLW, 

It. Are the speOe prts equipment, and processes suitable for the required a 

12. Are the specified materiels compatible with each odher and the design ehvea 
conditions to whMih the material wll be exposed? 

I3. Have adequate mrnternce features and requIrements been specfied? 

14. Are accibity aid other design proison adequate for performance d needed 
nuterwnce and rewi? 

15. Has adequate accessiblity bee provided to peform ith kevIce Inspecion 
expected to be required during fth plant Mie? 

16. Has the design properly consider radiation exposure to the public and plant peronnel?

OK . N/A

EXHIBIT 3.10-1



AI &ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING NUCLEAR POWER IN QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES MANUAL 
" '. m QAJM-iO1

QAP 3.1 
REVISION

PAGE 5 OF

17. Ar the acceptance criteria ircorporated in the design documerts sufifcient to allow 
verflcation that design requirements have been satisactorly accompilshed? 

I&. Hae adequate p w-zeon• l and subsequent periodic test req"uiments bee ap, 
propriatly speified? 

19. Are adequate handcbig, storage. cleanin and shIpping equiremets specliled? 
20. Are Misquoe beraftation requirements specified? 

21. Has an appropriate tWe page bee ued? 

22. Are I pges sequaotoally nh•xbed and nurked with a vaid nufm? 
23. Is the preserttion legible and reproucble? 

24. Have aff croas-outs or overstrikes In the documntation been Initialed and dated by 
the author o the change? 

2. Are requirererits for record preparation review approval. retention. etc.. adequately 
spe~ 

Comers/emancs ~ -L AjdI j eL-) ,

�-�P I c aL� (�.  - I.J
U

Independent Reviewer Name/Slgnature/Date 

-ýF .jJ-

EXHIBIT 3.10-1

IQL/ I

7-,2

I



File No: 009-OPS92-177 
Revision: 01 
Page: 1 of 2 

ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3 

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216

DOCUMENT: Module 03 Group 02 Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER:

PREPARED BY:

COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

Paul B. Kramarchyk 
Cognizant Engineer (Print Name) 

Cognizant Engineer (Signature)

VERIFICATION".STATUS:.COMPL'ETE ... ...  
.:The ..:.Safety-Related :design .information :contined in this 
-,document-has been -::verified: to :becorrect--bymaso 
Design...4Review usig Checklists , of QAM-O1..  

Name. . R.ev.iewe Signature Date ""nI p n e n : e i w r .:nd:ep::en d:e :: -:..• . ..i::: :!:::..i.•:..::!..!:••:::!.:i!•.:::::!... ..'R ev...:.i...:.:•:•!•:.:•?:..:..:•.: :

APPROVED BY:

CLIENT:

Date:3

,Ate(



File No: 009-OPS92-177 
Revision: 01 
Page: 2 of 2 

SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 03 

Parameter:

Group: 02 

COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

step Value(s): Use(s):

> 500'F
I rev. 01

To ensure less than four RCPs are operating when 
less than 500 *F to prevent core lift.

Engineering Limit (s): 

Lower Limit = 488°F 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

488°F is based on maintaining core uplift forces within allowable 
limits, per ref. 1.  

Assumptions: 
rev. 01 

In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXIV-7-15, 
documents that are not Primary or Secondary Design documents may 
be used as reference documents if justification is provided. The 
references noted below are formal engineering correspondence 
between the design principals (e.g., NSSS vendor architect, etc,) 
and SCE. Their use as reference material is justified when the 
basis for the engineering limit is "operational experience" or 
"engineering judgement", and no Primary or Secondary Design 
Document exists.  

Ref: 1 

References: 

1) Letter S-FPE-050, Fuel Assembly Uplift Margin for SONGS, 
Kogan to Smith, May 31, 1990.

3



BBABS COMBUSTION ENGINEERING NUCLEAR POWER ABBQUALITY ASSTRANCE PROCEDURES hlAUAu.  
c'04 QAM-101

.QAP 3.10 
REVISION 1

*AI'� A 1W t

CHECKLIST NO. 9 

REVEW OF OTHER DESIGN DOCUMET

Chucift I XEhWA 3.3-1 d GAP 3.3) WW be considered~ uwhewe Vd Chugcidlj Is LOW. arnd If ap~imbe.  
018Insrdepenident Piwerw " &Cnhad* It inte nwi~s'e's ~wnr.w 

DOcIurinUthefl*Numner/Revlsio:_0 A2- 2 ? I~-to /

1. Were the Inpus carrecty ed aried kucxorpouud ino the design? 
2- -is Me unezrW prowlined SL~ieflcly detalW as to pWpos.. mgthod. assuýdn.  

roomwes and unit? 

3. Ame Oie amaulW~on neoesmy to perform the design edlvtY edeqiaety descutied and fesscins? Wier neomay. am the ass5Wrlotic lceutr~ for sameaqwet Gemw~r uIe VNN the dlacaed design &W~vbne Wre cmed? 
4. Are #we &MmpW qwiky anid qi~ky Murmnc requlremer qpeclld? 

5.Are the =*Mecoe. Manderds mid regpMory eqinremets finckbing bane and 
addeKnd ProPertY IdrtMied. and wre thier reqtkemerts ta design mug? 

6. HM~apial construction arid operatfing .cperenoe been cOsildwerer? 
7. Man Vie design ktebmrta eqiiremees been satisfied? 
&. Was an apprapae design ffawhd LOWd? 

IL Ham the adlumment eacors. nwmienaties. aw nd epical colrrlations been corectly 

10. is Me CutPIM (resit and concusions) reasoneble co~mped to in~xfts 
11. ArefVie pecise parn& eqmergynn ard process sukaWi for Vie rsquired op.  

12. Ame the sp-cIM meterigs conq'~tAie ufh each oith old Vie design %wvironmeta 
F I ID - to wtdh the n~erW WR be ingpoed? 

13. Have adequin. riektarunce fares arnd rgqIuemergs been upedlied? 
14. Are awasty ariad wie design WWovjon adequos for perowanc d nede 

rmatmnev aid fop,*? .  
1. HIS KdeqWme Saccely been provided to Peel rm the kiservice kapedlon 

aqided to be raqord during fte plant Ws? 
16. Has Me design proery cnsidere radiation expos~ to the public ard plant

OK NIA

LIZ

-7-

-7 
/

/ 

/

EXHBITr 3.10-1
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PAGE 5 OF 5

17. Are the acceptance crterie incrpoatd in the design docx~wso stak~on to allow 
vo MosiIor tha design reqlemenrgs howe been 09At~ortcy aecw~ishod? 

111. ME"g aequa~te Wr-praln end subseequent periodi tes reikvenuts bee- ap
pro~aty pecilled? 

19. Are adequae twKS6ing. storuge cleaning arid shipping reqiiremerts speciled? 
20. Are adequae identrcsion requkgenerga speclied? 

21. ties an appropriae tfe page been used? 
2L Am all peg"e "quutby nmwW ened wwSnurked witha vaid~ nuxinr? 
23- Is thie Stesertation legite old re producible7 

24. He" a' "r"-'OgLg or *Oveul9e in the docmerlttalOn been Initised and dated by 
the auawo dt the change? 

25. Ame reqiremergs for record prepereo review. approvsi. retertlorL etc.. adequantely

independent ROWW Name/SIgnrezr/Date

EXHIBIT 3.10-1
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Revision: 00 
Page: 1 of 2 

ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

CLIENT: Southern California Edison 

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

PLANT: .San Onofre 2&3 

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216

DOCUMENT: Module 03 Group 03 Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER: COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

PREPARED BY: Paul B. Kramarchyk 
Cognizant Engineer (Print Name) 

Cognizant Engineer (gignature)
Date: 1 30 t %Z_

VERIFICATION STATUS: COMPLETE 
The Safety-Related design information contained in this 
document has been verified to be correct by means of 
Design Review using Checklists _ of QAM-101.  

SirEVZi4 C 'RYJ-P "301/ 
Name Signatur 
Independent Reviewer

APPROVED BY: �7 1L 1v,46 4 'd
Cogn'zant EngineeriAg Manager (Print Name) 

40,ý Cogniz nt 1ngineering Man/ger Signature) fath



File No: 009-OPS92-158 
Revision: 00 
Page: 2 of 2 

SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Group: 03 

COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

Step Value(s): 

> RCP NPSH CURVE 
(POST ACCIDENT TEMPERATURE 
LIMITS) 

>20 <200 SATURATION MARGIN 
CURVES (POST ACCIDENT 
TEMPERATURE LIMITS) 

COOLDOWN PLOT (Tcold VS. Time)

Use(s): 

To confirm available NPSH for 
operating the RCP(s).  

To verify that RCS temperature 
is within P/T limits.  

To monitor the cooldown rate 
of the plant.

Engineering Limit(s): 

Not Applicable (see bases) 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

ABB-CE has been directed by SCE not to supply engineering limits 
for these curves. See references 1 and 2.  

Assumptions: 
None 

References: 

1) Message, RCP NPSH CURVES, W. Watson to P. Curry, 10/30/92 

2) Message, RCP NPSH CURVES, P. Curry to W. Watson, 11/2/92

Module: 03 

Parameter:



AB *ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING NUCLEAR POWER QUALITf ASSURANCE PROCEDURES MANUAL 
M.AmS,,m QAM-101

QAP 3.10 
REVISION 1

PAGE 4 OF 5

CHECKLIST NO. 9 

REVIEW OF OTHER DESIGN DOCUMENTS

Chidlat I (Ehibit 3.3-1 of AP 3.3) Wel be conidered whwenwe ts Chsheclla is used. and I appIcsble.  
Mie kd"eedr Rqvimr shall Incudele It in the reviwe saiment

I. Were the kPS c0orrely selected and incor poi ed io the design? 
2. le ste rriWerW presented saUliclently dead• as to purpose, method. awumnlons.  

r enoea , Mid nks? 
3. Are fte assmpfts neasswy to pewform the design acivtiy adequately described 

and reasn od"? Where neceary. we the assumptions Identilled for aubeequert 
ormicions when the detaled design aKuves ar comp lsd? 

4. Are the approprte quality aid quality assurance requiremwent sp9cied 
5. Are the applicable codes. atandards and regiUiory requiremert including jess and 

addenda propey Identl1, and ae their requirements for design mt? 
H.fave applicable conatruction and operating experience been considered? 

7. Have the design interace reuirements been satislid? 

&. Was an approprWe design meho uLd? 

I. Naw the adusunt fc:tors. uncertairties. and empirica correltio been corely 

10. is Ve osupi (restits and condusions) reaonable compared to inpits; 

11. Are the pfeif•d pet equornet and proosm suitable for the required ap.  

12. Airefthe 11 speifed riansu compoible wMt each Wwe mid the design -enmionwieat 
cond•ionIs to whiichf mthe nIt wi be at•sed? 

I3. Have adequv atenmterence feature anid requiremets been speciled? 
14. Are accessiby ait d w ote design provison adeqwuoa for peomnce on eded 

Mn~temr e mid rspai? 

15. Has adequate accessibility been provided to perform the inseivice inspection 
npeoted to be requIred during the plt We? 

16. Has the design propedy considered radiation exposure to the public and plant perorins

EXHIBIT 3.10-1

OK N/A

V,

V
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

CLIENT: Southern California Edison

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

DOCUMENT: Module.03 Group 04

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216 

Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER: COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

PREPARED BY: Paul B. Kramarchvk 
Cognizant Engineer (Print Name) 

Cognizant Engineer (Signature)
Date: 'Y t

VERIFI CATION StAtUS: CMLT 
The ..Safety-Related design infor on.contained in this 

:domr~nt as een verifi.ed to "be' orc ymaso 
Design -Review; using.Checklists * f .QA 0- l.  

..Name aintue .... ae 
Independent eviewer ......

APPROVED BY:
Cogni ant Wngieer ng manager (Print Name) 

ogniza t nfginheering Manac(ii r (Sgnature)
ŽZ�L3
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Revision: 01 
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 03 

Parameter: 

Step Value(s): 

< 500 DEG F

Group: 04 

COLD LEG TEMPERATURE 

Use(s): 

To ensure Tc of the least affected S/G is 
maintained less than Tsat to avoid lifting 
MSSVs on isolated S/G.

Engineering Limit(s):

HIGH LIMIT less than 555°F

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

SSSF is based on keeping cold leg temperature less than the 
saturation temperature for the lowest Main Steam Safety Valve 
lift setting pressure (1089 psia per ref. 1&2, see table below).  

CAUTION: 
555"F does not provide allowance for instrument error or 
subsequent RCS heatup after the affected steam generator is 
isolated. Therefore, any factors that have a potential for 
raising cold leg temperature above 555"F must be considered 
before establishing an allowable operational value.  

MAIN STEAM SAFETY SATURATION TEMPERATURE 
LOWEST LIFT SETTING 

1089 psia 555°F Tsat 

(1089 psia = 1100 psia minus 1% offset (interpolated, ref. 3) 
per SONGS T.S. ref. l&2) 1__
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Revision: 01 
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Assumptions: 
rev. 01 

In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXVV-7-15, the 
references noted below are considered to be Secondary Design 
documents. Their use as reference documents for the engineering 
limit basis is assumed to be justified based on ensuring that the 
engineering limit is consistent with the current design basis and 
operating license.  

Ref: 1, 2 

References: 

1) SONGS UNIT 2 Technical Specification, rev. 01 
TURBINE CYCLE SAFETY VALVES, LCO 3.7.1.1 
AMENDMENT NO. 94 

2) SONGS UNIT 3 Technical Specification, I rev. 01 
TURBINE CYCLE SAFETY VALVES, LCO 3.7.1.1 
AMENDMENT NO. 84 

3) ABB STEAM TABLES 
SEVENTEENTH PRINTING



BBCOMBUSTION ENGINEERING NUCLEAR POWER ABS Q'ALXrY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES M.ANUAL 
QAM-101

QAP 3.10 
REVISION I

PA(W A fb�� C

CHECKLIST NO. 9 

REVIEW OF OTHER DESIGN DOCUMENT

hOucidig I (Exd** 3-3-1 of GAP 3.3) MW~ be corwbergd whowneve this Checidig is used. anti if appicable.  
Meu 11nd"Me rt n mw Re sWe kxki~do I In fte rmvuiews ststrurI 

D~etTwe/mwriw.isio: 0O0 F/-7 0

11- Were fti &VAs Cm*CdY sal.Ad "i kIncrporated kto Vie design? 
2- ks the maiterie presented sulficiarufy detailed as to purpose. matho~d. asswamtn.  

ralereoes mid wn"? 

3- "v the amffEdOM ntemety 2o perfom.- the design activiy adequmtuly describe 
WWi uuassonvul? bVhgr uneesey. WO the assun~dore iderfifed fow subsequent 
MuWMC~iorw vwhe I O detailed design C~Ih~ies ere oori"sed? 

4. Amg th approprist quaty avid qemky awxn~mn requqiiremers pecoed? 
5.Ane the applicable Codes. staridaad avd reguLAtoy reqL*e@nuts kidudiug isue and 

addenida PrOPwfty IdSMAN. arx! am their raqukemerts fr design mar? 
6.Have applicabie Construction avid operatintg experjere been Coruserd? 

7. Hmv fth design Irtewaoe rsqm*emurt been satisalld? 

6.Wes an apWopwle design mhlhci &ned? 

9. Hmv h adj 8UeTMar bctori unlcerhinties. and empirical correlastions been Correctly 

1O. Is the:110~ (reults aid Conclusions) reasoneble compare to Inputs' 

11. Am fth Neisd pft~ squipmeriL md processes suitable for the required aw 

1Z. Ane the specfi - uIwei ~nWs vf'~tie each Oher mid ft design emiawontmmt 
Condliom to wl~h the urWe, wil be a~osed? 

13- Miew adew"~ mektnerments tures anid requemerus: bean spedfilad7 
14. Ams acosfty end 'CttW design provbon. Ndequat for psrfomwuce of needed 

msfneitm and repak? 
I&. His adequsate W sdtiy been prv~cd to perform tohe b-evice- Cisdon 

CPeded to be requke durku fte plant Ee? 
16. Nos fth design Property Considered radiiaton exposure to fte public anid plant 

persorrm

OK . N/A

Vl*

EXHBIT 3.10-1

/



A BB ABE COMBUSTION ENGINEERING NUCLEAR POWER 
ABBQUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES MANUAL

QAP 3.10 
REVISION 1

PAC (fl C S fl� - - *�6 .1

17. Are the oe~pance criteds k=copoatd in the design docLmwot iAlcierv to slow 
vertical~ OWt design rqIL*'errmsr hmv been satiSfacorly acc=On~whd? 

I&. Have adequt*epe~tlr and stbeoquer peuloic NW reqkemnenta been ap

19. Are adeq~o torwirlag storage. deankig a" shipping roqiiWremts secUmed? 
20. Ame Od.pM kbertvison requfreert WneedW? 

21. HaS an appropride tile page beew uoed? 
22- Arg or P019 OeiWNY nMbered aind mowked with a ~vmWk number? 
23. Is tie proertation Iegtil and rgproductie? 

24. Have ag r-o".gs or averur~cs in fte documertaon been k*bWe and dated by tie OaOAhof tie clangs? 

25- Are roqulemrwu for reor Preparato review. appoval. ratonlkwL etc.. adequaely 

Cornments/Remnuft:

Cok,c )

independert Reviewer Narne/Signoure/Date
Z�•�-2� � 4L� K � A?

EXHIBIT 3. 10-1
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ABB COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING LIMIT DOCUMENT COVER SHEET

CLIENT: Southern California Edison 

PROJECT: ISOPS II Support

PLANT: San Onofre 2&3

C-E JOB NUMBER: 2001216

DOCUMENT: Module .03 Group 05 Engineering Limit and Bases

PARAMETER:

PREPARED BY:

COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

Paul B. Kramarchyk 
Cognizant Engineer (Print Name) 

Cogni'zant Engineer (Signature)

.RIIC ..... :.STAT-US: ......:; ... . .. ... ...  

-The -.Safet-Raed deisin infrmtocnaidints 
document has benvrfe 0t ecret ymaso 
Design Review. usng.Checkists ::-of QKM-I0l .  

Inependent Reviewer

APPROVED BY:

Date:

!Zý3 
D;&e /
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SONGS 2&3 INSTRUMENT SUITABILITY STUDY 

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

ENGINEERING LIMIT BASES DOCUMENT

Module: 03 

Parameter:

Group: 05 

COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

Step Value(s): Use(s):

> 300°F To indicate when to evaluate placing LTOP in 
service.

Engineering Limit(s):

Lower Limit: > 287°F (Unit 2)

> 267°F (Unit 3) 

Bases for Engineering Limit(s): 

The Technical Specifications (ref. 1 & 2) require at least one overpressure protection system operable whenever cold leg temperature is less than or equal to 287"F (Unit 2) or 267°F (Unit 3). Therefore, the engineering limits are the minimum allowable cold leg temperatures at which the need for Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) must be evaluated 
before proceeding with a cooldown.

Srev. 01

Srev. 01
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Revision: 01 
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Assumptions: 
rev. 01 

In accordance with NES&L Quality Procedure S023-XXVV-7-15, the 
references noted below are considered to be Secondary Design 
documents. Their use as reference documents for the engineering 
limit basis is assumed to be justified based on ensuring that the 
engineering limit is consistent with the current design basis and 
operating license.  

Ref: 1, 2 

References: 

1) SONGS UNIT 2 Technical Specification, 
TURBINE CYCLE SAFETY VALVES, LCO 3.4.8.3.1 J rev. 01 
AMENDMENT NO. 94 

2) SONGS UNIT 3 Technical Specification, 
TURBINE CYCLE SAFETY VALVES, LCO 3.4.8.3.1 rev. 01 
AMENDMENT NO. 84
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QA-0

QAP 3.10 
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PAGE 4 OF S

CHECKLIST NO. 9

OChscht I (Exhlbit 3.3-1 d WA 3.3) " be Co~iersd vhwnewvs this Checklist Is used. amid I appi~cable.  
VkIrdqwxW Ravlow "in kichid It fin the r~vlwews 2101Mer 

D~~#nmt TV@/MdmlrtRevlsjo.: C -c ~a-/C

11- Were the frPMs cwrrec~y seleced and b'corportezd into the design? 
2. 118 "h Marterie pmwe MASCIMOtY detailed as to ptqxwo. method. assumptions.  

3. Are thue asmpione~u necesay to pefoem the design acov*y adequaely descrlbed wvJ reasonable? Where neomery. We ftu asauqibons Idntlwed for autequent Mevefim wfuen the detalled deWWsc actfte are con~ised? 
4. Are the aPpropt qmky arid quaity assurance reqluemng"supecife 
& Are the appl~icbe codes. stariwdaa mid'reguleot reqhuirners b1xLXSkV bsum and S&Mnda uvopedy Idkletaid. ar&-Wawe Vokf reqi*.megw for deseg nW? 
IL kwe appible CW~njgm and operaftk scperence been congiderod? 
7. Have the design Intrbw~ requbemerts been *at~sld 
& Was an appropriae design meftod used? 
I. Haew the sArustrners factors. WWUcer*Ws.e and empirical correalatiors been cowecdy 

10. Is the o 0*L* (rst a8W COnCIUS1on) rmasoruti corrq~ere to lnpAs' 
11. Are 9we speldW pan&s*A, g mi~er~ad processes aultable for the requ~ed ap

112. Ame the qme*We n~tanldh COMrE11le vftj each othe mud the design eING1rdnwre 
cOreftiu to wid he Un nweW wil be expiosed? 

13- 94mw adequante htlmwrvnue, featues mid requknernes been upeclied? 
14. Ar acOesubitY ard Othe design WWWOMvou K10*09 for performnwrce d needed Mabwawwo and rqnk 
IS. HaS adlequae accssbiiy been provied to penforni th hi-service Inspection ftected to be req*evd dwfug the plant noe? 
16- Has the design property considered radiation exposure to fth public and plant 

pwaorW

OK N/A

EXHIBIT 3.10,1
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17.Ar 0~6Xy- ~/Sa /~/ / 17. Are the OCC ktrpo*aled in the design documert wff~ieew to isow wrfficatkon ths design reqL*uwrwts have been oeatctorly ejiiahed? 

8.Have adequete pre-opendior and suaequerv perioic t.00 rsqikemerU beow ap
Pr0(xtdey apeclied? 

19- Are adoe~o handling. soage. demnking and sh*pIng roqiirmerts speclied? 
20. Are adoqtme ksertcZwo requkemers specoIed? 

21. Has an PrOPrift~e Wopage beon used? 
21- kg dW pseo sequor~y nwnbered and rnwked with a vsikj nunber? 
23. As Mhe presentation iegaul. and ruprodumctf.? 

24. Have * croee-'Oe' or ovwrulrs 'n the docmmw*W10n been kuftWW old dated by the aLUhor dthe change? 
25. Are requiemers kwr rcord praparaon r~wvlw aWrovaf. retertlon. etc.. adequatly

Cmnrs/R erneft:

,,-� 
�Independer R~veWmr~ Name! Signeturemoa!ý/

EXHMITr 3. 10-1


